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A digital computer program written in Fortran is presented that
implements the system a.dentification theory for deterministic systems
using input-output measurements. The program contains an algorithm
that detects the existance of nonuniqueness of the parameters and
reduces the parameter set until a unique set of parameters is obtained.
The dynamic model of the plant whose parameters are to be identified
can be nonlinear, time varying and periodic.
The programs were categorized into user supplied programs, user
modified programs internal programs and libra:^ programs. To appJ.y the
•	 identification programs the user makes the necessary changes in each
category to simulate the model behavior. The user has the capability to
specify any one of three options. The first option allows for a complete
model simulation for fixed input forcing functions. The second option
identifies up to 36 parameters of the mod^:l Pram wind tunnel or flight
measurements. The third option calculates a sensitivity analysis up to
35 parameters. An example using input-output measurements






Win1 tunnel and flight data have been extensively used for
estimating stability and control derivatives far airplanes and
more recently also for helicopters. Frevwously, computer programs
used for the estimation have been specialized for each particular
application. ^n this report a computer program is presented which
is applicable to a wide range of systems with only minor program
modifications. The program has• the novel feature of calculating
the uniqueness of the parameters estimated. This can be of crucial
importance since input-output measurements often lead to nonunique
solutions far the parameter values. Nonuniqueness may be due to
parameter redundancy or insufficient information in the measurements
and computations. An algorithm was presented in reference 1 that
detects the existance of nonuniqueness and also determines a unique
set of parameters. This report makes available the digital computer
programs used in the above reference and gives a description of the
programs implementing the system identification theory.
The dynamic model of the plant must be obtained from the analysis
of the physical process occurring in the plant. The model can be
nonlinear and time varying and must be written in the farm x = ftx,t,p),
The identification program estimates the parameter vector p from
inputWautput measurements.
The digital computer programs were written in Fortran and were
programmed an an IBM 360/67 computer. The programs were catagorized
into user supplied programs, user modified programs, internal programs
and library programs. The user makes the necessary cha^^ge^ in each
2
Gcategory to simulate the model behavior. The user has the capability
to specify any one of three options. The first option allows for a com-
plete model simulation for fixed input forcing functions, The second
option identifies up to 36 parameters of the model from wind tunnel
or flight measurements. The third option calculates a sensitivity
analysis for up to 36 parameters. Each option is specified from
extexnal data cards and the results are displayed on an on-line printer.
PROGRAM DESCRXPTION
T^. reference ^, a theory is presented for identification ^^f
noi^lznear systems in the presence of nonuniqueness. In thia report
a description of the computer program is given that represents an
implementation of the t:neory. A brief review of the parameter
identification process is firs,: given. Sketch A, shows a general.
outline of the identification process, The same input u is applied
to bath the math model and the plant ("plant" refers to the physical
system from which measured time histories are available and whose
parameters are to be estimated). The best values of the parameters
for the math model are those that minimize the difference between
the model and plant outputs. The identification process is an
algorithm that compares the outputs of the math model and plant
and adjusts the parameter values (such as inertia, spring constant,
damping constant, etc.) until this difference is a minimum. What
this minimum should be is established by least squares fit and
the identification algox^.thm iterates until this criterion is
reached. It'may net always he possible to reach this minimum






or even to obtain an^improvement in the matching of the model
and plant outputs. Problems encauntered with the technique and
same of their soZt ^.ians are also given in reference 1. This repcart
deals only with the description of the cs^mputer pragrams imple-- i
menting the theory of reference 1.. A flow diagram of the parameter
	 ^
identification technique as implemented on the digital computer
is given in sketch B. This diagram is a simplifi^:d sketch of
r
t
the identification algorithm and only gives those operations that
are central to the technique. The equations given in the diagram





in reference 1,	 €:
The differential equations describing the model can be nonlinear
and time varying of the form x = f(^,t}. The differential equations
~	 for the plant should be written in first order form to be easily
t
compatab:^e with the computer programs presented. Tt should bep	 !:
noted here that the system equations do not necessarily have to
be differential but can be of polynomial form. Tf differential
equations are not used. to describe the model, then slight modifi-
	 ^^
nations in same of the subroutines presented are required.
"^







s..	 _^The order of the differential equations that. the prrograms aan
	 =^ ^'
^:^	 ^`handle is not restricted. The identification programs are limited,
	 ^.
however F by the fatal number of parameters to be estimated and the
-	
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Sketch B,- Flaw diagram for parameter identification technigtae.
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iwhich are used. All of these Limitations can be removed if the
necessary changes are made in the program. The program as discussed.
^	 is Limited to estimating a maximum of 36 parameters usi,rg a maximum
of 12 measurements and 200 data points for each measurement. A
smaller number of parameters, measurements and data points can be
used without altering the basic parameter identification program.
Examples for estimating smaller number of parameters are given in a
later section.
The capability of the identification program is divided into
three modes of operation. Each mo^3e is specified by use of input data
cards as is illustrated in the example section. First, the program
is run in a simulation mode. In this mode of operation the program
calculates the system response to specified forcing functions and
system parameters, The results are stored on disk from which a
punched card deck is obtained or the results are printed or plotted
using the on-line printer. Second, the program is operated in the
identification mode. 1:n this mode of operation, measurements from
the plant (max. of 12 measurements and 200 data points per measure-
ment^ are used to estimate specified parameters (max. of 36} of the
model. The identification program is given nominal values of the
parameters to start the iteratirn. Tt iterates until a best match
between the measured response and the model. response is obtained.
P_t the end of the iteration sequence the program prints the best
estimate of the pazarneters which produced the smallest error between
the measured and calculated response. The measured and calculated
responses can be stored on computer disk, printed or plotted by the








:relation of the measured and computed output can also be obtained
is^ this mode of operation. The results aan again be stored on
computer disk and then printed or plotted. Third, the program is 	 ^.
operated in the sensitivity analysis mode. The sensitivity is defined
{ref. 1) as a dimensionless ratio of the • change in the output due
to a change in the parameter. For this mode of operation the user
can specify the sensitivity analysis of all the parameters that are
to be estimated. This is done in order to expose those parameters 	 ',
that are most sensitive to small variatiox^e. The most sensitive
parameters are then specified in the identification mode since tgey
are most cr^.tical in matching the measured and calculated response.
The output for the sensitivity analysis is a table listing of the
parameters and their sensitivity. Each of these three options is
demonstrated by an example and the meaning of the output results are 	 -
discussed.
ORGANTZATZON OF PROGRAMS
The computer programs are divided into four categories:
user supplied programs, user modified programs, internal prog^:ams
and library programs. Each category will be discussed such that
.,
the user can apply these programs to his particular problem. Table
1 gives a list of all the programs required for the identification
of the system. parameters. The type of program as categorized above
is also indicated in Table 1. The user supplied and the user
modified programs will be discussed in detail in the following pages,	 t
while the discussion of the internal and library programs is given
in appendix A. The program discussion will be divided into a 	 i
section on program "D^:scription" and a section Qn program "Usage". 	 F :_.
S
	'	 In the "Description" seCt^-on
 a general overview o^ the individual
tunct^.on pt 
the program is given while in the "Usage" section the
function o^ each variable in the calling list and variables in the
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fiALLE 1. LIST OF zDENT^FICATION PROGRAMS
SmORAGE
1. M^iZN2$$ (user supplied program) 5032
2. NEWP$$ "	 "	 " 4404
3. DERTV$$ n	 rr	 " 3764
4. OUTPUT$$ "	 "	 " 1792
5. PRZNTI$$ rr	 u	 u 1564
6. ZDENTZ$$ (user moda.fa.ed program) 3436
7, INOUT$$ "	 "	 " 13224
$. DYN$$ n	 n	 rT 1532
9, READZN$$ (^.nternaZ program) 3652
10. PARAM$$ "	 " 56Q0
Z1. ADJUST$$ " 2856
Z2. DYDA$$ " 1.26$8
13. COR$$ "	 " 13704
14. TRADUC$$ "	 " 556
15. ERROR$$ "	 " 2536
16. CRUNCH$$ " 23$92
17. PLOTI:N$$ "	 " 3428
18. zNTS (libraiy program}
Z9. ^NTM "	 "





SUSER SUPPLIED AND USER MdDZFZED PROGRAMS
1, MAYN2^^
Description
MAZN2^$ is the main line program that will call the iu.entif--
ication program. The parameters of the mathematical model are
:;-ead into the program and the same information is printed. Following
the execution of these statements, the initial conditions requixed
for the differential equations of the model are defined in the
T array (see description of integration routine}, For the example
programmed here the A matri.^ defined by the differential equation
of the model ^ = A (t} x + E (t} ^ is initialized using the system
parameters. After the initialization of the system equations
the subroutine TDENTI is called. Th^,s subroutine calls all
t he remaining subroutines until the identification of the
specified parameters is completed.
usage
CALL ^rAxNa ^ $
At th4 beginning of the program the common /MA.1Nl/ must apgear
with the T array whose s^.ze will depend on the order of the dynamic
model to be integrated (see descript2^on of internal subroutine in
appendix A). The remaining variables in common are used in modeling
the system dynamics for the helicopter rotor example illustrated.
The user can create new commons to describe his particular mathematical
m^de1. These common statements should only be present in those
subroutines the user must supply (see list of user supplied sub-
routines), At the end of the MAIN2$$ program the user calls the
I1




The NEWP subroutine is supplied by the user. The subroutine
lists the parameters of the model chat are to be identified. The
list of parameters given for this particular example are shown at
the beginning of the program ^^here they are defined by the P array
with the left side of the equation representing the variable name.
The identification program adjusts the P's until the best match
between the calculated and measured data is reached. TY-^erefore
all coefficients in the model that are effected by the P's must be
recalculated every time the subroutine is called. Hence the remaining
part of the program calculates the coefficients
- of the mathematical
M
model. that are effected as the parameters P change._ The ,coefficients
listed in the program were previously initialized in the main program
	
r
but they must ^xow be updated as the P's are varied.
Usage
CALL NEWP
There are no arguments in the call of the subroutine. The
labeled commons /MA.IN1/, /DERIVI/, /SENTTV/,/OUTNEW/,/INFZ,OW/,
and /REiTSF/ were supplied by the user to define elements of the
model. equations. The labeled common /RPN!/ amd /COMl/ are associated
with the identification programs and must be present in the program
exactly as shown. The P array defines the parameters to be identi--
:pied and the N1 variable defines the total number of parameters
.z	
^A
that can be identified (max. N1=36}. Following the common state--
menu, the Fortran statement IF(N1.EQ.0} RETURN must follow in
^	 order to by pass the program if no parameters are identified. The





1	 B ^Y=P (^. }
Tf N1 is less than 36, for example N1-21, then th© computed G^ T^
and the list of gaxameters must be defined for 21 parameters. {See
example}. Note that the variables BIY, BLOSS ete. are va^:^.ab1e
names the user assigns to the parameters to be identified. The
.	 user is free to choose these variable names as long as they are. not
in conflict with the variables lefined in common /RFM/ and /COMI/.
3. DERTV$$
Description
The subroutine is supplsed by the user and must be compatible
with the library integration routine used to integrate the equat^.ons
of mot^.an. For the model simulated in this example, the DERIV sub-
routine evaluates the derivatives of the dylrlamical equations that
are written in the form X=AX+Bu. Tf the equations are not diffexen-
tial and some other means are used to obtain the calculated behavior
of the model, the subroutine is not needed. The model response is






There are no arguments in the calling list. All coanmon state-
ments except the common /STATE] are supplied by t^^e user to generate
the model response. The common /STATE/ must be present in the program
as Lhown. The only variable used from the common statement are
defined by the arrays Y^'i {240,1.2) and SCALE (12) (see READIN subroutine} .
The YM array contains the measured response .and the forcing functions
of the system. The SCALE (12} contains the scaling factors
required to convert the data in YM to engineering units. For the
model p~cgrammed iii DERTV, channels 7 and 8 contained the forcing
functions of the system. These forcing functions are needed to force
the mathematical model in the exact same manner as they were used
to force the actual system.
4. OUTPUT$
Description
The subroutine OUTPUT is supplied by the user. The subroutine
is called by the DYN subroutine whenever a calculated data point
is to be stored. The program calculates the output matrix y=Cx from
the state variables x. The results of y are stored in the array
YC(204,12}. The error between the calculated (YC) and the measured
response (YM) is stored in the array ER(2^04). Finally the calculated
response YC is weighted by the weighting matrix WEZGHT(12) and the
result is stored in Yir](2440) .
Usage
CALL OUTPUT
Three common statements that come ffom the identification
w,
I4
programs must be present in the subroutine. These commons are
/STATE/, /RPMj and jWGHTf. The variables used in the OUTPUT sub





number of data points in each measured output (read from input
data in the TNOUT subroutine)
NS	 number of measured outputs (read from input data in the TNOUT
subroutine)
SCALE(i2) scaling factors for l2 channels that convert data from
integer values to engineering units or back into integer values
(read from input data cards in the INOUT subroutine}.
YC(ZDD,12) the computed response calculated in the OUTPUT
subroutine (maximum of l2 time histories captaining a
e	
maximum of 2DD data paints each).
YM(2©Q,12) the measured array brought into the OUTPUT subroutine
(read frown data cards or computer disk by the READSI^i subroutine) .
YW(24DD} the computed array YC{2DD,Z2) weighted by the we^.ghting
matrix WEIGHT(l2} calculated in subroutine OUTPUT.
ER{2^OD) the error between the calculated and measured response
obtained in the OUTPUT subroutine.
The remaining common statements and variables are unique to this
particu^.ar model simu3.ation. The user must supply the required
commons - ta generate the YC(2DQ,12} and YM(2DD,1.2) respectively. The
measured and computed data is converted to engineering units
w^.th the scale factor SCALE(12} before printing. The array PSl3(200}
contains the angle measurement corresponding to each measured and





transferred to the subroutine for printing.
Usage
CALL PRINTI
The PRlNT1 subroutine has no arguments in the calling list.
Ali variables are brought into the program through the common /STATE/
and /PRZN/. The variables used in the program for the common
/STATE/ are ND, NS, SCALE{l2), YC(200,12) and YM{200,12} which have
been defined in the discussion of the previous subroutine. All
variables in the common /PR^N/ are printed out with the on-line
printer. The only variable of particular interest is the array
PS11{200} which contains the angle measurement corresponding to
each measured and computed data point stored in the matrics YC{200,12)
and YM{200,12). The remaining variables are unique to the particular
dynamic system modeled. The user nay change the f?^RTN/ common in




The subroutine calls a number of subroutines that carry out
^^he identification process. At the beginning of the program the
initial per cent variation for each parameter is set to l g and
the weight for all l2 measurements are set to 1. If different
teights are to be assigned, they can be read into the program
through input data cards (see example). The initial conditions
:hat are read into the main program and st^tired in the T array are
redefined in the matrix X^NTR(J), The remaining part of the program





.and the parameter identification routine FAF.AM. The subroutine ERRQR
called in rDENTI calculates the relative error, the correlatioz ► ^
Q	 ^.ne autoaoxrelati^on of the error and variance of the parameters.
Three other subroutines cal.l.ed by-the program are PRINTI, CRUNCH
and PLOTZN. The PRTNTI. subroutine prints the results of the identi-
fication. fihe CRUNCH subroutine stores the data while the PI,QTZN
subroutine plats the data on the "on-line" printer. Any one yr
all. of these options may be specified to be executed by the program
from the input data cards (see example of data ^.nput} .
Usage
cxLZ zvENTz
The subroutine has no arguments in the calling list of the
•	 program. All common statements must remain unchanged „ except for the
^°	 common lMa:^;l.^'. i•his common i,s defined in the main program and
contains a number of variables that define the parameters. of the
system, The T matrix must be present in-this common as has been
defined 3n the ma^.n program. The variable form common JMA^N3,/ used
in the subroutine and its meaning is:
T(123} an array required by the integration routine AL ZNTS
(see description of library subroutines used in the 	 ,.
t
program}.
Nate ti^at the remaining variables in this common statement are
given dummy names since they are not needed in the subroutine: The
.	
_,
user must store. in the' XSI+IxT jJ} array the initial. conditions
of the .model.- that are refined in the fi array (see ^.nes :x900 and













The subroutine is called by the 1DENT1 subroutine and its
primary purpose is to read and write parameters of the model that
are to be ia.entified. The measured data is read into the program by
the use of the subroutine READZN and xs stared in the matrix YM(200,12},
The data can either be read from cards or from a computer disk
as will be described. later in the description of the ^tEADIN sub-
routine. The measured and calculated data is scaled by the scaling
factor SCALE(J). This is done to compress the measured data on
cards in order to minimize the number of data cards. Further
discussion of- the format used in reading the measured data cards
will be given in the description of the subroutine READIN.
Several options that the user may specify with input data cards
are also carried out in the program. (See example for data input}.
The option for simulating the equations of motion with no identi- 	 R
ficatian is performed in the program between lines 24800 and 2fi400
(see listing of subroutine in appendix B). Control from the program
is returned to the TDENTI subroutine unless an error in reading the
data cards is encountered upon which ^.he program stops.
Usa^3e
CALL 1NOUT(JJ)
The argument in the call is either 1 ar 2. Far JJ^I the
zput cards are read and written out, For JJ=2 the identa.fication
as been completed and statements form lines 2310.0 and 241 ,00 are




_^ ^i _^ ^ _
are:
T{1.23) an array required by the integration routine AL ^NT.o,
and ONlECA the angular velocity of rotor.-
-	 The, angle increment indegr^es'and the equival:ant time in
':seconds'between`measured data points must be calculated in the
	
-	 `^•;program. -The step size (KDT in millidegree} betwee^^. zneasu^ements ^s
^,
brought into the pxog^am from the READ^N subroutine. The increment,'_<
;,
in degrees (DPSI) and the equivalent time interval (vT) are then
calculated b"ett^'een lines 10600 and 1084 of the program . .	 -
8. DYNE$
Description
The subroutine DYN is used to call the integration routines
that integrate the dynamical equations o^ motion far the mathematical.
model4 The first program called in the subroutine is the sub-
routine NEWP. The NEWP subroutine initializes
the pararcieters in the mathematical model that are to be identified.
Next the 'integration routine CALL ANTS and CALL ^?^TM are called.
These two routines are standard library-integration programs
that integrate first order differential equations of the form
X=f(x,t,} where x, and x are n-th order vectors and the prime
indicates differentiation with respect to tlie ` independent variable
t. These two routines also require a user supplied subroutine
named:.DER^V. The subroutine DER1V eva3:uates the derivatives
and' stores them in - the array T ( 4 -hN) where N is the r,.umber" of
,. ,..
differential .equations. The T array consists of 12N+3`cell:s
if .Adams-Moulton option is used or ^N+3 cel]:s if the `Runge- Butte
,.




^	 .^	 .^ - ^ ^- ^.—...._..t . ^	 '
^:
and called in DYN is the subroutine OUTPUT. This subr -outine is:
called each t^,rae a` calculated .data point obtained by. -the .integration
routine is required to be°stared. The complete time history ^.or the
^,	 • a
mathematical model is thus generated. .
if integration of the equations is not necessary thez^v^hatever
static equations governing the model behavior must be programmed
in the DYN subroutine. The integration subroutines and the...subrouta:ne
DERIV are not required. Althoug}Z the OUTPUT subroutine must. be
supplied by the user and the calculated model response must be
stored in the appropriate matrices.
Usage
CALL DYN (Nl,..KT, KMIX)
The arguments in the calling list are:
Nl number of parameters (max 36p this parameter is not used in
the program)
KT anust be set to 1 in the calling program. KT is used in the
program to initialize T(2) and also acts as a counter to
keep track of the number of times a calculated data point
is stored..
KMTX not used.
The labe^.ed common /STATE/ must be present in the program.
This common is used to transfer variables between the identification
programs... The labeled common /MA3Nl/ and./4UTNEW/ are supplied
by the user to obtain the time histories for the modea. equations
programed. 3.f the integration program is used., , the name of the
-	 b
derivative subroutine must. appear on an EXTERNAL card at the beg-
inning of .the DYN svbroutin.:..	 -
2D
^,^_
The re^nani.ng programs t^iat .are given iz^ t^b^.e 1 will be
a
discusses a.n appendix A. These programs are not changed by the
^^	 user unless he is acqua^.nted with the functions of the programs
beyond 4he brief desc •_iption given in the appendix.
SYSTEM DEPENDENT FEATURES
'^,	 The only system dependent program in the list of table I
f	 is the subro^.ta:ne PLaTZN. This subroutine requires a printer
-with 125 characters per line and ^45 lines per page.
e
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EXAN,PLES USING THE IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM
Three examples are given to illustrate the application of the
programs to a system of the form x=f{x,t}. Each example illustrates
one unique feature of the program. The mathematical model that is
used throughout these examples is developed in reference 2. The
mathematical model represents the flapping and feathering dynamics
of a three bladed hingeless helicopter rotor in forward flight. The
equations of the model are linear but time varying and periodic due
to the forward speed of the rotor. The complete equations written
in state space form are shown in table 2. These equations are used
to illustrate the use of the identification program,
The three modes of operation for the identification program that
can be specified by external data cards are simulation, identification
and sensitivity. Each of these options is demonstrated below by
t;se of an example. Regardless of which option is used, the user must
program the mathematical model. equations that simulate the dynamic
behavior of the system. The changes required in the computer programs
to incorporate the users mathematical model are outlined in the
section titled Organization of Programs.
EXAMPLE l: Simulation of Equations
With the mathematical model incorporated in the identification
program, the simulation option of the program can be used. The main
program (MATN2$$} and the subroutine DERZST and NEwP (NEWP is not
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Y	 in the cal^.ing sequences of the program} contain the dynamics for
the helicopter blade system in this example. The main program reads
and writes the input data used to simulate the helicopter bJ.ade
equations. The user supplies this portion of the program. The amount
of data read into the program and written back out will depend on
the complexity of the users mathematical model. A sample of the
data input deck that is used to obtain the simulation run for the
equations of motion is shown in Figure 1(a} and 1(b). Each card is
nambered from 1 to ^^ along the left margin and is discussed below:
Data Card Input Discussion for Simulation Option
Card 1
	 The first card is the u^2rs logon card for the computer
system used.
Card l	 This card specifies the disk storage unit 07 and
identifies the data set by the name SIMUL.R0001.
Card 3	 The name of the users main program is MAZN2$$. The
main program is called at this point and is followed
by the data cards.
Card 9:-16 These cards represent the z.nput data for the users
mathematical model. The user may have more or less
data cards describing the mathematical model. The
number of cards will depend on the complexity of the
mathematical model and on the number of parameters to
be read into the program to completely . describe the	
^,
dynamics of the system.
2^
The data cards frog
programs {mast of these
INOUT and the format as
fortran names for these
card 17	 (format
n this point on are read by the identification
u
data cards are read by subroutine IDENTI and
shown here must be followed exactly}. The
variables are also given below.
3A^} For the simulation option the following
characters are punched starting in column 1 *STMU-
CATION.
	
Card 18	 (format 10A8} On this card any comment may be ^rritten
between columns 1 through 80.
	
Card 19	 (format 725, 1221, 23} The variable names read into
the program from this card are;
	
N1	 number of parameters - maximum 36
	
ND	 number of data points over which the simulation is
performed {ND= l99}
	NS	 number of measured outputs (not greater than 12}
KSK the skipping factor for data paints to be read {can
be set to zero for simulation option since no measured
data is read into the program}
NSTP number of integration steps between measurement inter-
vals used in integrating the ecjuations of motion {for
the simulation option NSTP is a skipping factor for





	 code number indicating the last data point should
remain set at 1Or040 for the three options illustrated.
LIST	 set to zero for simulation option
TNIT	 set to zero for simulation option
ISTAI4T set to zero for simulation option
Card 20	 {format 4A1} The variable on this card is defined as:
SYMB
	
	 four one--character symbols used to plot the time
histories an the on-line printer.
Card 2l	 This card remains blank for the simulation run.
Card 22-25 {format 6E14.3} The format for each data card is
6E14.3 with a C in column 65 if the next card is a
continuation of the parameters to be read. On these
cards the values of the parameters in the simulation
option is entered. Since a maximum of 36 parameters
can be identified a maximum of 6 cards can be found
"
	
	 here. For this case only 21 parameters are ir^vesti-
gated and hence ^ cards are needed with 6 values
each on the first three cards and 3 values on the
4th card.
Card 26-29 (format 6E14.3) These Cards represent the lower
bounds of the parameter values that are entered
on cards 22 to 25. Far the s^.mulation option these
cards are blank. The number of blank cards must
be equal to the number of parameter cards {cards
22 to 25}. For this case there are 4 parameter cards
hence 4 blank cards are required.
2b
Cards ° J-33 format 6E10 , 3} These cards represent the upper
bounds of the parameter -values that have been
	 .
entered on cards 22 to 25, For the simulation ^€
option these cards are blank. The number of blank
cards must be equal to the number of parameter
cards (cards 22 to 25)
Cards 34 & 35 (format 12(A4,Ix)) Each card contains the name of
the parameter as they are entered on cards 22 to 25.
A maximum of 4 characters for each name is a^ .l.owed.
	 ^
There must be as many cards as needed to define the
9
name of the NZ parameters. For this case N1 =21 and
with a format of 12(A4 , 1X) for each card, two cards
containing the names of the parameters are required.
Cards 36 - 39 tforrc^^t 6E10 . 3/6A8/6E10 . 3/&A8) These cards contain
the scaling factors and the units for the measured
r,
and computed data. The scaling factors (maximum of	 ^'-'
^^a
iii




and computed data between magnitudes of +10,000 for
	 ^ ^r
internal computation. ^'^ie scaling factors are also
	 ^'';
used to conveft the output data back to engineering
	 ^ F`:
='
units. For the simulation option the scaling factors
	 ^ >"
;^




of the magnitude for the output channels. The scaling
	 sa
factors are then determined by dividing
- the largest	
'^^
magnitude of each channel by 20 , 000.
27
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The scale factors are entered on the first card
which is followed by a second card with the units
of the corresponding channel. The format for the
scaling factors is 5E10,3 and the units are entered
with format 6A8 on the next card. The•ordering of
the scaling card followed by the card containing the
units must be followed if x«ore than 5 scaling factors
are needed. Also a C must be punched in column 65
of the first scaling card if more than 6 scaling
factors are entered.
Cards 40-42 (format 10A8} The units of the parameters are defined
'	 on these cards, Ten names are punched per card 	 '
with eight characters far each unit name. A^ many 	 i
data cards as needed to define the un^.ts of all the
	 ^
parameters must be supplied.
{The following three cards are unique to the simulation option.)
Card 43
	
For the simulation option the characters DSET05 are
entered on this card.
Gard 44	 The characters Rt7N are punched in the first three
columns and a Z appears in column 6 with a sun
identification number • between Q and 99 punched in
columns 8 and 9. zn columns 16 to 19 the step s3.ze
to be used by the integration routine in millidegrees
is entered. For this case the step size is 5778
millidegrees.
Card 45	 The word END appears on this card for the simulation
option.
28
Card 46	 (**********) The 10 stars on this card indicate
. the end of the command sequence that started with
data ^ard 43.
Card 47 The first 4 columns will contaa.n the word DSET and
the next 2 columns contain the disk number {07
in this example} on which the generated data is
stored.
	 Tn columns 9 and 12 the user can enter
run identification numbers of his choice.
Card 48 (*STORAGE) This command :Host follow the disk number
card (card 47) with a 1 in columns ^.^. to 22 if all
computed data is to be stored.
	 Far this example four
ones appear in columns 11 to 14 to indicate storage
of the first 4 output channels.
Card 49 {*GO PLOT} This command wi11 prepare the program to
plot the time histories that are specified by the
next card,
Card 50 (format A8, I2, 415) The first 8 characters contain
the command **OUTPUT. 	 In columns 1Q, 15, 20 and 25
the channel numbers to be plotted are punched, which
in this example are channels 1, 2, 3 and 4.
	 If mare
-than 4 channels are required to be platted, the next
card must aga^.n start with the command **OUTPUT and
with the appropriate channel numbers in columns 10,









	Card 51	 (*GO PRINT} Tha,s command will print the calculated
data that has been stored in the subroutine FR^NT1.
	
Card 52	 (**********) The 10 stars indicate the end of the




{*RETURN) This card returns command from the subrout^.ne
^DENT1 to the users main program.
	
Card 5^	 (LOGOFF) This is a job control card that starts in
column 3 and terminates the execution of the program.
The exact number of cards as outlined in the example will vary,
depending on the problem the user is trying to solve. There^rore the
data input card number dill vary from problem to problem. ^Iowever,
the order of these data cards must be followed as has been outlined.
^n the next section the corresponding computer output for the simulation
example is discussed.
Computer Program Output Da.scussion for Simulation Option
Figure 1(c} shows the corresponding output for the simulation run
when the data input deck of figures 1(a) and 1(bl is executed, The
output on figures I(c) and 1(d) are produced by the users main program.
As was discussed previously the user writes any desired output on the
"on-lire" printer requzred to describe the mathematical model.. The
output on figures 1(e) to 1(k) is produced by the identif^.cation program
and is briefly discussed. The title printed on the top of figure 1{e}
was entered on card 18 of the data input cards. The next ^ lines give
a print-out of the data ;;ead into the program on card l9. The initial
^..
. ^. ='
:.:.:-	 ...._ _ ..
	 ,.::	 .....	
_..,^ ^ ^t.^..	 .
^:.
conditions printed here were read into the main program and then
transferred through a common statement into the ZDENTI subroutine (see
discussion of ^DENTI subroutine}. The remaining print
-out on this
figure follows closely to the information that was read into the pro-
gram in figure 1 (a} starting with card
	 18. On figure I {f) the first
line identifies the run number that was read into the program on card
44 of figure l(a}, The variable KDT on the first line represents the
step size in millidegrees at which the output data was stored. The
remaining print-out indicates that the output variables requested
to be stored have been stored and that an on-line printer plot of the
data will follow. Figures 1 (r^} through 1 (i) illustrate the on-line
plotting feature of the computed output. Although the title of the
plots are "Measured and Computed Time Histories", note that for
the simulation option of the program, only the computed time history is
plotted. On the right margin of each plot the corresponding time
(azimuth angle in degrees for this example) is printed for each plotted
data point. Only a portion of each time history is shown here for
illustrative purposes. To evaluate the magnitude for each plotted
axis produced by the on-line printer, the following formula is used.
The scaling factor of the channel to be plotted is multiplied by
the largest of the two Fortran variables (MEAS or COMP) printed at
the end of each plot. This gives the maximum magnitude of the
y-axis. Since 25 carriage spaces are allowed for the positive and
negative y-axis of each plot, 1 th of the maximum magnitude gives
'^'5
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.	 1 of figure 1(g) gives a maximum magnitude of 4Q00 ft-lbs (SCALE
-^(l) ^ MEAS = (4x1a	 )	 (lxl a `^ }=^aoa ft-lbs} or 16a ft--lbs per carriage
'	 space (25 *^aaa=l6a ft-1bs).
The printed output of the plotted data is given on figures 1(j}
and 1(k}.	 The information printed on these figures was stored in the
PRINTI subroutine (see discussion of PR1NT1 subroutine}.	 For the
simu^.ation example the data given under the title MEASU]tZED VAT^UES
on figure 1(j } is the same as given under the title C(]MPY3^'EU OUTPUT	 -
VALUES, since no measured data is read into the program for the
s
simulation option.	 On^.y a portion of the printed data is presented
to illustrate the output format of the simulation option.	 The last
few lines on figure 1(k) indicate the end of the simulation run wa.th
a print-out of the computation tame •to execute the option. 	 ^.
s'
a	
Figure 1(!^) shows the complete time history for the simulation i'
run for 6 rotor revolutions.	 These plots are produced off-line from
.
the computed data that was stared on computer disk d7 under the
name SIMUL. Raa al (see input data deck figure l(a} line 2},	 The upper
^'-^ two traces of figure 1(Q) represent the roll and pitch hub moments 	 ^^'
,aA^ e-
^,w^^t,
while the lower two traces give the swashplate roll and pitch angles







Example 2: Parameter Identification
As discussed in example 1, the users mathematical model must
be incorporated in the identification program, The main program
(MAINZ$$} and the subroutine DERZV$$, NEWP $$, OUTPi7'I'$$ and PRINTl$$
are entirely supplied by the user. Some modifications are required
of subroutine ZDENT^.$$, INOUT$$ and DYN$$. A discussion of program
changes required to incorporate the users mathematical model is given
in the section "Organization of Programs". All information the user
prefers to display about the mathematical model should be read irate the
main program and written back out on the on -line printer. This
has been done far the mathematicai. model treated here, as was seen
for the data inputs and print-out of example ^. figure l ( a} and Z (b} .
A similar discussion wi,Il follow using the programs in the parameter
identification option. First the data input cards are discussed
for this option which are followed by a discussion of the parameter
identification output.
A listing of the input data deck for this examp7 . e is given in
figures 2(a} and 2 (b}. The input cards are numbered from 1 to 68 for
the following discussion. The explanation of some of these input cards
was given in example Z where the simulation option was outlined.
Data Card Znput Discussion for Identification Option
Card Z	 The first card as well as the last card (card 68) are
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'	 Card 2	 This ca^:d defines a data set on which the output
is stored (disk l0 with the name lDENm. Ra026).
The disk number to be used for storing the data
is requested on input card 63. xf the u •^er does
not have the capability of disk storage, then
the user may either write the output information on
tape or print the output without storing it.
Card 3	 This card defines the data set on which the measured
data required for the identification has been stored
(disk 20 with the name SFCTOI.RU^6). The disk number
to be used is specified by card 43. Zf the user
does not have the capability of disk storage, the
measured data must be supplied either on tape storage
•	 or on a punched card deck. Further discussion using
punched card inputs is given on Card ^3,
Card ^	 The user calls the main program on this card. For the
three p^amples given here, the name of the main program
is MATN2$$. The input cards for the identification run
follows the calling of the main program.
Card 5-l'7 These cards represent the input data the user supplies
to his main program. .The number of cards will depend
on .the camplexit^^ of the users mathematical model
and on the number of parameters of the model th^'user
desires to read • into the program.
34
The input data cards from this point on are read by the
identification programs in subroutine IDENTl$$ and INOUT$$. As has
been mentioned in the simulation example 1, the format for the input
data from this point on must be carefully followed.
Card 18	 On this card any comment may be written in columns
1 to 80. This comment is written at the beginning
of the identification run.
Card 19	 format (715, 12I1, I3} The variables are defined
as:
Nl	 number of parameters - maximum 36
ND	 number of data points in each measured output - equal
to or less than 199
NS	 number of measured outputs - equal to or less than 12
KSK	 the skipping factor for the measured data ^o be read
into the program
NSTP	 number of steps between the measurement intervals used
in integrating the equations of motion - example: if
NSTP-2 and the data is recorded every 10 degrees then
the integration step size is S degrees
K5TOP	 code number indicating the last data point - should
remain set at 1Q,000 for the three options illustrated
LIST	 this variable is either 0 or 1. Tf it is set to 1,
then the measured data read from computer disk,
tape or cards is written out before the identification
program. If LIST is set to 0 no measured data zs
printed.
_^
INIT 0 for identification option
]:START defines the first value to be read from the measured
data,	 {example, if TSTART=5, the program will start
reading the measured data starting with the fifth
value) TSTART is normally set, to zero
^ard 2 p format
	 (4A1, 1X, 625, 15X, F10,5, 1f3X, 225)
	
The
variables on this card are defined as:
SYMB four one-character symbols used to pint the 'time
h^.stories
KSWTCH set to zero for all options
TTPL specifies the itE:^ation number at which a plot is
• requested (the on-line printer produces a two axis
plat which plots on Each axis the measua.^ed and computed
data)
IPLOTI channel number to be plotted on the first axis
IPLOT2 channel number to be plotted on the second axis
kSKTP skipping factor for data to be plotted (example; if
it is desired to plot the measured anc3 computed data
of output channel number 3 and 5 at iteration 2 and at
every other data point, then. •the above variables are
Y
set to;	 TTPL=2, IPLOTl=3, Zk'.^,"^'.E'^ =5, 	 ISKIP=2. 	xf all
of these variables are set to zero, a later option
(cards 52 to 61 can be used to plot the final results
of the identification)













L__ ^_ ^	 -.
THR	 threshold. value for subroutine CmR - between 0 and
^. but usually set at about .O p l. THR is used in the
dependent analysis of the subroutine COR. The extent
of the dependence between parameters is specified by
the threshold value (THR). Fvr linear independence
THR=O and for linear dependence THR=1. For a compT.ete
discussion of the dependent analysis and the subroutine
COR see reference 1.
MOOR integer between 0 and 6 which specifies the amount of
output to be printed from subroutine COR. Zf MCOR=O,
no output is printed from subroutine COR while
MOOR=6 gives the maximum printed output from subroutine
COR. MOOR is usually set to 6 for the identification
run.
ICOR	 iteration number at which the output of the dependence
analysis in subroutine COR is printed
Card 21	 tformat 3611} The variable name for tk^is card is I^l1^TS ,NZ} .
A maximum of 36 one-digit integers associated with
the 36 parameters that can be identified by the
program. Tf any one of the 35 integers is set to zero,
the corresponding parameter is not identified.
^n the example, a ^. has been punched in columns 2,3,4,
15, 16 and 21 which indicates that parameters associated
with column 2,3,Q,15,16 and 21 are to be identified.
Nate that in this example a maximum of 21 parameters
of the model can be identified since N1=21 on card 19.
^7






ZNTT 0 for identification option
TSTART defines the first value to be read from the measured
data.	 (example, if zSTART=S, the program wi^.l start
reading the measured. data starting with •che fifth
value) ISTART is normally set to zero
^ard 20 format	 (4A1, ZX, fiTS, 15X, F10.5, 1^X, MI5)	 The
varia^Zes on this carol are defined as:
SYMB four one-character symbols used to plot the time
histories
KSWTCH set to zero for all. options
ZTPL specifies the iteration,
 number at which a plot is
requested (the on--line printer produces a two axis
plot which plots on each axis the measured and computed
data}
•	 TPLOTI channel number to be plotted on the first axis
•	 IPLOT2 channel number to be plotted on the second axis
KSKxP skipping factor for data to be platted (example; if
it is desired to plot the measured and computed data
of output channel number 3 and 5 at iteration 2 and at
every other data point, then the above variables are
set to: ZTPL=2, IPLOTI =3, ^PLDT2=5, zSKTP=2.	 Tf all
of these variables are set to zero, a later option
(cards 52 to 61 can be used to plot the final results
of the identification}
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Card 22-25 (format 6E10.3) The nominal. values of the parameters
to be identified are punched on these cards. The
names and ^^sits for eac,^i of these parameters is
specified latter on in the data deck. The user
determines the ordering of the parameters in the sub-
routine NEWP,^$ (see description of subroutine 1^EWP^^),
Once this order has been established the parameters
must be read into the program accordingly, The C in
column 65 :Ln^icates continuation of the parameters to
be read into the program (also see simulation examgle
for this discussion).
Card 25-29 (format 6E10.3) The lower limit the identification
program can adjust the nominal values of the para-
meters are punched on these cards. The same formating
is used to read these cards as was used to read in
the nominal values (card 22-25}.
Card 30--33 (format SE10.3) The upper ^.imit the identification
program can adjust the nominal values of the parameters
are punched an these cards.
Card 34-35 (format 12(A4,1X} These cards contain the name of the
parameters in the order they are entered an card 22 to
25. A maximum of 4 characters for each name is allowed.
There must be as many cards as needed to define the Warne







Card 36-39 (format fE10.3/6A8f6E1.0.3/5A8) These cards contain
the scaling factors and the units for the measured
	 '
and computed data. For the identification example
the measured data is read into the program with an
integer format (see subroutine READ^N). The sca^.ing
factors used to convert the integer format to engineer-
ing units are entered on these 4 data cards. ^f
only four measurements are read into the program then
the corresponding 4 scaling factor must be entered.
The scaling factors for the remaining channels can
be obtained as has been discussed under the si=_nulation
example 1.
Card 40-42 (format lQAB) The units of the parameters are defined
on these cards. Ten names can be punched per card with
e^3ht characters for each unit name. As many data cards
must be supplied to define the units of aZ1 parameters.
Card 43	 Far the identification option this card conta^.ns
DSETxx where xx represents the disk unit on which the
measured data is stared. ^f the data is not read from
a computer disk, then the data can be entered at this
point using data cards. The procedure for entering
the data cards has been discussed in the simulation
example 1(a) under Card 43 to 45. The data cards will
follow card 44 and are entered with a format compatible
with the subroutine READTN$^,
41
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Card 44	 This card contains the command *RELVAR starting
in column Z. The command refers to the percentage
variation that each parameter is allowed to vary
from i,ts nominal value for the first iteration. The
cards immediately following the *RELVAR command
contain the percentage variation for the parameters.
If the percentage variation is set to zero the program
starts with a 1^ change for each parameter. After
the first iteration the p:^c^gram determines the percentage
variation internally. At the end of the desired number
of iterations the percentage variation for each para-
meter is printed. This information can be read again
into the program at this point if more iterations are
required far the same case.
Card ^5^-48 (format 6E10.3) These cards contain the percentage
variation for all the parameters. The same format as
was used to read in the nominal values of the pai^-
meters is used to read ire the percentage variations.
Lard ^9	 This card will contain the command *READ^+]GH. The
command refers to the weights that are to be used
for the NS values. Following the ualues of weights,
the values o.f ERRMIN and DMIN are read into the
program. The variable ERRMIN refers to the minimum
ERROR (error between measured and calculated value)
40
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the identification algorithm wi11 stop iterating.
The value D}^Ii:N refers to the minimum va^.ue a
parameter is considered irrelevant in effecting
the output response.
^'or this example four measurements are used for
the identification of the parameters, hence four
weights are given on card ^9 fo1lo^^aed by the ^.
^:
values far ERRMTN and DMIN.
	 :fit should be noted '	 °'
that the weights for all channels was taken equal
to 1.	 The weights should be set to 1 if the measured
data has been scaled to :^a11 between -3-10, i^00 as
was done in all cases here. 	 if the measured data
had not been scaled, the difference in magnitude -^.`
^.;
between the angle and moment measurements wauld be '^+
.f ,
very large and a weighting factor would be required. ?=3
`*)Card 51	 This card contains ten stars (indicating the &:
-^
end of the series of data cards beginning with card
^4 titled *RELVAR.	 The starred card must always '`
i
be present regardless of whether the relative variation_ '°^
data or the weight data is present.	 The input data
1
cards s^-.arting with card 52 and ending with card 65 ,
are re3:ers.•edto as the second set of input commands '-`
tha	 must always end with a starred card {card 56).
Anyone or all ofC the options ^,isted can be requested. ^;
^3:
In this example all options are given to illustrate <^.
4 ^.
.—%^e...^r—.a	 .,.^..	 '—s. wi:.—.T.
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to the user how. these options are used.
Card 52	 The command *GO PLOT wi11 prepare the program to
plot some of the time histories that are specified
by the next card.
Card 53
	 (format A8, T2, 4157 The car^unand card **OUTPUT
specifies in columns 10, 15, 20 and 25 which
channels are to be plotted, if more than four
channels are required to be plotted the next card
must again be **OUTPUT with the appropriate channel
numbers in columns 10, 15, 20 and 25. A maximum of
12 channels can be plotted hence a maximum of 3 out-
put cards may be required. For this example four
output channels are plotted .and only one output
`	 command card ^. s needed .
Cax-d 5^-57 (format 8A, ^2, 2I5) The command card **RESAMP plots
the amplitude and the amplitude difference (residual
amplitude)' between the measured and calculated data
The first integer on the * *RESAMP card refers to the
output channel far which the residual amplitude is
to be calculated. The second integer refers to the
channel number in which the calculated residual
amplitude is stur^:^d . Thef cotr^puted and measured
results are then plotted nn the left half of the
computer paper, with the residual amplitudes p^.otted




Card 58^-61 (format 8A, T2, 215} The command hard **RESCOR
plots the amplitude and the residua,. autocorrelation
function corresponding to the outputs. The first
integer on the **RESCDR card refers to the output
channel. for which the residual amplitude is to be
calculated. The second integer refers to the channel
number in which the calculated residual autocorrelation
is stared, The results are plotted as was discussed
under card 54 to 57.
Care must be exercised when using the above twn options
that adequate number of channels are available to
store the calculated residual amplitudes and the
residual autocorrelations. For example, if it is
required to make the above calculations for 5 of
the output channels, then a total of l5 channels are
required but only 12 channels are available. zn
this case not all the residual amplitudes and resi-
dual autocorrelation functions can be calculated
unless three of the output channels are destroyed.
Card 62	 (format 8A) This card contains the command *GO STORE
that prepares the program for storing the desired
channels specified by the next two cards.
Card 63	 (format 4A, z2, 2X, 212) This card wi11 contain the
command DSET followed by the disk number on which
the output data is stored. For this example the
.	 ,
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disk number is ZO and the name of the data set is
given on card 2 as ZDENT.RUO26. The remaining in-
..
tegers on this card can be Left blank or used for




(format 8A, 2X, 1221) The command card *STORAGE
followed by 12 one digit numbers specifies which
channels are to be stored. If any one of the 12
channels is not required to be stared then the




(format 2A5) The command card *GO FRONT will print




(format 2A5) This card contains 10 stars to indicate
to the program that the end of the second set of
command cards has been reached (secc±??d set of Command




between cards 52 and 65 will vary df:pending on what
output the user likes to calculate and display. Far
example, the user may have been only intezested in a




computer print out of the results (card 65). In this
case only three cards would appear between card 51 and
66 but the starred command (card 66) must be present
to end this command sequence.
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	Card 67	 (format $A} The command *RETURN returns control from
the identification progxams to the users main program.
Card 68 This is the computer job termination card for the
computer system used to generate the data for the
identification example discussed here.
The exact number of cards as outlined in this example will vary,
depending on the p.^oblem the user is trying to :solve. However, the
	
I
^	 ordering of the data cards should be fo?.lowed as has been outlined in
this example. Some variation in the ordering of the option cards
*RELVAR, *READWGH, *GO PLOT, **OUTPUT, *GO STORE and *GO PRINT may be
carried out, although it is best to maintain the ordering that has
been outlined in this example., Any one of these options or all of
the options shown in this example may be left out without effecting the
execution of the programo
Computer Program Output Discussion for Identification Option
The computer output produced after executing the identification
,..^^	 program is shown in figures 2 ( c) through 2 {^.^.) . Tha printed output on
h^
.^q^; ^
	 figure 2 {c} and the top 2 lines of figure 2 (d) are produced by the
,.^^
users main program. The remaining lines on figure 2(d) are written
by the subroutine READIN$ $ after the measured data is read .into the
program from disk number 20 (see input data card 2). The information
printed indicates that the increment between measured data points {KDT)
is 11556 millidegree and that every other data point (SKIP} was read.
A total of 64 data paints for each of the 9 channels indicated on
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The printed output on figures 2(e} to 2(ii) is produced by the
ident^.fic^tion program. All information printed on figure 2 (e) was read
into the program from data cards l8 to 49. Only the initial conditions
were read into the program from data cards^5 to l7 and then were trans-
ferred through common into the identification program. These initial
conditions are printed an figure 2(e) along with the remaining para-
meters of the system.
On figure 2 (f) ^che title "TTERA.TION D" is printed and below the
title the values of the parameters used in the model simulation are
displayed. These initial parameter values determine the math model's
response before the identification algorithm is used. The relative
error and the cost calculated from the difference between the model's
response and the measured data are also given. The relative error is
defined as the square root of the sum of the error squared divided toy
the area between the model response and the measured data. The cost
is defined as the sum of the error (between model and measurement)
squared. When scanning the identification output results the relative
error and the cost far each iteration should be observed. These
quantities should decrease after severa? iterations if the identificai;:^.an
algorithm is improving the match between the model simulation and the
measured data.
The results printed on figure 2(g} and those on top of figure 2(h}
are calculated in subroutine :`OR, The subroutine determines the uni-
queness of the parameters to be identified. Two examples discussing the
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output from this subroutine are given in reference Z on page 51 and
52. A brief discussion of this :^^2tput will be given here. The first
column titled "BASIC PARAMETER" girres a list of the parameters that
were specified to be identified by the program in order of decreasing
orthogonality. The second column titled "SEPARATION" give a measure
of the orthogonality. The third column titled "CRITICAL PARA^^ETER"
gives a list of those parameters that may become dependent if the
threshold a is decreased (The threshold e is the angle between two
basic vectors; if E=0 the vectors are linear dependent. The threshold
value was specified on card l9). The last column gives the separation
for the critical parameters. The results are interpreted as follows:
the basic parameter chosen was TWST and the next parameter found by
tie program which was almost orthogonal to the parameter TWST was
the parameter BETA. The separation between parameters TWST and BETA
was 9.49E-^01. (a separation of 1 ^tiTould indicate complete orthogonality
or complete independence between these two parameters). The critical
parax-peter was found to be CLEC with a separation of 1 . 27E-02. This
indicates that if the threshold was increased from the value specified
in the program, the next most likely parameter to become dependent will
be CLEC. This procedure continues for all the parameters that were
specified to be identified with the basis vectors becoming less and
lass orthogonal. On figure 2(h) the threshold used in the program is
printed followed by a line of digi •^s 0 or 2 one for each of the 21
parameters. The zero indicates the corresponding parameter was not
requested to be identified. The two indicates the corresponding
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parameter was specified to be identified and was found to be indepenw
dent of the other parameters. A one for any one of these digits
indicates the corresponding parameters to be dependent on some other
parameter in the set. All this information is summarized on figure
2(h) under the titles "INDEPENDENT PARAMETERS", "IRRELAVANT PARAMETERS",
"NOT ESTIMATED" and "NOT USED". Ti1e row ;starting with the Word
STATUS and followed by 21 numbers with t;ze nvmonic NU (abbreviation
for not used) refers to the 21 parameters of the model and whether
the parameter was requested tv be identified. The following row
starting with the nomanic SENS gives the sensitivity of the parameters
that were specified to be identified. The last five rows vn figu.re 2(h)
give the results for the first iteration with the relative error and
•	 the cost for this iteration printed an the right hand side (note t:hat
the relative errox and cost have decreased from iteration 0}. The
rest of the information printed on figure 2(h) gives the values for the
identified parameters after the first iteration. The print out on
figures 2(i) and 2(j) is similar to what has been discussed previously.
On figure 2(k) the final results of the identification are given. First
a fit test between the measured and calculated results is given in
terms of cost, correlation and relative error which is followed by
the values of the estimated parameters. The name of each parameter and
its estimated value, error bounds, units, sensitivity and dependency
index for each parameter is given. Fallowing this print out the out-
-	




The *GO PLOT command initiates the plotting of variables specified
on data cards 52 to 61. The computer plot of variables stored in
channels 1, 2, 3 and 4 are plotted on figures 2(e} through 2(0), On
	 ,
these figures the comparison of the measured and calculated variables
are plotted with the corresponding tune (angle measurement} printed
on the far right side of the figures. In order to evaluate the magni-
fade of each plotted axis produced by the on wl^.ne printery the following
formula must be used, The scaling factor of the channel to be plotted
is multiplied by the largest of the two Fortran variables (MEAS or
COMP) printed at the end of each plot. This will give the maximum
magnitude of the y--axis, Since 25 carriage spaces are allowed for the
positive and negative y-axis of each plot, 2 5th of the maximum mag-
nitude gives tie magnitude of each carriage space. (see example 1
where this ca:Lculation has been done for illustrative purposes}, 	 ,
The information printed on figures 2(p} through 2{w) was specified
by data cards 54 thru 57 with the option cards x*RESAMP. The ^*RESAMP
option calcu:Lates the residual amplitude correlation for the measured
and calculated output. Ora the left side o£ figure 2 (p) the measured
and calculated output for the first channel is plotted and the resulting
amplitude correlation is plotted vn the right side of figure 2(p). The
results for the next ^ channels are plotted on figures 2{r} to 2(w}.
The plot on figure 2(x) gives the reQ^.dual autocorrelativn of the
error betweeiz computed and measured data for channel 1, The measured
and calculated results are plotted on the left while the residual
autocorrelation function is plotted on the right side of figure 2{x}.	 _
A^9
The residual autocarrelation for channel 2, 3 and 4 are given on
figures 2 {z) and ^ { ee) .
At the middle o:E figure 2(ee) the command to store the calculated
data on computer disk is printed. This command was given on data
input cards 52 to 64. At the beginning of the data deck, disk unit lfl
was specified for staring the output data under the name IDENT. ROQ26.
On figure 2 (ff) run identificatian numbers specified by the user,
the step size in miSlidegrees and an identification digit of 0 ar l
{0 indicates the variable is not stored while a 1 indicates the corres-
ponding channel. is stored) are printed. This information was x°cad
into the program from data cards 63 to 6^. The results on figure
2(gg) Lonfirms the storing of each channel as it was stored on disk.
Also a scale factor to be used by the user in retrieva.nr^ the data from
disk is given for those channels that require a new scaling factor.
The scaling factors for channels not given on figure 2(gg) must use
the scaJ.ing factors giver on data card 36 to 39 of the input deck,
The final output for this identification run is given by the
command *GQ PRXNT. This command prints the channels the user has
requested in the subroutine PRINTS$$. For this example measured
and computed results of the identification are printed on figures
2 {hh) and 2 {^.i} .
The infos~mation stored on carnputer disk (unit ^.^ under name
IbENT.R^3[726) was plotted more accurately (as compared to the on line
printer plot) with a C^LCOMP pSotter and is shown in figures 2 (^^) & 2 (kk) .
The uppex t^:aces of each plot show the comparison of the measured and
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calculated results after two iterations using the identification
program. The middle trace is a plot of the residual amplitude
correlation while the bottom plot shows the residual. auicocorrela-
tion of the error between computed and measured data.
This completes the discussion of the input data cards and comes--
ponding computer output for the program in the identification mode.
^'or tha.s example only two iterations had been specified, although the
format for the output will be similar if more iterations are required.
In some cases the program may stop before the total. number of iterations
specified have been reached. This will. occur if the algorithm can
not find further improvements in the time history matching between
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Example 3: SE^STTl^1TY A^TI^LYSTS
This example outlines the procedure to be followed to obtain a
a sensitivity analysis of the model parameters. With the users mathe-
matical model incorporated into the identification programs as discussed
under "organization of Programs" the sensitivity analysis can be obtained.
The sensitivity as calculated in this program is defined as a dimensionless
ratio of the change in the output due to a change in the parameter.
A similar procedure used in examples 1 and 2 to obtain the simu-
lotion and identification runs is used to obtain the sensitivity
analysis. First, the data input deck for the sensitivity analysis
is discussed line by line. Second, the corresponding output obtained
by executing the input c1eZk is given.
A listing of the input data deck is shown in figures ^(a) and
0	 3(b). The input cards are numbered from l to 49 for the following
discussion. It should again be pointed out that the user may not
have the same number of data cards. This will depend an the complexity
of the users mathematical model and on how much data he prefers to
read int^a the program and the number of parameters to be identified.
For tha.s examp^.e the sensitivity analysis is performed for 2l 	 j
parameters, although the program has the capability to obtain the
sensitivity analysis for 36 parameters.
An explanation of the input data cards shown in f.i:^ures 3 (a) and








Data Card Tnput Discussion for Sensitivity Option
Card 1 This is the logon procedural. card for the
computing system used to execute the program.
	 '
Card 2 The user calls the main program on this card.
Card 3-15 These cards represent the input data the user
supplies to the main program that describe
the mathematical model, 	 (Same as in example
l and 2 } .
As in the previous two cases, the input cards from here on
are read by the identification subroutines.
Card. 16 (f ormat 3A4}	 The command card *SENSTT^VTTY
defines the sensitivity option of the identifi-
cation programs.
Card 1.7 (format 10A8}	 Any comment can be written on
this card by the user.
	 This comment is written
at the beginning of the computer print-out,
The name of the option used is an appropriate
comment to be punched on this card.
Card i8 (format 5TS} The variables are defined as:
N1 number of parameters - maximum 36
ND number of data points over which the sensitivity
analysis is to be caluclated (ND=199}
KSK set equal to 0 or 1 for sensitivity analysis
NSTP number of integration steps between the measure-
ment interval. specified by card 43





Card 19	 (format 4A1, 46X, x`10.5, 14X, 2I5) The vari-
x
ables on this card are defined as:
SYMB	 left blank fox the sensitivity analysis
^	 THR	 threshold value for subroutine COR which can
1
take on values from 0 to ^. but is usually set
i	 s3
to .001. { see explanation on Card 20 of example
2)
MCOR	 set to 6 for the sensitivity analysis
Card 20	 (format 3611} A maximum of 36 one-digit
integers associated with the 36 parameters.
For the sensitivity analysis the integers must
be set to 2 if the sensitvity of the parameters
is to be obtained or 0 if it is not to be cal--
cula^ced .
Card 21- 24	 {format 6E10 . 3} The nominal values of the para-
meters for which the sensitivity analysis is
to be calculated. (See discussion under example
2, Card 22-^25) .
Card 25--28	 {format 6E10 . 3) For the sensitivity analysis
these ca^.:ds ire blank. The number of blank
cards must ^.^e equal to the number of parameter
cards (cards 21-24},
Card 29-32 (format 6E10 . 3) These cards are blank for the
sensitivity analysis. The number of of blank
cards must be equal to the number of parameter
cards.
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Card 33-34	 {format l2{A^, 1X}} These cards contain the
name of the parameters whose nominaY, values where
given on Cards 21 to 2^4.
Card 35-38	 {format 10A8) The ur_its for the parameters
gi^;en on Cards 21 to 24 are specified on these
cards. Ten names can be punched per card
with eight characters for each unit name. As
many rata cards are supplied to define the
units of a^.l parameters .
Card 42	 (format A3, Y2) For the sensitivity option
the characters DSET05 are entered on this
card.
Card 43	 (format A3, 2Y3, 6X^I5) For the sensitivity
option the work RUN appears in the first
three characters of this card. The newt
two integers can be used by the user for
run xdentificat^.on purposes. The last
integers represent the measurement interva?
or the step size if NSTP on card 18 is set
to 1. For NSTP^I the measurement interval
will be divided by P1STP,
Card 44	 (format A3) This card must contain the word
END.
Card ^ g
	This is the computer job termination card for
the computing system used to generate the
sensitivity analysis.
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As in the previous two examples some variation in the number
of data cards for the sensitivity run may occur, but this will
depend on the problem the user is trying to solve. The order
of these data cards will remain the same for the sensitivity
option. The computer output obtained after executing the sensi-
tivity example data cards is discussed below.
COMPUTER PROGRAM OUTPUT DXSCUSSION FOR SENS^TXVITY OPTION
Figure 3(c) shows the computer printout for the sensitivity
example. The output on figure 3 (c) and part of figure 3 {d}
are produced by the users main program as has been previously
discussed. The bottom two lines on figure 3{,e'i) represent the
beginning of the sensitivity analysis output. These two lines
were entered ir_to the program from data cards 16 end 17 and are
'	 displayed here. On figure 3{e} the identification program
displays a message that is printed from the READIN^^ subroutine
which has no meaning for this option. The remaining informantion
printed on figure 3{e) was specified on data cards l8 and ^2.
Figure 3{f} is a printout of information that was entered through
i
data cards 16 to 41. This printout is similar to that shown for
the simulation and identification example. The last 5 lines 	 h
on figure 3(f} are a printout of the model parameters used in
the model, simulation for obtaining the sensitivity analysis.
The information printed on figure 3{g) is the result of
the dependent analysis performed in subroutine COR (see reference
1}. The first column titled "BASIC PARAMETER: gives a list of
56
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the parameters in order of decreasing orthogonality. The second 	 _?
column titled "SEPARATION" gives a measure of 'the orthogonality. i
The third column titled "CRITICAL PARAMETER" gives a list of
jthose parameters that may become dependent if the threshold
Iis increased. (The threshold Eis the angle between two basic
vectors; ^.f ^=0 the vectors are linear dependent. The value for
E was read into the program on data card 19}. The fourth Column
titled "SEPARATION" gives the separation for the critical para-
meter. To interpret the output l^.sted in the four columns, one
observes first what the "basic parameters" are for the model and
next which parameters are the "critical parameters". As an example,
the first parameter printed is GYIP, and.the next parameter
selected by the program is LAMX with a separation of 1 which
indicates orthogonality between these vectors. The critical 	 '
parameter associated w^.th LAMX is BIB with a separation of
w
3,.06E-01. The next basic parameter found is BETA with a separa-
tion of 9.03E-01 and the corresponding critical parameter is SwEP
with a separation 7.68E-02. This procedure continues for all
the parameters of the model with the basic vectors becoming less
and less orthogonal. Following this output parameters of the
model not listed in the first column that are dependent, irrele-
want or that have been discarded a prirri by the user are given.
In this example GSPD, GYIP are fo^^3cld to be dependent.
The program next indicates that if GSPD is increased by one
unit (absolute variation-symbolized by a prime} then GYIP will 	 '










remaining parameter listed on figure 3 (g).	 This information is ^	 `^^;'	 i
useful in estimating the error in GYTP due to the lacic of know- €	 r^^	 ,,4:
ledge of parameter GSPD.
{
S
''0n the top of figure 3(h} the number of parameters and the s	 ^=^^
threshold used in this analysis are printed. 	 Below this Tine
w,
the words "MAGIC NUMBER" is written followed by a number either
v'i
^, 1, or 2 for each of the parameters of the model (21 in this
example},	 The numbers have the following meaning: 	 0 indicates ^	 ^t:
the corresponding parameter is irrelevant or was requested by y
the user to be held fixed, 1 indicates that the corresponding 'q:'
parameters is a dependent parameter and 2 i.nd?,cates that the F
parameter is independent for the mix of parameter chosen for the
sensitivity analysis. 	 The results of the dependent analysis are
summarized by the printout starting on the third Line from the
^	 _
^	 ^^'
top of figure 3 (h} .	 At the bottom of figure 3 (h} the parameter
s
increments for each of the parameters for the gradient evaluation
:1





information can be entered into the program with data cards.
i- 9
(See parameter identification input data example).
,'^




for each of the parameters (21 for this example}. 	 The sensitivity ^	 s'
is a measure of the model ` s response to a parameter change.	 A
e" I
^`^°!
sensitivity of 1 corresponds to a direct proportionality between
}	 ^
},
the corresponding parameter and the output. 	 Tf the sensitivity ^	 `}
is very small with respect to 1 it indicates that the output is ^^	 ^.^
}	 '^







listed in the first column and their sensitivities are given
under the.... column titled "SENSi^'ZV1TY". The dependency o^ the
parameters as has previously been discussed are also given under
the c:o3.u^ "DEPENDENCEY zNDE^€" ,
The remaining printout on £figure 3{i) indicates the end
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IFLOQ^ 0_. _ __Ih+.ItYsEa. 4._____IR.4Tr_0..___^^^w? D_^^^^...I..If1^.Q!!i=__4._1R^CF_ 9_---- - ..
Y^	 di%» 4,4D slYs^'68,00 BIZ^868,44 HAOIIIS"15^5 CHORD»1,17 BLADE LOS5-,97^^^__...__._.___.________._.__
SWEEP= 1 n 5a H pMa 19,x,6 H I NGE . PDSiTIq. Nm1,88 - L(^CKx_^3,54b ^^^,T.A^=,_4,p0 i( _BETA=0 .=1202) . OE D6 P;^ - 
_3a^N5	 .
TwISTs X9,43 PRECDNE_ ^,^5D GTY O^QODO AIR VELOCITY= 70,DO AIR DENSITY=,D02246 ALPHA= O t 000 ALPH^^S= D,DOD
L ITTLE AaS» O,008 LITTLE 615= 0,000 BIG A15=•c^^426 BIG BiS= 1,13D C0=0 ' 010 LAM=0,Da000a LRMXSa t OD0aD0 LAMY^O,OaaDa0
BLADE xNiTIAL CONDITIONS	 _	 .
+3ETA)= 1,912 1iETA1 RATE» ..4,bT 8ETA2= 1,940 BETAZ RATE= X12,53 $ETA's= 4 0 59 6ETA3 RATt= 1b,83 CULLECTIYE= 6^6
^	 GYRO PARANET^,RS
IP= 0,3D0 I0= 0,150 GYRO ANGLE = 60,0 GYRD DAMP L^ 0x00 GYRD RPN=1 g200 t 0 ME^HANIGAI, ADVANTAGE C2=0,$70
FEATHERING RESTKAINT KZETA» D,OO FEATHERING DAMPING CxETA= 7^OD BwASH pLATE DAMPING C$DAMP= 80,00 PSIOF» a,OD
INITIAL CONDITIONS ON GY13U
DELTA)= _2^b52 DELTAS ^tATk »
 X26,56 DELTA2= » 1a15D Dk1^TA2 RATE^ «51,4D EvLII=w50a74 Nut= 12, 1D
PHI= 1,768 RPtrI=
	
0,OD THET= «2,520 RTHET;
	
0,00 RMBIASp	 O,OD PMBIAS=	 U^OD kAt3#AS= 0,4U4 PAI3IAS» O,DOD
INITIAL' CUNUITIUN5 FOR STARTING AND STUPp ING THE INTEC;RATIUN Rp(7TINE
UE.L^T SI= 5r7ti KEYS: O,.OD REVD= U,00 REYF= 2^aD fRUNC=080040
SCALE PACTUH5 FUR PLUTTING PRt)GHAM
SCALkt1l SCALF'iZ) 5CALE{3) SCALEC4) SCALE{5) SCALE[6) SGALECT)
1,UOOE	 Ot I n ODDS	 01 1,ODOE^02 1,OODE«0^' 1,OODE«Ut' i,4UOk«02 1,00,0E«D^'
SCALE{6) SCALE{Ql SCALE{10) SCaLE{ii) SCaiEtld) SGALECi31 SCatE{10)




PARAM^TF,RS CALULATEr sR pM INPUT q^.TA
JMFL;A:: Z0. 169 6Y5PE . D= 52,'^u Ml1= C^355 LAMtipAs. . D064'19
DE^.TAT=8.5044E w 02 TIMES=Oe^? ^.v0 	TIMEq=4^fl404
	 TIMEF=4rk^^aSE. QO
kSIrIULA CIUN
kELICOPTF, R kUTUR SIMULATION W ITH NOMINAL YALllE5 Fn?: TkiE MR pEL PARAMETERS
DATA GARi75 LFSTING ***+^*RIJN NUME3ER !^ 6 	 '
X AxIS INCHE M E.NT KUf = ! l55b SKIP = ^	 !`)9 p DiNTS PER GNANNEL







_.	 t	 .-	 ,.	 -	 _.




HEi.ICUPTER R g TOR SIMULATION w1TH NOMINAL YALUES FUR THE MODEL PARAMETERS
.^wr^r^^^^rwrrrrrrrr^w^rrww^r^wrrr^r^.rwrrrrrrwrr rrurrrrwrmrrrrrrrrsr^a^wry^rrrrrrrr
Z1 YARAMETEi^S	 4 uuTPUTS
199 N£ASURLD vALUE,5 P£R gUTPUT	 { 796 MEASUREM@NTS},	 Z wA5 THk SKIPPING FACTOR USED
TI +^E I++irRYAL eETwEEN MEASURE MENTS 4.0050 Sf.G,	 2 STEPS q F INTE.GRATIUN IN EA.H INTERVAL
A N GLE I N (:REMENT $E'TwEEN ME ASU^t EHEN TS	 9,7$ DEG
INITIAL Gd^+i?ITIU+uS
4,bZ9E»U2 w4,9$SErQl r^,007E.OZ R y ^pSBE .OS 3,337E^42 • 8 1 144E•OZ^'^A g 3E r 42 *2,I$tlE^01
5GALING FACFOH^S FqN DATA UNIT5
10TU ='^ u ,UaUE r D1 fT .Lii5 / 4,a04E.r01 FT.LbS / `s^0a0E .aµ DEGREE / 5^000£^04 DEGREE /
	
' ' 1,004E 00	 /	 1,004E a0	 /
PARAMETERS NAMES
^	 t] dIY	 Z) LTISS	 3} CLEG	 u] BETA	 5) LOC K 	4] SwEP	 7]	 CZ	 B] LAM
13}	 GU	 1+7]	 MV	 15] CDMP	 Sb] `DMP	 17]	 KIX	 1$} GSPD	 I9} GYIP	 ZO] GYIU
I^vI T IAI, VALUES OF THE i'APAH£TFRS
1e033Er02 2,5$5E+41
I,DOaE O a 	/ 1.000£ 00	 /
4] LAMX
	 10] LP.HY	 iI} BRD^	 IE] PGUN
2.69DE OZ 9.TOOE r41 9,570E 44 1,202E a3 R.566E 40 1,500E DO tl,700E r 01 w 6^940E-43 r i,o0a^.r a S
 
1,440Er05 1,$a0E 40 2,250E 40
1,4DOEraz 3.55oEr41 9,044 D1
	 T,000£ o0 4;aoo^-a l 5,Z91^E al s,oDa^roi	 a^ y oa^r D1 •9^43DE o4
{e] Output.
Figuxe I.- Continued.










.q	 ^^ emi.f	 .x ..
	




NTAFE 1 ruRU^F 6
	 h0i=11'^Sb




vaRIaa Lt l IS STUt^Eu
YArtIAf^LE: 2 x5 5TUkEU
YakTAE3LE 3 iS 5TUitEO
VAHIAt3Lk a IS STfIHEU
E+^D








MEA5UiIE q ANU CO:7PUTE q TI ME rTISTURI^5
SYMd[^LS
	 /vakIABL^:
	 1	 0	 rt^45Uk^ q ,	 * GUMPUTE q , /YA3tIABLE ^	 ^ roEA'SU^E q .	 ,	 CQMFUTE q / T	 I M
•s•..rrrralr}r}lrorrr},!r!!r!rt!!s•}}s!!!a!!!!!!}a}..ora}.lfrfll!}*}Tr}a/!!}...rTl}r!!!.!}!!}}!!T}!T!f
I	 *	 I! _ . _ _ Q ^.^4 Q __
1	 * !	 I I1,5s^
I * .	 1 2.3,112
*	 i ,	 I 4b,2z4
*	 I !	 I 5T,'^80
*	 I .	 I __	 _.b.9t-336-_.
*	 I s	 1 80s892
*	 1 ,	 I 92,44$
*	 I ;	 I iQ9i441°,-
*	 i .	 I 115,584
*	 ! ,I 127!116
*	 I	 ^ I	 . 150,228
*	 I I	 , 161,7au
.	 *	 I I	 ^ _ 17.3}34i^ _.
*	 I I	 , 184sB96
* 1	 , !91.•:,_452
^	 I * I	 ! x'19,564
I	 * z ^^l,lao^






1	 * I	 , 265*788
I	 * I.	 _._ .._^7.7.^^
t I 2^8,9aa
^	 ** *	 I 304,456
1	 * ,	 1 323,568
I	 * ,	 i 33,124
1	 * .	 I 34b ^680
I	 * !	 1
_---
358,236
I	 * ,	 1 369,792
* s	 I	 ..-^_ 381 s3U8
*	 I ,	 I 392,904
*	 I e	 I 404,460
*	 I .	 I __.... _u^^^b
*	 I I 427,572
*	 I ,	 1 439,128
*:	 1 .	 I _.__..^d .b64
*	 I .	 I 462,240
*	 I , I U 73.796




, ,.z. _ ^
	_,.x.
" +^ ^^E 1
* I ,	 3 22b4,476
* I , I 2276,532
I	 * I	 , Z2$8,g88
MAXIMA
	 i	 VAKIAHLE	 i Frf_A5=	 i•44UE	 44r	 CU M r^	 1,DU4E 44	 VAftIA # L^ ^	 MEAS^	 1,U40E Our	 GU M R=	 1,044E U4
MEA5UFiEU AND GUh1PUTED TI ME. MISTURIES
5Y M 8Ul.S	 1vAkIAtli.E	 3 U	 r^EASURtDr	 *	 GOMPlf7Ep, /VARI4#l.E	 4	 t MEASUREUr	 ,	 GUMPUTED/ T I M E
• • . P ! P s . ! f r s • ! P . ! . P • ! r ! .. P ^ • • ! . ! s . f r P . / ? • ! P ^ ! . ^ P P n • .
I	 *
P i • ! P ! P . • • r P . s ! s .. !
.
n ! ! / n • ! ... • • ^ . 0 ! ! . ^ ^ 1 .. t ... ! t .
I q,4g4
I	 * , i ii,55b
t	 +^ , I 23^11'^
I	 * I 3k.b4^
I	 * , I 4b,224
T* , I 57,780
*	 i , I 44,336
* I P I 80,892
* I . I 92,44b
* I • I 144. Q4.4--
* I . I 115,5bq
* I , T 127,1140
* I , I 150, 22'{
* I I	 , 1b1,784
* I I	 ! 17„34-q_
* I I	 , 184,84b
* I I	 , 19b,452
* I i	 . ^o8,g48f°i	 *v I I	 . 219,544
* I I 231,1+4
* I	 , 242 *¢7¢
' I	 * I	 , 254,23
_ I	 * I	 , 265,760
- I	 * I	 , ^71,34^
1	 +^ I	 , 489,900
I	 * I	 , `^' 300,456
I	 ^* I	 , ^i^,Q3^.
I	 * , 323568
I	 * ,	 I 335,124I	 * . i 346,.84.
I I ^s9,23"6
1	 * P I 3b9^792
I	 * P I _^8 1^3u B
I	 * , I 392,944
I* , I 444,464
*i I 4Ik:Q1b
* 1 . i 427,57'
* I , I 439,128




* I P I 473,796
1	 ___---. -.- I	 -_-__	 __- 485.352
(h] Output.
Figurr. 1.- Continued.




f	 ,,^^	 • , k	 e	 ^:.
_ , e.S







	 I	 2^7E► ,562i
MAx1riA s
	











cuM pureu uurArJs vAl.ut
PSI
	 MBtTAx	 ^"NErAY	 ROIL A
O,nD
	
1469,2 4 1 421,8	 Z,b52
11,5 6	417,5 • 1780,4	 2 n 319
34,67
	 « 376,6 41472.2
	 1,416
u6,22 « 1614.4 • 1345,2
	
0,885
57,78 4 1586,6 • 12+0,2	 6,330
	
69,34 420342 4 1144,4	 0,225
80,84 4233D,9 4 1057,D w4,7b1
92,45 .2461,2
	 «894,6 »1,255
104,06 4 2427,4	 4697,5 +1,692
115,56 w 224Fj,8	 4 832,2 wZ,454
127,12 -!458,9	 ..96,5 •2.328
138,67 «!596,5
	 299x7 .2,506
150,23 4 1209,6	 734,6 .2,5111
1b1,TH	
-828,8	 1176,1 +2,`x44
173,34	 w y 82 ,a 	 1585,4 •2,41!
184,96
	 « 185,5	 1922.1 •2,173
196,45	 6D,0	 2149,8 «1,845
2D8,01
	 261,0	 Z24z,0 •1,439
219.96	 434,7	 2186,4 4D,473
^ 231 ' 12	 585,4	 1485^D •D,4bb










366,46	 1574,4	 • 575.4
	 2,162
312,01





	 i52u,7 •1258,7	 2,384
346.68
	 1303,0 « !318,8
	 2,243
558,24	 96662 4 1318,2	 2,04u
364,74	 576,4 w1277,4	 I,b18
381,35
	 121,0 • 1215,5	 1,282
392,46	 4 347,5 4 1146,1
	 0,633
404,46	 4 791,6 4 1074,3	 D,352
436,02 4 1174,1	 4997,6 •0,141
427,57 • 146+!.7	 .963 6 7 +0,626




462,24 • 1645,8	 4386,6 •1,831





























































































MbETAY	 RUL1. A PIrLN A SANK
	
• 1 4 21,6	 2,652 -1,150 450,7
	
-f7aa,^	 2,319 «1,6u8 -50.7
	
-1472,2	 1,416 •2,416 45D,7
	
4 f 349,2	 0,685 +2,655 •50,7
	
-1240,2	 0,330 »2,782 •'30,7
R itU4,4 •D,225 42,740 -50,7
• 1037,4 46,761 42,679 w50,7
4844,8 • 1,255 •2,454 •54,7
wb97,5 wi,b42 •2 8 126 454,7
•432,2 -,2,054 »1,711 •54,7
.96 15 42,328 « i,227 +50,7
7,99,7 •2,9D6 40,697 w50,7
7346 42,581 -0,145 45D,7
	
1176,1 y 2,549	 0,403 
-so,l














1985,0 44,466	 2,444 •50x7
	
1658,5	 0 n 659	 2,460 •50,1
	
123$,5	 D,h79	 2 6 368 «50,7
	
769,!
	 1.070	 4',177 -50,7
	
280,3





-575^,D	 2,162	 1,121	 -50,7
	
-1342,7
	 2,344	 O,bhB •50,7
	
« 112D,2	 2,419	 fl,ib8 •50,7
	
-!298,7	 2,384 •0,328 -50,7
	
*1318,8	 2,243 w 0 # 809 •50,7
	
1 1318,2	 2,00+1 -1,255 •50,7
	
• !277,4	 1,678 • 1„6+18 tr50,7
	
-!c'i5,h	 1,282 41,970 450,7
	
4 1146,!
	 D,833 4 2 * 266 450,7
	
-ia7 u ,3	 0,352 •x.345 •50,7
•947,0 «D,141 42,380 •50,7
•9D3,T 40,626 42,3D8 •5p,7
++780,6 • 1,a$2 »4'.132 4x0,7
4614,6 ,. 1,441 -1,860 454,7
4346,6 4 1,837 -1,502 -50,7
• 124,8 •2,106 4 1,476 450,7
193,7 42,286 4Q,60f +50,7


























































































12.,^_IL. 969 1 . FU 1
vALUts









Ie 8 51 446,84 27x85




















p ,b70	 2,00 •49,60
0 n 674 •8,87 w49,1,7
0,727 • 19,17 -46;71
0,810 •28,47 442,27
0,421 436,37 *36,04
1,050 4 42,56 -28,12
1 n 187 446,64 .1$,92
1.320 -49,08 p8,74
1,440 4 49,c^4	 1.84
1,538 • 47,36 1'4,47
1 n 609 443,35 22,60
1,652 4 38 n 00 31,75
1,668 -30,93 34,48
!860 3 422s02 45,42
1,644 4 13,36 49,29





^'^,i Y ^r• r
I!







4000s0	 S^^Ou	 5^O p0 ^54^7	 1^^1 1^15^ Q^931 1^bB7 ^SW.'^0 53,5























































ROLL HUB t^OHENT, ft 16
	
SWASHPLATE ROLL ANGLE, aeg	 ROTATING COORDINATES
ROTATING COORDINATES
	
PITCH NU8 NDIWENT, ft-Ib
SWASHPLATE PITCH ANGLE, deg ^,	 ^	 ^,,,	 ROTATING COORDINATES
ROTATING COORDINATES	 ,A	 ,^,a
-P 	C	 .^a	 O	 O	 4O	 ^	 t
^	 ^ o r^ .tom	 ^	 t a ro .sa









^ w l^DGE)IV F S T GK , MAIMPR , ^240iFS^'1'l T4447 ^E; ER p
 KANNYNC, S7t^P 17 wH 54551
^ DDEF F ' TIQFQO1rV5 , I4^ENT , ROOc'6
3 DAEF FT2QFap1_ t YSr.SFCT0I.RUNG	 -





s N i v o a o a o
^ +,40
	 +00+ n 268 +03+s2b84 +03+ t
 165 +02+,ff7 +01+,97
	 +00
7 -- +.15 _ +01+ , 192(x - *Q3t.188 ^rtJff,u5b6 + Oi+„a0	 + a0+,1202f + O6+,i45 +01$ x ,943 +011.225 +a1+,0
	 +00 +,70	 +02+,^22N6 +02
^ _ +.0	 +QO+.Q__^ ±0^0^3 ^u^b +Oi+ E li24b#01+10
	 ^O1






rz _ #.0a	 +OO_+_,_10 _ +o1+,ea
	 +02	 -
r3 +,265 X01 » .Z856^+02+:115 +Oi^.519 +02,507 +42+ n f21 +02
!4	 + n 1768 +O 1
	 ^, 25,2 +O 1
!.i _+5778_+01+.Oa ^+0^±^00 ^_^QO+»?----. +0!
r6	 +,la	 +02+,10	 tat+,10
	
^Qi+,10





r8	 HELT C p ^' fiEK ROTCIR FDE^TIF IGATY p (^ FRiIM REAL
. DATA ETEST 366 RUN 19 REGARD 6?










za a^+^ ^ ,oas
_ .^I aillOaGOp000 4Q11000 0! _ - __ 	 _
z2 +.268"
-'100*03+,97Y +,857 101+,12021+Ob+,4`a66 +tl1+-.15 +01
^y „ 23 *a87 ^FOa^,b44 X 02-.SO ^A4+.1











t00+ n 529b #0^
^^
2G +,26532 +fl3+,95 #00+,747 +O1t,b34a0+05+,4 +Ol*,1395 tai
^^
-
+.SUNG ^raa*+.421 ^01^.32i -ai•^,a
	 +O a +, 1&7 +Q.i+,*140 +ai
.Z8 +.1 ^a2#,
	 4 +aa+,cu^---- +n^fN^	 . - +^ 1^,32 # 00* ,ai g tl + 02
.^^ +,29 ^aaf,iu7. +OO *, ^4b +0;1
3D + .2TOb8+0^ +,489^ +00+.91 ,7_ +Oi+.16829#06} ' '5023__ +01 +,1605 +013! *,99b #00+„1 +DO+,2 +4a^.41 __^^^+41+,25 +01#,'36 . +01
3z +,3 +ai+.3621 +00+,13b +031.14	 +02+.tF8 +00+.5402 +02
^ +,3f +ao+.153 +Oa^,490 +Of
•^ B	 •, ,	 L	 CtB
_
r	 ,LCEK^SWEF',	 C^rL.AM	 rL.A^X^LAMY , sRt}grF^CgNr
35 CiT^ ML!-rCDMP , FDMR, BIK,GSi^DrGYIPrGYIDrrtWST





38 +,8797 402+,4483 « a2# * 1599 +00+,1722	 ta0 +,u -03#.3959
-03
.^ FT^ .LB FT w LB
^
_
9	 uG,.FT2EN0	 DiM)[7EG	 ^^'TL.BffiADEN {3_E?IM7[^^^G _. EN(l DIMS ENO
























DIMS ENL1 C1.f^) ENt1 1?Ihf) -'..^'
^IM^s^,u^ , ^r2s^, u^.r"T^ .
(a} List o£ input data cards.
Pl.gure 2.- Parameter identi£a.cation run.
^ ^ t'-^.	 ; yf^^
4-.
-alt,c^s ---Hai*,-^^^--^- »oi^,SN --y O^^,S
	
+d0 +,4^	 +oa	 C
^7	 +s5	 +ddt,2^	 tflOt,3	 +4dt,3b	 tfl0t.5	 t4flt,1	 ^fli	 G
'^9	 *R^ACWGN	 .- -












55	 *^R^SAMP 2 -^ 6	 .... _.._
5^ **RE$AR^P 3
	 7
^ **REBAMP 4 _ &
59 **REBGQR ^	 id
66 *^RE^C^R ^
	 it
61	 * rr R ^ ^ ^ D R 4	 1 ^ `------- _--









(b} List of input data cards.
F^.gure 2.^ Continued.













TWO DEGRkk OF FRkE,DE1M HELICOPTER liLA p E AND GYRC1 5IMULATIUN
pHOGRAM C p NTH^L LDG1C
IFLOQ=^1
	
IHINGEY 0	 IROT= 0
	 INE,'x. 0 ISIML= 0 IFL pw = 0 IHkC= 0
BLADE, PARAMETERS
HIX= D,40 BIY='c6f^r00 SIZ=2d8,QD RADIUS=16,5 ChDRD»1x17 l^LADE LD5S=,97
SWEEPa 1,50 RPM= 192,4 HINGE P{)SITIDN»1x88 LUCK= 4,56b OkLTA3= 0,40 K HkTA=0,1dOZ1Dl: D6 1'1= 1,45
TwI5T= -9.43 PRECDNE= 2.250 GT» o n Dona AIR VkL0C1TY= TODD AIH DENSITY=,ODd24b ALPHA=,Dr000 AL N FiAS w OrDOD
LITTLE A15= O;ODD LITTLE. 815= 0+400 BIG A1S=-2.428 8YG B1S= 1,130 CU»O,O1G L A M= q ,00D000 LAMX »O,DDD000 LAMY=0.040000
BLADE INITIAL CDNDIT14N5
B^TAIa 1x 4 12 BETA1 HATES -4 , 47 tiETd2 = 1r4D0 BkTAZ RATk: -12,53 BETAS= O.S42 B1:TA3 HATE= 14 , 81 COLLECTIVE» 8,6
GYRO PARAMETERS
,^A,	 IPx O,S00 IDa 0.150 GYR p ANGLE= 60,0 GYRD DAMP L= 0,00 GYRD kYM= 10200 n 0 MtGKANICAL ADVANTAGk C2c0r870
F£ATMERING RESTRAINT K1ETA= D n OD FEAThERING DAMPING G1£TA= 7x00 S WA$HWLA	 L}AMi3IN[r CSk A MP » 80,90 PSIUF» 0,00
INITIAL CONDITIONS ON GYRD
DELTAI= 2rb52 DtLTA1 RATE = -zarS6 DE1 . TA2= -1,I5o UtLTA2 RA7t _ -51,40 !^U1=-50 . 70 Nut= 12,10
PKI= 1r7b8 RP K I = 	Or00 TMET= -2,520 RTHEF=	 0.00 RMBIAS»	 0.00 PMBIAS = 	Or00 RAE3IA5= D,DaO PABIAS= 0.000
INITIAL CONDITIONS FDR STAkTI+^G AND STOPPI NG ThE INTkGi+ATiON F^DUiINE
DEL PS I= 5„78 RkvS- a,ao REVD= O,OD RtyF= drOU TRUNC=O n a000
SCALE FACTORS	 FUl2 PLOTTING PRUGRAh^
5CALE(1) SCALER) SCALE.(3) SCALk{4} SCALE(5} SCALk{b) SCALk(7)
1,000E	 O1 1.000E	 01 L.00Dk- 02 1r00DE - 02 1.ODDE.-02 1.00Ok-02 1.000E-02
SGALk(B) 5CALE(y) 5CALt(10) SCALE(11) 5CALk{12) SCALE[13) SCALk(i4)









i-	 .. i:.-:.^.^	 :. - ^ .^..:. .^ :
^._	 _	 .r, ..	 ._	 ..	 ..._	 .v e,_	 _	 _...	
^i
p ArtAM^T^HS CdLULATE p FkUM INF'U7 DATA
pr^^l;A= 20.169 GYS pEU= 52. y6 h^U- 4,35' LAMtiU A «-, p469y9
DFLTAT Y 4.5040E- r,2 TIMtS =4.0440	 TIME{] = 4.4U4p	 TIMEF =O,a2Slk 40
HELICO p 1LR R p TOR IDENTIFIGATIf:N f^nOM HEAL DATA ( TEST 36b Kure 14 kECUItD 6l 7S5
DAfA CARDS LI5TING^ +^^k*kU^+ NuMd^. Fi	 1- b	 ,
x AxIS 1NCREMEHT xRT= 1155a &KIP =
 2	 r,^ P4i^+ T5 WER CHANNE,^


















	^ 	 FiELICDPTER ROTOR IDEN7IFIGATIDN FR pM REAL DATA (TEST bbb,ltUN 19 RECORD b) T5S
ww-w-www.wwwrwrwrwrwwwr wwwrww wwwwowrwwwwwrwwrwwwwwrwwwwww-wwrwwrrwrw=rwr-mr=rr w+
t
	
^.	 ._ .. ....__ 	 _	 _.-	 f
21 PARAMETERS	 q OUTPUTS
64 MEASURED YALUES PER OUTPUT	 ( 256 MEASUREMENTS),	 Z WA5 THE SKIPPING FAGT p Ft USED	 ^^
TIME INTER y AL,. ,HETwEE^! MEASUREMENTS 0,0050 SEC, 	 2 5TEP5 DF INTEGRATION IN EAGH FNTERVAL
,1NGLE INCREMENT BET^lEEN MEA5URE '^ENTS	 5,78 DEG
INITIAL GONDITIDN5
4629E=02 -4985E-OS -2,OOTa-02 -4,D5SE=OI 3^337k-02 -9^144^-"02 2,4431-OP -2.188E-01 1,033E-02 2,585E-01
.f
SCALING FACTORS FDR DATA UNITS
	
1DTU^ 1.594E-41 FT-LeS / 1,722E-01 F^' »LB5 / 4.000E=0+^ DEGREE / 3,454E »04 DEGREE / 1.599E-D1	 / 1r722E = OS	 /	 ^ '
8.797E-03 FT-L6	 / 4 n u93E^03 FT-LEi	 / 1.599£=O1	 / 1,722E-01	 ! 4.000E-04	 / 3.959E=Ou	 J	 ,
PARAMETERS NAMES
	
1] S3Y	 Z) L055	 3) CLkG	 G) BkTw	 5} LOCK	 b} SwEP	 7)	 C2	 8) LAM	 9) LAMX	 10} LAMY	 11) dHDD	 12) PGDN
13)	 CD	 14)	 MU	 15) LDMP	 16} FDMP	 17) BIX	 18) GSPD	 19) GYIP	 20) GYiD	 21) TW5T
^	 INITIAL VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS
2,680E 02 9 n 700z r01 :',570E 00 1,zD2E 05 4,566E 00 1.500E OD 8,740k =O1 -b,990E=03 -1.00Ok-05 1.000E-05 Ss880k GO 2.250E 00
1.000E=02 3,550E+D1 B 4 O00E O1 7,4DOE 06 4,000E=01 5,29bE 01 3,000E-D1 	 1.500E-01 -Q,^SOE 00
LDW£R BOUNDS
2,b53E 02 4 n 50DE-01 7.470E. 00 b.390E Ou +^.000E DO 1,395E 00 8,440E « 01 r^,210E-02 -3.214E-D2 -2,000£-01 1.870E 00 2,14UE 00
1.000E-03 3,479E-01 2,400E O1 ^',000E 00 3,200E-D1 5.196k O1 2,9DDk-01 	 1.470E=01 -8,9b0E 00	 {
UPPER 6DUND5
2.747E 0? 9,B9DE-D1 9.170E 06 lobB3E 05 5,Od3k 00 1 n b05E 00 B,R6DE-OS 1,DDDE-D1 2,DDDE=O1 ZI,1DOE-02 2,SOOk X10 2 i Sb0E DO	 -
3,OOOE 00 3, 6 21E = 01	 1,3b0E 02 1, i^00E O1 ^+,800ti-01 5, y 0Zk O1 4.100E-01	 1.530E-OS +4.4DOE 00	 ^
THE IDENTIFICATION PRDGEDU RE w iLL tlSk A MAXIMUM DF	 2 ITERATIONS AND A 5EPARATEON TrlRESHULD E41UAL TO 4.50E-D^'
***TNE FOLLOWING -EIGHTS ARE USED*+^*
1.000E 00	 1,000E 00	 1.000E DO	 1.ODDE 00	 +'d
£RRMIN = f,000E=04 ^	 DMIN c 0,000	 ;;
r^
INITIAL PARAMETER INCREMENTS FOR GRADIENT EVALUATION
1^40DEw0I 2,100E =Od 2.400E 01	 1.000E-01 1,100E-01 5.000E-01 6,900E =U2 4,800E-02 8,300k-02 5.400E-02 5.000E-01 4,400E r b1	 ^>,
5,000E=Of 2.200E-01	 3,OQOE^01 S,b00E-01 5.600E-OS	 1,000E-02 u,000E •O1 1,000E=OZ 8,400E-02	 ri
+,1D	 +01+.10	 +01+,IO	 +01+,1	 +01+:1	 -03+.1	 -Ob	 ;
---- _-	
(e] Output.	





^^	 ,,..,^ ^	 . ,,.	 u,. Grp	 .,	 ,.	 ^	 ..
	
.(  i;	^	 .t^ . V 3	 M^	 .ors.	 do-,_k 1 .i-s!et.lFl	 ni	 4Y.au:	 .,. r. :^	 ;Jt)^	
^	 —w.. 
..<,tf.
NZ	 _	 ...	 _.. :u	..x:'. v.-.
	
__'.:	 -.	 a	 - ,:. ^.	
.o.	 ^.....-	
--	 -	 - -	
^.
iTERATI pN p.	 Mt]bE wAS99. KN p= 2	 RE4 . EKR0 {t	 1r31E OD	 CO5T = ^^A3^S£ 07
w- rw^.-..rwrrr..wrr....wr-+rrwwir-..r.....^wwre...P A R 0 M E T G" ^ 5	 V A ^„ ^f ^G $- r++rrr--wrwwr---rra+aerwrr -w+r^r+w-++r -w+a^w
1 13 25	 2 14 Z6	 3 1S Z7	 4 i 6 28	 5 17 29	 b 18 30	 7 19 31	 8 20 32	 9 ^1 33	 1D Z^ 3A	 11 ES 35	 1P E4 38
2r68Q£ 42 9r7D0E M Q1 8,57QE 04 1e20^E 05 u,Sb6E OD 1r500E 00 8 . 700E -D1 -b,990^.++QS -1rQODE-05 1,DODE -05 1r8tl0E. D4 2,^5QE_00
1.000E -02 3 A 550£ -DI 8,000E 01 Tr040E 00 q , 000E - 01 S r 296E 01 3.000E - 01	 1,50DE - QI -9.u3DE DD
INCREMENT IN PARAMETER ^ 3 RE4UCED TO ^u^,^215 X
^INCHEr1ENT IN PARAMETEi{ # 3 R£DF1G£U Tb Rbruu37 X




_--------._ .. _ _^ ____--_ ._,__—...	 ^ .. _	 ...^..,.._..,_...,.- ..^.,....-.uM
...:..rte_,._;,-^_^
is 















. _	 .	 .
gET,► 9,49E^01 CLEC
COMP *d1	 _..__Bpl_3E -	 CLEC
LDSS 5,95E^d1
CLEC
FDMP 4 , 17E-91 CLEC
, CLEC ...-
	 --
















^^ ^	 t r	 a,	 .a	 t	 gE ._	 ^	 a	 ^	 ^ . ,a






 TOr900S'T	TOr3000°4 TO 39b2'5 TDw3Go0'h DO 3000'	2D ^09£'T	TO^a0S5'£ 20r^004'T
DD ^052'Z OD 309A°1 5-:^'9DDQ'T 54-^DD4'Tw £0r74b6`9r TOr^00L'8 60 ^045'T




^z 22 OT	££ T2 b	2f 0^ 8	T£ 6t L
	D£ BT 9
	S^ LT 5	B2 9T h
	
L^ 53 £
	92 hT 2	5^ £T T	^
rrwrwsrw^ersrwwrrr^.r..wr.rrw.wrrwr.wrrwarwrwwras ^ (^ ^ ^f A	S^ a ^ ! ^ W g rj 1f drys.rrwr.rwwrr^.wrrrsrrwrarrrrwwrrrrarw
LD 35^8't ^_1Sn^
	








	20*366'4 - d38	fa^'1^} £ lstll '(iSM1) Tz 15^Id	"D 1l^vlS
L^°D 00'D DD'D OD'0 00'D RD'0 £0'0 DD'D DO'4 00'4 00'4 DD'D 00'0 DO'0 Dk'D D4'D 00'0 6D'D 02'0 6D'0 00'0 = SN3S
T2 nNO^ nH6T CIN9I nNLT
	
4T	ST nNi^T nN£I nN2t ^'>:T nNOT nNb nN9 nNl nN4 nN5	tr	£	2 nNT Sf11g15
.i^S SFS`0	a 3WI1	SOw(iLSbLc^99T9T9B55£'D '13q
	









2 0 0 0 0 2^ O D O O D D O O O O Z 2^ 0 N39WnN ^I9t+W
	
20r^05'0 StlM
 n"InHS3HHl NniltiNad3S 3N!	` w9'1HOkld 5IN1 Ni Sti313wgHad 'sZ 3HV' aa^l^i+^^*
__..,_._
	
.,..e..,.^......_........wR	, n , .	n--^4..--.^ — -	-----._..
,,	 ,	 ^
SASiG CRI7YGAL
PARAMETER SEPARATIGN PARAMETER SEPARATION
TwST
BETA 8.89E^Oi CLEC 1.OZE-0^"
CDMP 6yT3E+01 CLEC 1.02E+U2
L055 5,11E - a1 GLEC 9,61E - 4^
FnMP 1.70E-61 GLEC 7,68E-d3



















*t*Tti£FtE ARC 21 PARAMETERS IN .THIS PRaBL^M ,	 THE SEPARATION THRESt+oLO was Or50E,-az
MAGIC NUM6ER 0 2 2 2 O O O a 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2








• * NOT USEp
* BIY rLOCK,SWEPr C2rLAt^ rLAMXrLAMYrBRDUrPC ©Nr 	CU,
	
MUr k1IxrGSPDrGYiP,GYIbr
DET= 0,130577732 983201D-Qb	 TIME x	 0.531 SEC
STATUS SNU 2	 3	 4	 yNU bt^U 7NU BiuU 9NU IONU liNU 12NU 13NU 14NU 15	 16	 I7NU 18HU 14NU ^ONU 21
SENS = 0,00 0.16 0 n 16 0,10 0.00 0.00 6.00 0,a0 0.00 0.00 0.00 D,00 0,00 0.00 a,iS D,04 0,00 0,00 4,00 0.00 a,17
START 0, FIRST 21 (TwST)r LA5T 3 (CLEC) 	 SEP » 0.69E-02	 TIrsE	 59.26 SEC
w	 ITE:RATIUN 2,	 ^sUpE wAS 0, KNll= a	 RkL,ERRUR = 1,06E oo	 CUST = 1,713E O7
..r ..................rn.r..-wr.........erP A H A M E T E R 5	 V A ^. {1 C .5....rr-.r.^r...........rw....rr.r..rr...r.rra.r^
1 13 ^5	 2 l y 2b	 3 15 2T	 ^ ,b 28	 5 17 2 4	 b 18 30	 T 14 31	 8 ZO 52	 9 21 33	 10 22 3u	 11 23 35	 1^ 24 3a
d,b80E 02 9 n 5045 »Q1 9a170E 00 t^,340E 04 t1 , 56bE 00	 1 . 500E 00 8.700E-01 -6.990E-D3 -1.000E-05 1.000E-a5 1,860E 00 2,250E 00
1,a00E+^02 3,55aE-01
	
1,360E OZ 2,DOaE 00 4.000E-01 5,c'^:6E O1 3,a40E-01 	 1,500E-01 w 4,400k a0
PARAMETER INCREMENTS (DA/A) FUR GRADIENT EVALUATIUN
BIY = 1,4E-01 LUSSc 2.3E-02 CLEC» 1,8E-02 BETA= 1,1E-01 LUCK= 1,1E-Di SwEP= S,OE-01
C2= 6.9E-02 LAM a µ.8E »02 LAMR^ 8,3E-02 LAMP= 5,4E-02 I3RUU= 5,0E-01 PC pN= u,4E-01
C p= 5,0E-01	 MU= 2.2E+01 CDMP= 3,6E-01 F gMP= 5.0E-01	 iilx= 5,0E-OI GSPU» 1.0E-02
GYIP= 4,0E-01 GYID= 1:oEMOZ TwST= 2.3E-02
Li) Dutput.
^i+/n
	 Figure 2.- Continued.	 r
#'V
r	 s
FIN ►^ L R^BULTS 'OP THI5	 IDENTjFICATI{lt^
--rraa---^^wwra - rrr ^ rarw,ra-- - e, aewr-riw^n
FIT TEST ** .-.--..__-- CO5T _ ; , 	 0,1713E 08 _	 __ CORRELATION =* 912500
--- -.__..-- -- -
_.x^LATI'
NE. 	 ERR492 x	 1.0607
ESTI M ATED VALtlEB	 OF	 THE PARAMETERS
-	 _ _ DEPENDENCY INDEX	 '
NAME EST.YALUE ERROR BOUNDS UNITS SENSjTIVITY FINAL IN3TIAL
1 B .I. Y . =	 _ ..2,68DUE -. _D2 +/ r . _ 9^0	 - SL..UG^F72 6,09040._ D 0
?
_
LOSS =	 9,5000E • 01 +!- 1,1E*D1 (NO DIM) 3,di4A9 2 1
3 GLEC a	 9.1700E	 D9 +/ n 4 ,1E	 O1 - DEG 4,2b864 2 1
4 BETA m	 b,3990E 44 +/ r 3,4E	 as FTLB/RAD 0,33903 2 S
5 LOCK =	 4,55fi0E DO +/ r 0,0 (NO DIM) O,D000D 0 D
b SwEP =	 1,5000E	 DO +/ r O,D DEG 9,00900 0 D
7 CZ =	 t^,70D0E a 01 t/- 0,0 {NO UIM) 0.00009 0 0
8 LAN = rb,9900E-83 +/- 0,0 {NO DIM) 0,44900 0 0
9 LAMx = w1,04DaE-05 f/- 0,0 (NO	 DIM) 0,00900 D 0
10 LAMP ^	 1. ,OOOOE r 05 */^ D,4 (ND	 DIM) 9,00009 D 0
11 BRDD =	 1.8809E	 00 +/ r 0,4 FT 0,00600 0 4
12 PCUN »	 Z.2500E OD if- 0,0 DEG 9,00499 4 0
i3 CD =	 1,4009E-02 +/' D,0 (NO	 DIM) D,ODDDG 9 0
14 MU 3.5500E-91 +/^ 4,4 (ND DIM) a n 44000 0 D
15 GDMP =	 1,36 p 4E	 02 +/- 5.7E Oc' FTLB/R.S 0,14451 2 1
16 FDMP »	 Z,DDOOE	 OD +/- 3 n lE	 O1 FTLB/H,5 D n D'^12D 2 1
N	 17 BIx =	 4 n DODGE-01 +/- a,0 SLUG,FT2 9,00044 D 0
18 GSPD =	 5,E950E DI +/- 0,0 (NU	 DI`1) 0.00900 0 0
19 6YIP =	 3,0099E-D1 +/- 0 n D SLUG,FT2 0„00000 0 0
^0 C^YID =	 1,5009E-D1 +/- 0.0 SLuG,FT2 D n 04000 4 0









..^.^,,,,,^,^;^-r --^ - .....,_.._....	 .'..._,..__.....__.^_..^-..r.^..^-..^.,..	 .,M._,....:^,.r:,.,.._..-.-...,.ww^..,..T..,,^^,^...,^»»,^,^.^.,^..e:^.^^.^^-_-.•,:^,..,^:;.>a^^r,^-<,^.^:-^a-».:.:,^Y^.^.,,^..,.sx .-s.^..,^u^..>m-^.:>;:^--- 	 .^.^.	 r.,^^,.^,.^-^..bw.^
wMEA5l1REU ANU GO MpUTEU TIME HI5TUaIE9
SYMBOLS / VARIABLE	 i 0	 MEASURED,	 +c CDMPUfkO, /VARIABLE '^ 	 + MEASUFiEU,	 ,	 CDt^ p UTE p / T I M ^
. r .... • . ! . d . r .. f r . 1 ! r . 1 . / . ! . f . r ! ... ! . f ..
I	 *
1 ... # .. r ... • . f . r .. 1 . / . f ........ f . ! . r ... • f r r 1 r . r . r .... 1 .. t . 7 . f
o	 +	 z a.noo
z	 ^ q I s i.S56
I	 *	 0 .	 +	 E 23.112
t I	 0 .	 +	 I 34,b68
*	 0 I .	 }	 i 46,224
*	 a I +	 I 57.7$0..
* 0 I .	 +	 I b9,336
,^ q I ,+	 I 80,892
* 0 I +.	 i 92,448
* 0 I +	 I 104,004
* 0 I +	 .	 i 115.560
r 0 ; +	 .	 I 127,116
* 0 I +	 r	 I 13a,672
* 0 I +	 I. 150.228
* 4 I. +	 I	 ; !61.794
*	 0 I +	 I	 , 173,340
*	 0 I +I	 . 184.846
*0 I +	 . i96,45^..
,+ z z+ 2oa.aaa
o	 ^ z z	 + 219,564
0 I* I	 +	 , d3i.1^0
0 I	 * I	 +	 . E42,b7b
0 I	 * I	 +	 . 25u,^32
4 I * I	 +	 , 2b5,788"
a I * I	 + 277,344
I	 o I	 +. 2as. 9 ao
I	 q +^ 1	 , 3D4,456
I	 0 * I+ 312.012
I	 0 * .	 I+ 323.568
I	 0 * .	 i	 + 335..128
z o + 3^b,6ao
I *	 .0 +	 I 358.236
I	 * 0 ,	 +I 364,74
I	 * 0 t	 I 3a1,34a
* z	 o +	 i 392.504
* I	 q ^ .	 +	 I 404.460
*	 q I .	 +	 i 416.016
* 0 I i	 I 421,572
+^ 0 I .	 +	 i 434,128
,^ q I +	 .	 I 450,ba4
* ^	 0 I +	 ,	 I 462,240
^+ 0 I +	 I 473,746
* 0 I +	 I 4B5,352







i , r.	 1t15	
_.	
xrm	 w ^ x	





	.....^—__...`.^.^_^.^r..d,- .,. ^ 	 i	
.....,..-..e,^.y: »^^•.w
	 i..^..+_..^  $^^X_C L'+""'$ tlC 'Tt F! Gam C ^sna^ssc,
	 ..^........+....
	
a	 ^	 ^	 r
1	 ^	 }
	. 0
	i	 +	 1	 .	 5ub.gby
	
*4	 I	 +	 I	 r	 `JZ9,020
4*	 I	 +	 I	 ,	 531,976	 ^
	
4	 *	 i	 + I	 543,130
	
o	 z	 *	 z ,^	 566,24u
	
4	 I	 *	 I	 +	 577.800
4 I
	 *	 I	 +	 5b9,356
n 1
	 *	 1	 +	 b00r912
4	 I	 *	 I	 +	 612,466
	
4	 1	 *	 I	 +	 aZ4,024
0	 I	 *	 1	 +	 a35,9BU
	
0	 I	 *	 I	 +	 6u7,136
0	 I	 +^	 ,	 +	 656 n 692
I 0	 *	 I+	 b74,248
I	 0	 *	 I	 +	 681,804
I	 0	 *	 .	 I +	 b93,3a0
I	 ^, p	 ,	 +	 709.416
*	 [s	 + I
	
716,472
*	 I	 0	 +	 I	 72t1, OZe
	

























._	 ^ _.	 _	 _. _	 ivF	 '._.-.'..	 _
^^ _^^^.
MEASUHEU AMU CUtiPUTED TIME HI5TUttIE5
SYH13QL8 /YARiAb(,E	 3	 0 MEA5URE.D^	 * COM p UTEU, /VAHiASI,E u	 + MEASUk@F),	 ,	 GOMf^UTED/ T i M E
!! f f ^ f f f f .... f f f 1 f f f f f f f f f f f f f ... f f f f! f f f i f f f f f f f f! f f i f S f I f f f f f f i f f f f f f .. f f f f f f f f f f, f/! .... i f .. f a f f .^ f
I 0	 * +	 . I ofOpO
I U * + I 11!556
I * +, I 23,1lz
I	 0* +, 1 34 n bb8
IQ	 * ,+ I ubf22u
0 I* ,+ I 57, 7611
*	 I +. I 69,33b
*a	 I + ! 8 x ,892
*	 I +	 , I 42,uu8
*a	 I +, I 3au,uou
*0 i +	 . ^ 1F5 n 5b0
rt I +	 f 1 lc' 7,1ib
4+^ 1 + 1 13ts,b72
a * I +	 I, 150,228
a	 * I I	 + 16l.7Fiu
0	 * I I	 +	 , 173,340
0 +^	 I I	 + l8uf896
a *	 I I	 + 196, 45,2
a	 *	 I 1	 +. 20fif008
.	 a	 *	 I I	 .+ 219,5bu
a	 +^ I	 + z3i,120
^„ qI	 * I	 + 242,btb
I	 0 ^ I	 ,	 + 2b5f788
I	 o 1	 ,^ 27r,^uu
I a z	 .	 + 2de.9oa
I a	 * I	 .	 + 30 a, +^56
I * ,	 t 3F2.a12
I +4 ^	 . I	 + 323fSb8
I *	 A , + 335,l2^1
I +^	 4 + I 3ub,c84
I *	 0 .	 + I 356,236
1	 * 0 n 	 + i 369,792
I	 ^ 0 + I 3E^1 f3^tB
I*	 a + 1 392.904
*	 I	 0 , i ra0u.uba
*	 0 +. 1 41b,OFb
*	 a	 I +	 . I 427.572
*	 a	 1 + 1 u39,128
* 0	 I t I aSO, bt^4
* a	 I +	 , I ^tb2,2++ 0
+^	 a I + t n 7'3.79b




































I	 *	 .	 55y,hBT3




I	 ,	 +	 612,ybB






.	 +	 ^I	 704,916
+	 I	 71b;472
+	 I	 728,028





-.-° 1t _^^ .. _-	 _,rte	 .r,•- ^	 i^ ..^	 , .	 ^^. __ ^	 ,.,	 _. _. ..._














































^^^^	 ,F^,W.	 ^ *"	
r
^r:	 "5^-	 `
MEABIfRED AND `COFIPUT^O TIME HISTdRI^S
SYHB g LS _ ,.. /YARI_ ABL,E_ 1 4 ^1EA3URED^ * COMPUTE_______ /,VARIAaI,E 5	 + MEASUR€ia^	 ^	 CQMPUTED/
► ,sarsr.....s rrss.rr..r. rrr..ss. ► r n r.r.rs. ► .ras•rrr.
I	 *	 o
r. n .r.sr..:r^ ► rr.*tarsr.sr n rrrs ► .rr.rsrr* ► . ► rr.,,
+,
I	 *	 0 ► 	 +
z	 *	 o +
* I	 D +
^	
*	 D I ,	 +k.
0 I •.	 ¢
+	 D i ► 	 +
* 0 I ► 	 +
* o I +
* a I +
^ a I +
fi 0 I .	 +
* o I +
* 0 I ► 	 +
*	 o I .	 +
*	 0 I ,	 +
+r0 i e+
* I n +
0	 * I +	 ► 	 '
0 I* +	 ,
o, 0 F	 * +	 ,
^ 0 I	 * +
o I	 * +	 ,
0 I	 * +	 .
z	 o	 * ,
I	 0	 * +	 ,
z	 o	 ^ +	 .
I	 0	 * +	 .
I	 D +	 ,
I	 4	 * +	 ,
!	 *	 D
I	 *	 0' +
I	 *	 0 +
^ I	 0 .	 +
^ z	 o +
*	 0 I +
* D 1 ,	 +
* a I +
* D i +
^ D I ,	 +





^,	 - ^.'.:rms^saacrs_wmass_-. 	 3V.^	 ..r-roas r-r^-s--^er`"...:^^






























}	 .	 577 840
+	 ,	 589,356
+	 ,	 bU0,912


















 GOMPUTED TIME MISTURIE5 '^
SYMBOLS	 / VARIABLE 2	 D	 MEA9UFtE p ,	 +	 GOMp UTE p , /VARIABLE.	 6	 + MEA5UREp^	 ,	 COr+F'UTE p / T I M E
* D	 I	 + D ,oa D
* D	 I ,	 + 11,55b
* 0	 I ,	 + ^3,11^
*	 D I ,	 + 3u,bb$
*	 D I + 46,2d^
*	 D I + ^7'.TB^
*	 0 I ,	 + 69,33b
*0 I ,	 + 80,892
0* i +, 9^,U49
D	 * I +. ;04,DDA
0	 + I +	 , 115,56D
0 *	 I +	 , 138,672
D I* + 15D, z 2B
0 I	 * +	 , ib1;784
D	 I	 * +	 , 173,3u0
OI	 * +	 , 184,89b
4	 + +	 , 19^,^
I	 0	 * +	 , 219,5d^
I	 o	 * + 231,1^D
^ I	 D	 + +	 , 2u2,676
I	 D	 * +	 , 254,232	 '
I	 0	 ^+ +	 , 27i^,344
I	 0* , 28B,4DD
z	 * ^DD,4^b
*	 zD ,	 + 312.012
* ID + 323.5x8
+ I	 0 +
_
333; i"2^i
+ D ,	 + 3ub,68D
* 0	 I ,	 + 358,36
* OI + 3ti9,7^^
* D	 I + 34z,9ou
* D	 i + ^ ^"^i;^6
*	 D I ,	 + 41b,D1b
*	 0 I ,	 + 42T,572
*	 D I + k34,128
0 * I +. 450,bB4
0	 * I ^► 	 , 4b2,2Y0
D I	 * +	 , u8S,352












^,	 x	 ^	 +	 n 	 5a8,4bu
•	 a	 I	 ^	 +	 ,	 52a,a^o
0	 I	 +	 +	 ,	 531 n 574
I 0	 fi	 +	 ,	 554,688I a	 *	 +	 .	 ^abb,2^14
I	 a +r	 + .	 589,35b
I	 ^ o	 . +	 ba 0,412
I i	 o	 +	 b2u,a2a
	
* . x	 a_	 -.-_	 ^	 bs5 58 0
,e	 p	 ,	 +	 b58,642
i0	 .	 t	 674,248
^	 a	 b$I,E pu






0	 I	 .	 +	 728,028






.^.^L. ^i .. r
_ -__.-.__^ _	
_.	 M^ASUA^D AND C (3MPUTEO TIME HISTORIES	 -	 --
SYMBOL$ /vARIA6LE 3	 0 MEASURE p e	 * COMPUTE^p
_	 - ._ _ _..__..----^--..-_.^	 .- _ .__
/VARIABLE T	 + MEASURED,	 ,	 COMPIJTE^O/
_	 . _	 -.....	 -	 ..	
-	 -	 ^	 -	 -• --








ererrs.rr n rrrrerrrrererr nn ee n rrererrreeor n ee n err n rrerrrrseeerrerrr n eerrrrrrr n rrrrarrr n rrrrrrrrerrerrr
} a,opoI	 p	 ^
I	 p * +	 e 11,556
i	 * +„ 23,12
I	 0• +	 . 34 n 668
IO	 * + u6,22u
0	 I * *	 ^ Sr,^^p 
-....
*	 I .r 6^ir336




*0	 I r} 1p 4r004
* p i ,+ 115,560







p * i +, 138,b72
o * I +	 * 150.228
o	 * I }	 . kbk,784
o	 * I }	 , k73,340
p ,^	 I + i84,ea6
p ^,	 i	 - + 196,452
p	 *	 i t	 , 208.006p	 *	 I #	 , 219,5b4	 .^.^
o	 * +	 . 231.120
^° oI	 * fi	 n 2u2,67b
I	 0	 * +	 , 254, 2.52	 .
I	 p	 * + 265.786
I	 o	 * + 277.344
i	 0	 * +	 , 288,900
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**A*OUTPUT p ATA HAD TO BE HESCALEU QEFORE STORING
DETAIN ENGR n 	VALUES MULTIPLY STONED VALUES 8Y t
,2^ gE+01 FDR GHANNEL 5
^,5Z3Ep 01 FOH CHANNEL 6
4,982E 02 FDR C 3^ ANkEL 9
b,a9 gE a^ FDR C HANNE L 1a
3, 348E+Q 1 FOr^ CHANNEL 1 !
3„37'^E+01 FOR CHANNEL 12
VARIABLE 1 I5 STORED
VARIABLE 2 IS STORED
V:^RIAdLE 3 I5 STORED
VAR;AtlLE ^ IS STORED
YARIA6L^. 5 IS STORED
VARIABLE b F$ 5TflHED
VARIABLE 7 IS STORED
VARIABLE 5 I5 STORED
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	 ^	 -	 MEA&UFiEP VALUES
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	11.56	 5DD.7	 •953„6	 2.327
	
23,11
	 196.1	 -890,4	 1.902
	







57,78_	 . 701.9	 +824,1
	 0.198
64 n 34	 +939,6	 .. 830,1 -0.433
	
80,89 . 1124,7	 n827,1 .1,044
	
92,45 8 1251,2	 -796,8 .1,409
	





127s12 +^12^'b,b 	 .409,6 •2.731
	138,b7 X 1226,0	 +170,6 +2,876
	
150,23 •1127,9	 110,8 -2,884
	
1 6 1,78 n 1008,5	 41481 -2,74b
	
173.34
	 .870,7	 717.8 +2.478
	
1$0,90	 +714,1	 94b,b -2,111
	
196,45	 n538,7	 1227,5 -1 n 649
	
208,01





2 3 1.12	 114,8	 1476,9	 0.095
o	 'c42,bB	 3b6,1	 1394,6	 0 n 705
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300,46	 1382x7	 '170,7	 2x707
	













358,24	 838,8 . 1050,0	 1.818
	
369,79	 532,0 -1182,8	 1,335
	
381,35
	 144,5 -1268,6	 0,842
	







427,57. w 1D28,3 n 1489,1 •1,4b4
	
439.13 w 120 9 .b	 .904,$ -1,939
	






473,79 *13fB,3	 ..65,1 +2.846
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RpLL A PITCH A SPMR
1.815 -1,828 wb3,8
2,098 -2,006 -58.9
1, 8 1b -2,363 +55,0
1,lbrJ -2 8 664 -49,0
0,199 -2,71D w^8 n 1
-0,203 -2.807 -57,7
-0,496 -2,4b1 -59.0
+1 n 008 -2,929 -61.6












	 1, X1 48 -51.4
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BPMP BETA1 ElETA2 BETA3 RDEL71 RpELT2
a.^ 1r 4i2 1,4aQ D,592^w28.5Ei31:90
7,6 1,$57 1.2b1 O,T43 -3b,80 +51,47
10rb 1,746 1.099 0.896 »47,35 +42.98
13,3 1,740 4,920 i 3 O4; +55,+19 -31,44
LO n 1 1,694 0,735 i,172 -60,26 -18,02
14.3 1.659 0,557 i,d83 -61.72 x4,40
15.5 1.627 0,396 1,369 -bc^.44
	 8.55
14.I 1,589 0,268 1,429 -59,14 22,66
10x6 1,534 0.173 1,4b7 +54,99 35,38
A,2 1,454 0.124 1 n 488 +43„37 46,D8
-3,1 1,344 0.122 1: 498 +31,62 52,68
2,7 1,204 0,166 1.507 -20.88 §7x97
7,8 1,040 0.253 1,521 -8.40 62,13
20,2 0,062 0.377 1.544
	 5.73 b2,28
22,9 0 n 684 0,53D 1.573 20.00 b0,11
13,8 0.509 0.743 1.503 32,83 53,02
12,6 0.361 0.885 1,b24 41,71 44.07
10,9 0x245 1.Db7 1,b25 49,97 35.04






iZ,7 0,15b 1.540 1.421 a2,23 -2,39
25,1 0.218 1,657 1.279 59,83 -1b,00
28,5 0,319 1.751 1.108 57,04 -29.37
25.3 0,453 1.818 0,421 48815 - 4 1.99
23,8 a,612 1.856 D n 738 36,39 -50.67
9x4 0.786 1,862 0,55a 23,28 -X56 n 3b
3,3 0.964 1. 8 32 0,4D2	 10.17 -57 n 13
6,9 1.136 1.763 0,284	 0,05 -57.72
14,1	 1.294 1,655 4 n 209 -Ilrl7 -57,79
11,0 1.432
	 1 n 504 O,I79 +2 4 .72 -54,91
9,4 1.546 1.330 O,I47 -35.fs3 -47.23
11.4 1,634 1,126 0,2'8 .44,31 -36,97
b n $ i,b95 0,904 p ,359 -51,+4 -29,07
11.5 1,729 0,643 0,491 -55.51 -17,bn
9,7 1.738 O. uWO O,a47 «56,tlb -6.51
5,1
	
1,720 0.314 0.815 -5x,34
	 0.63
11,6	 1.672 0.176 0.985 •54.87 18.40
12,4 1.594 0,085 1.149 -51.05 29,46
12,8 I.uBa 0.046 I n 29 q -43,x2 u0,5z
11,7 1.342 0 n 0b1
	 1,4ib -36,26 48.92




	 1,604 -12,48 59,64





15.9 0.388 0,768 l,n7b 2x.38 56.'x11
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-b60,4 1207,0 ^2e37D 1,824 +b24,b -bi7,7
-3,2D0 0,034 - +353 19,1 4,227 0.968 l,bal 36.7D 44,'11531.57 -423,8 142 p ,T +1,948 2,263 +483,5
-3x2,0 -3,119 O.l0b +44„1 17,a D n 1D5 1 n 1aD 1,598 46,97 39,43
543,13 +I7S,5 1533,2
-1,444 2 * 616 591.9 -122,4
-2,958 1.314 -47,9 17,5 0,D31 1,333 1,515 53,64 29,7455q,b9 7S n 1 1593,8 -0.877 2 n 861 -284,1 15T,D ^2,b00 1, 8 06 +46,4 6,4 D,411 1,474 S,u01 54,D4 18,60
566.24 323x1 1537,8 +0,28N 2,49D
-312,0 189.6 -2,155 2,336 -53.5 3,9 D,044 1,590 1,256 bD,5f1 6,48
577,aD 562,8 1388,8 0,334 3,007 -266,6 639,7
-1,b4 T^ 2,689 +41,7 2,9 D,134 1,666 1,DB4 61,37 -4.44584,35 788,9 1157.4 0,926 2,'892
-12D,(^ 962,1
-1,iDb 2,944 -41,7 3,Z 0,262 1,707 0,891 58;94 +17,b:^bOD,91 44'b,D 861,3 1,49? 2,664 -167.9 108f,1 -D,^t71 3.133 »48.6 11,9 D.43D 1,T17 D,68r 54,28 -28_66
































b7D,25 1318,2 +1033,7 3.141
-O,S75 132,2 127,3 2,651 1.314 +47,9 7,1 1,540 1.295 +8,069 +9.96 -63,83691,80 1!33,9
-1205 .'t 2,943 -1,186 's34,u 347,7 2.875 0.838 -44,3 -D,b 1.641 1,146 +D,027 -22.52 +54.43693,36 974.5 41316,5 2,449 • 1,748 379,6 156,5 3,13 0,210 +48,5 7.0 1,7D3 0,975 D,470 -33,25 -x3,34
7D4,91 55D,a •1364,4 2,277 +2,259 666,5 13,6 3.032 -0,391 +^5,3 10.6 1,728 D,795 0,216 -43,92 +47,177
716,47 179,4 +137D,2 1,786 .2,485 1042.9 +101,1 2^9b1 -D,988 -115.6 9,2 1,721 O,,S85 D,404 +53.38 +37.98
748,03 1594.8 1722,8 4,D00 3,959 1594^D 1722,0 4,ODD 3,454 •49,8 13 n b 1,688 0,3$6 0,611
-59.71 +24,91
#fe#*1t*rt^r*
o	 ***ENR OF 1DENTYFICA7IQN HUN HUMBER 1 n TQTAl. COMPl1TATION TIME183:,54 SEC. ***
°`	 *RETURN
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HUMBER OF ROIaR REVOlnY14fi5
(jj) Identification results for two iterations; plot of hub moments
and the residual amplitude and autocorrelation of the error
between computed and measured hub moments.























































































NUMBER Of ROTOR REVOLUTIONS
i
(kk) Identificat.ion resu^.ts for two iterata.ons; plot of swashplate
Y.
angles and the residual amp^.itude - and autocorrela^ion of the
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TwD DEGREE pF FRErDOM HELICOPTER BLADE AND GYRD SIMULATION
PRDGKAM CONTR pL LOGIC
iFLOW=^1
	
IHINGE= D	 IRDT= 0	 INFrr= 0 ISIML= 0 IFLOW= 4 IRrGw 4
GLADE PARAMETERS
8I?t= 0.40 BIY-Zb8.00 BIZ=268,80 RADIUS=36.5 GkORD=I.17 BLADE LOSSc.97
SWEEP= 1,50 RPM= 142.6 HIMGE P p5I7I0N=1,8A LACK= 4.5b6 DELT43 » O,QD K SETA=O n 12021DE 04 P1= 1.45
^1
Yi^
	 ?HIST= X4,43 PRECONf= 2,250 CT= 0.0000 AIR VELOCITY= 70.40 Aik DENSITY= ,44224b ALYkA= 0:040 ALPHAS= 0,000
^..,
LITTLE Ai5= 0.000 LITTLE B1S= 0,000 BIG A15=2,428 BIG fi l5= 1.134 Cu=4_O1D LAM=0,044040 LAMX=4.000004 LAMY^4,000000
BLADE INITIAL CDNDITIONS
BETA1= 1, 9 12 8fTA1 RATES +A,67 43ETA2= 1x 4 00 BETA2 RATE= ^I2.53 bETA3= 0 n 592 8ETA3 RATE= 14.81 G pLLECTIVE= 8.6
^,	 GYRO PARAMETERS
H	 Ipa 0,300 ID= 4.150 GYRO ANGLE= b4.4 GYRO DAf^Y L= 0,00 GYRO R pM=14200.0 MECHANICAL ADYANTAGC G2-0.874
FEATHERING RE5TRAINT I(IETA= 4,00 FEATHERING pAMPING CZETA= 7,00 SRA5HPLATE DAMPING CSDAMP= 84,40 PSI pF= 4.00
INITIAL CONDITIONS pN GYi?0
DEi.TLt s 2,652 DELTAI RATE=28,56 DELTA2= ^I n 150 DELTA2 HATE= - 51, y 0 h+U1=54 ,70 NU2= 12,10
PFl I a 1,748 RPN I= 	4,00 THET= ^2,52D RTH ET=	 0404 RHd I AS=	 4,00 PMBIAS=	 a,ao RAf1IA5= 4.400 PABIASw O.00D
INITIAL COr^DITIUNS FUR STARTING AND STOPPING THE INTEGRATION ROUTINE
UELP5I= 5,78 REPS= U.00 REVD= 0.04 REVF W 2„04 TRUNC=O,QODO
SCALE FACTORS FOR PLOTTING RROGRAM
SCALE(1) SCALE(2} 5GALE(3) SGALE(4) SGALE(5) SGALE(6} SGALE(7)
1,4DOE	 O1 1,DQOE	 OS 1,404f^02 1,QOOf^42 1,004E-42 1,400E^02 1,OQOE^42
5CALE(8} SCALE(9) SGALE(30) SCALE(il) 9CALf(12) 5LALE(13) SCALE(14)










^^^`	 @ARAMETER3 CA^.ULA'FED FkOM IN^'UT BA TA
';	 UMEGA- 2D.lbR GYS pEDG 5E,96 MUn 0,^^55 i^AMBDAa^^Q06999
^	 DELTAT,0,5000E^02 TIME5=0 n0440	 LIMED=O.D000	 tIMEF =0,6^3fE 00
'^	 ^SEN5.3T.IYITY	 ..











^:`	 Ri at^re ^. - f'.nntinued_
p ATA GARBS LISTING***^r*RUN NUME3EK 1^ b
x Ax1S INCREMENT K p T= 5778 5KIP^ 1
	
65 PUINT5 !'ER CHANNEL










^,.^{	 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FUR tiELICD PTER R^tTDR PARAFtETER5 rrRfCURD b
r.L^	 rrrwwrrwrwrrwwrwwr.wrrwrrwwwwrwwrrrwrwwwrww rrwrww rw wwwwrrrrrrwrwwrrwrrwwwwwrrwrwM
. 
^' '^..
21 PARAMETERS ^	 4 OUTPUTS
63 ME.ASUR£D YALU£5 PER OUTPUT	 ( 252 htEA^UREMENTS},	 I WAS THL SKIPPING FACT gR USED
TIME INTERVAL BETHEEN MEASUREtdENTS D.OD5D SEG,
	
2 STEPS DF INTEGRATION IN EACH INTERVAL
ANGLE INCRE MENT BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS	 5,78 DEG
INITIAL CONDITIONS
4,b,29E•42 w4,9H yEr41 r2,407f-D2 r9,058Ew41 3,337E-02 r8,144E wD2 2*gy3£rD2 r2,188E r 01 1rOS3Er 0'c^„ 565E*O1
SCALING FACTORS CrOR DATA UNITS
iDTU= 1.599Ew 41 FT wLSS / 1,722E ral FY-LB5 / 4,004E w64 DEGREE 1 3,959E wn4 DEGREE / ?,495E r 04	 / 5.140E-06
8,T47E. r 03 FT w LB	 / 4.493.-03 FT-LE3	 /
PARAMETERS NAMES	 _
1) t3IY	 2} 1o5S	 3) CLEC	 4} BETA	 5} LUCx	 b} SWEP	 7}	 c2	 83 LAwk	 97 LaMx	 lD) LAHY	 iii BHDU	 12} PCON
i3}	 CD	 14}	 Mu	 iS} COMP	 lb) POMP	 17] 5Ix	 18} GSPD	 19} GYIP	 207 GYID	 21} TwST	 _
INITIAL VALUES UP ThE PARAMETERS
2yb6DE OR 9,7001:w01 8,57DE DU 1,2D2E 45 4,566E 40 1,5DOE 44 8,740E^Di rb,990E w 03 r 1,DOOE-05 1,ODOEw 45 1,SBOE 00 2,250 O.Q
i.DODEr42 3,554Ew01 S.4DQE 01 7,000E DD u ,DD0E w 41 5,2'95E til 3.400E n 01	 1,544E w 01 -9.430E 40
***THE FOLLOWING wEIGH'^5 taRE, USEp**^
1,ODDE 00	 1.004E DD	 1,4D0£ 00
	
1,ODOE 40
ERRMIN : 1.040E n04 ,	 UMIN ^ 0,000
INITIAL PARAl7ETER INCREMENTS FOR GRADIENT EVALUATION
1,040E*02 1.400E-02 1,D4DE r42 1.000E wD2 1,ao4Er02 1,nDDEw02 1,004^r02 i.a40Er D2 1.000E-02 1,000E-02 1,D04E w02 xs00DE-C^
t,00DE-02 1,D04E r02 1,000E rD2 1,D04E-42 1,OODE r02 1.DOnE-02 •1,000E.-02 1,000E-02 1,000E-D2
*^*^*#**
ITERI,7ION 4,^	 MODE RAS99, xND= 2	 REL,ERRUR x 4,04	 COST ^ D,404
wwwwrwwrrwwwwrrrwrrwwwrwwarwwrrwrrrwrrP A R A M E T E R 5
	
Y A 1. U ^. Srrwwwrwrrwrr.wrrwwr.rwrrww rwrrwrrrwwsarwrrr
1 13 25	 2 14 2b	 3 15 27	 +^ 16 26	 5 17 29	 6 l8 30	 7 19 31	 8 24 3Z	 '^ 21 33	 30 '^^' 34	 11 23 35	 12 E y ^^
2.680E 42 4,700E-41 B,57D$ OD 1.242£ D5 4,SbbE flD 1,544E 00 8,74DE w01 r b,'19Dfi r D3 w i3OD9^E r45 1 t 040£wD5 1,884E 44 2,P5DE OD

















































EiRDQ 5,46E-q 2. 8ix
















IF Tw5T^ =	 Sr	 THEN-	 BIY	 ^ =-1,alE-OS LOS5^	 =-5.63E-05




*"+^jy'^,•,,^1HE ARE 21 PARAM£ T£H5 IN THiS PRdtiCEM .	 Tkik 5E1' ARATION 7MRESNd^.d r^A5 4 . 10E^03
MAG^^^^UMBER 1 1 1 Z 2 2 Z 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 Z Z 4 1 1 4
***OEP£NDENT SET NUMBER 1
	
***SEPARAiItiN = 4*42£07
* A TRUE VALU£ I9 pBTALtiEU fUH
*	 E3IY rL055^GC£G^CAM rPCDNiCDMPrGYIPiGYID^
* IF i8 KNdwN iF[E TRU£ Y ALUE of
*	 GSPUiTwST,
* INDEP£NUENT PAHAn£TERS
E3ETA,LOCK+SVrEPr CZrCAMXrl.AKYr$ RD p , CD, MUrFdMPr BI%r
*
* IRRELEV A NT PARkMETEFI5
* NONE,
*





DET= 4,11u70'^05497(s$49Q^3b 	 TIME x	 3,45q 5£G
pARAM£TER INCREMENTS tUA/A) F0^ GRA p ItiNi EvALUATIU^
BIY = 1r0E^41 CO55= Z,8E^4Z CLEC^ 2r2E-4Z E3ETAs 1.OE^41 LUCK = 1: 1E.-41 SwEP= 1,5E®OS
C2= $.6E^82 CAM r S.OE-41 C AK%- S.OE w 01 CANlY: S.OE-01 BFtUd= 5.0E-01 PGO+^= 2.3^:^41
CD= '5^UE^01	 MU: 1,4E^01 CUMPs 3^4E^01 FUMiP= 5.OE^41 	 dIX= 5.OE^01 &SPUm 1.4E^01
GYIP^ 1.GE ,-01
 











FINAL RESULTS OF THI5 L:EiviiFiCATION
wrwr.r.wrwwrr-rw w+.wvrrrrrrarw.rrrrr
_.FSI_.IEST *	 GOST s	 O,r00fl CORRELATYQN = 1,00040
R,^tATIYE ERROEi r	 0.0040
ESTxMATEDr'^^^Ai.UE5 OF THE PARAHETERS
flEP^NUENCr IND^x
HAKE EST,YALUE ERROR BOUNDS UNITS SENSITIVITY	 FINAL iNITIAI.
.	 1.a.IY s	 2.bf)QOE
	
02 tf r 0,0 SLUG n FT2 0.76922 1 2
2 JOSS n 	 9,7000E-01 +/p 4,0 (NO DIM) 2,74623 1 2
3 CLsC =	 8,5700E 44 +/- 0,0 bEG 4,0708^i 1 Z
4 HE.TA s	 1.2021E 05 tI ry 0,0 FTtB/RAp 0.74851 2 2
5 LOGK x	 4,56b0E 00 +/ r 4,0 (NO DIM] 4 . e7229 2 z
6 SwEP a	 1,5 040 	 oo +/- a,4 OE6 4,51594 2 2
7 C2 s	 8.7040Er Oi +/r 0s4 (NO	 DIM] 1,10@79 '2 2
9 I.AM s rb,99D4E • 03 +/r O,0 (NO	 DiM) 0,1494& 1 2
9 LAHx ^ -1.4040E-05 +/- 4,4 (NL RIM) 0,40429 2 ^
10 LAMY s	 1.0000E+45 f/ r Oro (NO DiM] 0 n 00431 2 2
la BRgD ^	 l,eaoo^	 04 +/ r 4,4 FT O.D1868 2 2
12 PCDH *	 2.2500E 04 +/r 4,0 DEG 0,31244 1 2
13. CD =	 1,0400E. w 42 +/ r 0,4 (NO q IM) 0,05147 2 2
14 ►^U a	 3,550DEw01 +/r 0,0 (HO	 DI3^3 0,71b96 2 2
15 CDtiP x	 B 4 O004E O1 +/^ 4.0 FTLEi/R,S 0,13415 ^ 2
16 FD^7P s	 7,0004E OD +/w 0.0 FTLB/R,S 4.07337 2
17 BIX =	 4,0040E w 01 +/ r 4,0 SLUG,FT2 0,03063 ^
18 GSAD r	 5,29bQE O1 +/- 0,0 (NO Di M) 4,567D5 ^ 2
19 GYiP ^	 3,OOOOE • D1 f/ r 0,0 5LUGrFT2 4 n 56745 1 ?
20 GYIO z	 1.5040E+01 i/ w D.0 SLUG,FT2 0,O009H 1 2
21 TwST s w9.4304E OD +/- 4,D DEG 3,2'6822 0 2






`. 4	 4b	 ;fir	 tii ^:	 _-.-,'.-:.. ^	 - ^'t	
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A description of the internal programs and library programs
is given in this appendix. The user is not required to change
these programs. A1.though if the users application of these
programs requires the estimation of more than 36 parameters some
changes iii these subroutines is required. The user wi11 then
have to become thoroughly acquainted with the programs given in
this appendix before altering them. For cases requi.^ing less
than 36 parameters the app^.ication of these programs has been
discussed in the text.
9. READIN$$
-	 Description
The subroutine reads the measured data from either input
cards or from the computer disk. The data the program reads
must be scaled by the scaling factor SCALE{J). This scaling
factor reduces all data to a four digit integer with the appropriate
sign. For the data to be read from cards or disk storage a
data card submitted with the identification input deck will
specify; which disk unit is to be read. This card has the format
{star^cing in column 1) DESTxx where xx represents the unit from
which data is to be read. The READTN subroutine which is called
by the INOUT subroutine will then read the cards from the disk.
Tf DSET05 is specified the READIN subroutine will Jook for the
data cards submitted with the identification data input. {See




disks. An example of how the data must be organized for card
or disk usage is shown in table 1A, All the cards contain,
in column ^. to ^, a code name indicating the type of card defined
as:
RUN	 first card of the data set
DATA	 first card containing data points corresponding to
a variable
****	 following cards containing data paints of the same variable
ETD
	 last card of the data set
Tn column 5-6 and 8-9 two in tegers are found with the following
meaning:
-for a `RUN' card the run number is specified and the tame
interval betweer^ measurements is 17 to 20 (note in table
ZA the time ^.nt^:rval was 570Q which had the units of malli-
degree}
--for a 'DATA' or continuation (' ****' ^ card the VarT ah'i P
index and card ^.ndex corresponding to this varia^
(Example **** 1 81 is the 81st data card cont
data points of the variable number l^.
Tn columns 11 to 8Q, l^ numbers are found with t^
T5 representing the successive values of the variable.
Usage
CALL READIN (R^TDP, LIST, MTSFZT)
The arguments in the calf, carry out the following fungi
KSTDP	 total num^aer of data points that can be rear
—..«--..^-.—._•..^^..-y.y.^,q;	 RIPf>'.	n'I^te:7':; .._-^;`e^l^^i'^.: ^:vk>^_ '.. vee^.:r'. i^^_A"'»"r	 «».^:^._,s.i.Sr-=-=a.^_^..._ 	 1^,. .-^^...e''.^i^^^-w.ri^.+^^.
''	 TA$I,E IA. -- EXAMP^,E OF MEASURED DATA SET READ 8Y SUBROUTINE REAUIN$$
R^^ 1 b	 570Q
BATA 1
	
1 .16^i^•^4b9^.^053••11^a7 w 1083 -881=131 5 	0 381 5t?S =637 5.^9 - d5^ =769
^^^* 1
	
^ .793.^^E31r^^^1,18^•L17'(16=3Q3^.-1639-3783 w1i 11 11(}*^3^9d w ^6^^-20 68 ^r 1^ 5 1	 87^	 $75
^*** 1 81
	 i8bb 1b8^ 115 15bQ	 E^tb7	 123.E p 00Q	 a	 0	 D	 a	 4	 a	 0
p A^'A ^	 1	 i tai i i q u 1101 448 7^4 434 33Q	 173 * 8s ..^u q -^3^+ *iu3	 178 uu 9
***^ ^ 2
	
S49 6u6 858 112 9 119a 131	 136' 1^bD l^ g i iG51 839 38^ 1?2 -193
*,^*,^ ^ 81 .436 =865 .966 +9b^ .189 .baa10GQ0	 Q	 d	 a	 a	 o	 a	 Q
N	 DA7,41^ 1 ..^R60 + ^97^.. ^03A •` lib * ^ii3.375 - 3^I^a - 3580w^^6 ,^i.3743^379^ •31^93w^077-132
°	 ^***1^ 2 n4043*u117.U1'11^^^7b.^12^6^41,^a8-41Q^-4a77-^dU4-4Q^1-377µ••38^8.3610-3aT3




Q: no printrout of data cards after they are read
1: data cards are printed-out after they are read
MTSFIT	 data point at which program should start reading data.
The labe^.ed common /STATE/ must appear in the program and in the
calling program. The variables in this common statement used
in the program are:
ND	 number of points to be read
KSK skipping factor which determines whether each point
(KSK=1) shou^.d be read or every other point (KSK=2)
etc., should be read.
TNIT(12) an array of 12 ^.-digit integers corresponding to the
output channels. Tf 1, the first data value of the
corresponding output is subtracted from each of the	 -
other data points. Tf 0 no subtraction is made and
the data is read i.n as stored.
YM(200,12}the matrix in which the data is stored for a maximum
of 12 channels.
Note that the increment between data points is read into the
program on the first data card as shown in the example above	
f. 8
and is defined by the variable KDT. The increment is defined
as milliseconds or millidegrees and is given by the variable
DT in seconds or degrees.
10 . PAx^^ ^
Description
The subroutine PARAM carr^.es out the parameter identification




^,	 v^	 ^^ .^,,..	 ^^._..y	 ,^s
-^	 _1	 I	 _I___ I	 I	 I	 I
The sum of the measured error squared is calculated and stared
'	 in the matrix OUT(l). After initializing the subroutine SETTIM
is called in order to keep track of the computation time during
the parameter identification cycle of the program. Next the sub-
routine DYN is called. This subroutine carries out the integration
of the equations of motion for the nominal, values of the model
parameters. The following resu^.ts are brought into the PARAM
subroutine; the calculated response stared in the matrix YC, the
error between the calculated and measured response ER = YC - YM
and the weighted calculated response YW. After the "call" to
the DYN subroutine is completed the relative error is calculated
in the pARAM subroutine. The relative error is defined as:
^i(yGi-YMi)2/^YM^
i
Relative error ^	 NS
where all variables have been defined except for NS which
is equal to the number of measured outputs (NS ^ 12). The
difference between the present value of the error is calculated
next. Tf the present value of the error has increased by more
that 1Q^ of the past value the subroutine AF3JUST is called.
In the subroutine ADJUST the parameter values are decreased and
the subroutine DYN is called to obtain new values for YC, ER and
YW as has been previously described, Following the computation
the subroutine DYDA is called which calculates the matrix (see ref.
l^
122




ay (tz}	 ay (tz)
	
...	 ay (tz)
DER{M,r^) = aa^,	 aa2	 tax
o
i	 ay (tpr^)	 ay {tM }	 ay (tM)
i	 aal	 aa2	 ,..	 aa^
where
ay (tM ) r ( yi ^ Y}	 f
^	 a ^^.
Once the matrix DER has been calculated the subroutine COR is
called by the PARAM subroutine. COR calculates the increment
required in the parameters to reduce the error to zero between
the calculated and measured time histories, (ref. 1), The incre--
meat is given in matrix form as
^ - W (D RIDER) ^ DER ER
Subroutine COP s.lso establishes the dependency between each of
the parameters. The results of the dependent analysis performed
in GOR are printed out after returning to the PARAM subroutine.
The entire above procedure is repeated for the number of iterations
that have been specified. If the error (ER} is less than l.E-07
before the total nut^ber of iterations requested have been completed,
the program terminates the identification process.
Usage
CALL PARAM (N1S, N3S, Ml, DMINS, ERRMIN)
The arguments in the call serve the following functions:
N7.S	 total number of parameters that can be estimated (max 36)
N35	 total number of data paints (equal to number of data
points per measurement multiplied by the number of
measurements}
x.23
M1	 control. variable used for calling the subroutine PARAM.
Tf Ml=D the PARAM subroutine is not called; M1=1 the
PARAM subroutine is called.
DMTNS value ?t eahz^h a para^teter is considered irrelevant;
i.e. if the relative change in the output is less than
DMTNS=l.OE-D7 the parameter is irrelevant. DMTNS is set
in the TDENTI subroutine.
ERRMTN the minimum error the identification algorithm will
stop iterating. ERRMTN= .0^1 vras set in the TDENTI
subroutine.




This subroutine is called by the PARAM subroutine when the
difference between the present and past value of the error has
not decreased by more than 1Q^. The increment in the model.
parameters are decreased in the subroutine and the time histories
or the model are again calculated, This procedure is continued
ntil the error test has been satisfied.
usage
CALL ADJUST




_.^^^-	 ,..,^:.^	 n_^Y.:,^	 ^.^..:^.., Astir ,^..^^...,._ ...:_-^^_	 .,^,.r	 ^ .,_,--;.:	 ,_ss.,^	 ,^^.:_._,.	 _,....M	 ,,.._s_	 ..	 .	 ^:,u__.._^..,
.1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 l
the common statements present in the program are for passing
variables between the identification programs. The user is not
required to make any changes or add^.tions to this subroutine.
Control. from the program is returned to the PARAM subroutine.
Ile DYDA
Description
After the time history for the nominal values of the
parameters have been calculated the subroutine DYDA is called.
Th^.s subroutine calculates the change in the output due to a
change in the parameter and then stores the result in the
matrix
	
a Y Ct l )	 aY Ct 1 )	 ... a ^ Ct^ )




 )	 ay it z )	 ay Ctz )
DE^tCM,N) —	 as ^	 as ^	 ..	 aah
aY CtM )	 aY CtM )	 aY (tM)




where aa	represents the changa in the output at the ^ 's
time due to a change in the aN's parameter.
Usage
CALL DYDA
The user is not required to make any changes or additions
to this subroutine. All commons in DYDA are used entirely
between the identification programs and do not require modificatxvn




y s^-I_I - ^ l _ _ I _-1 __ 1
l3. COR
Description
The subroutine is called by the PARAM subroutine after the
derivative matrix DER and the error matrix ER ha zre bean. calculated.
The subroutine uses these matrices to obtain the solution of the
equation
dA = -- { DERIDER) i DERTE^2.
where dA represents a column vector whose elements are the
incremental changes required in the parameters to force the error
ER to zero. The above equation represents the least squares solti^-
tion obtained by minimizing the quantity
(ER+DER dA) 2 =Q
The other important function the subroutine performance is
deternt^.ning which parameters of the model can be uniquely iden-
tified fro^tt a given set of measurements. A complete description
of the identification technique and the problem of determining
a unique set of parameters is discussed in reference 1. ^n
particular appendix E of reference l gives a discussion of the
subroutine COR.
Usage
CALL CCR (N1, N3, THR^ MODEI)




















LrTl	 number of parameters of the model l^Nl^^6
N3	 total number of output measurements ^.^ N3^2^00
THR value of the threshold O^THR^^I (THR equal to
zero defines the classical. linear dependence
between parameters)
MADE	 integer controlling the output; may take values
from 0 to 6 ( 0 prints no output, 6 prints out the
full information obtained from COR, between 0
and ^ a partial print out of results are given -
see example).
The remaining variables needed in the program came through the
common statements in the COR subroutine. The user is not
required to make changes to this subroutine.
14 . TRAD^3C ^ ^
Description
TRAF3UC i5 used to translate logical information into
parameter names in order to ease the reading of the comments
in the COR subroutine.
Usage
CALL TRADUC (FOUND, Nl, K)
The user makes no changes to this subroutine. The
subroutine is called anly by subroutine COR. The names of
the parameters are given through the COMI^ION/WRITEf in the
array WA. The output of the subroutine is found in the




The ERROR subroj,^tine is called after the identification
of the parameters has been perfarxned. The program calculates
the relative error, the correlation, and the autacorrelation
of the error and the variance of the parameters.
Usage
CALL ERROR (N^., N3, Ml, V, CORK, RELERA}
The ERROR subroutine is called by the zDENTI subroutine
after the identification process is completed. The functions
of each variable in the calling list are the following:
NZ	 number of parameters (supplied to this program}
N3	 total. number of data points (supplied to this
_	 program}
Ml	 not used in program
V	 cast calculated in the subroutine and defined
as V^ E (ER} z
^ORR	 the correl^rtion defined as CORR = 1 .. ^iYC^Y^IiJ 2JE^.YM2i
N
RELERR the relative error defined as
f ^^YCi—YMi}'/EiYM^
RELERR = r,f]u' .^.^
NS
he user is not required to make changes to this subroutine,
its
..._. ..,.-, >.	
.._. s;cr ^.i __
	 Y"	 _..-_ -r	 S%n!a	 .. ^''!.".V ^..
	 ., e^J{. ...
	
_,	 b	 _,,rr	 ., ., ...:.tam., ._.. ir.'a1
16. CRUNCH$
Description	 '
The CRUNCH subroutine is used to wra.te the computed data
YC on computer disk. Before the data is written on disk, it
is converted to four d^:git numbers by the scaling factor
SCALE (J} see subxautines OUTPUT and FEADIN. This is done
to minimize the field length required for each data point
when the data is written on cards. However, if the computed
data (YC} after scaling is larger than a four digit number
^	 a new scale factor is calculated in the CRUNCH subroutine.
i
The new scale factor allows the computed data to be written
by a four digit number. The subroutine CRUNCH writes the new
scaling factor for each data channel (maximum of 12} that
is required to be resealed. Once the data has been written
on computer disk, a punched card deck of the data can be
^	 obtained.
Usage
CALL CRUNCH (NTAPE, NRUN, KSTOP, TDSET)
The user is not required to snake changes in the subroutine,
The arguments in the calling list are:
NTAPE	 not used
f^
a	 NRUN	 not used3
^^	 KSTOP	 code number indicating the last data point
(usually set to 10,000 and specified on the
	 `







--- ---1	 ..	 ^	 ..^ ^ ^...^-.
IDSET	 disk number the data wi11 be written on -
specified by the user through the input
data cards -- sae examples I ar^d 2 of text
Common /STATE/ is the only coanmon in this program. The vari-
ables used in subroutine CRUNCH from the common statement
are ND, ICSK, KDT, SCALE {l2} and YC (200,12) which are defined
as:
ND	 total number of data points
KSK	 skipping factor for data. points
KDT	 increment between data points
SCALE{12)	 scaling factor - one for each of the l2
channels
YC{200,1.2)	 the matrix containing the computed aata




The PLOTIN subroutine plots the computed and measured
data using the on-line printer. This plot is useful for
visual examination of the computed and measured data. Each
time the subroutine is called it will produce two plots. As
an example, on one axis it can plot the roll moment (measured







The t^.me or angle corresponding to the plotted data point
is prl.nted on the far right side of the plot. The data	 ,
is scaled in order to produce two plots in 1.01 carriage
spaces of printing paper. At the end of the plot, the scaling
factors required to convert the data to engineering units
are given, The fortran names of these scaling factors are
MEAS and^COMP. The largest of these factors for each plot
must be used to convert the plotted data to engineering
units {see example 1 of text)
Usage
CALL PLOTTN {Tl, T2, KSKTP)
The arguments in the calling list of the subroutine
c^3rry out the following functions
zl.	 channel number corresponding to plat number
1 (set in subroutine TDENTI}
22	 channel number corresponding to plot number
^ {set in subroutine TUENTZ)
KSKTP
	 skipping factor for data points (set in
subroutine TDENTI)
The two common statements in the program are /STATE/ and
/PLOT/.
 The variables used in PLCJT; !N from the common /STATE/
are ND, KSK, RDT, YC { 2 p Q ,12) , YM (2 0 t'}, 12
 } and from the common
/PLOT/ is SYMB (4) .
These variables have the following meana.ng:
ND	 .total. number of data points per channel
(max. 2Q^}
x.31
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KSK	 skipping factor for data
KDT	 time interval between measured and computed
data points
^^C(200,12)	 :^atrix of computed data (maximum of 200
points and 12 channels)
YNI(200,12}	 matrix of measured data (maximum of 200
points and 12 channels)
SYMB(4)	 array containing the symbols to be used far
the plot. An option in the input data cards
can supp';°ess the calling of the plotting
program if only the printed output is desired.
LIBRARY PROGRAMS
The following three subroutines are library programs
that are called by the programs discussed in the text. The
first two subroutines deal with integrating the equations of
motion while the third subroutine is rased to keep track of
the computation time. The user may substitute his awn integra-
tion program if the simulation of the model equations _requires
such programs. Likewise the computar^^.c.^a time subroutine is
not essential to the applications of the identification programs
and the user can take this program out of the subroutines
or substitute a similar program compatible with the users
computation facility. Mcre detailed description of these
subroutines can be obtained from rdference ^.
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description
AL INTS uses double-precision arithmetic internal .l,y. The
purpose of this subroutine is to obtain a • numerical solution
of the system of N (N . GE. 1) ordinary fi^:st-order differenti?^,
equations Y' = F(x,Y)
where
Y', Y and F and n-th order vectors and the prime indicates
differentiation with respect to the independent variable x.
Usage
The subroutine has two entries, on for set-up, one to integrate
over an interval h.
A. Set-Up Entry_
When this entry is used, the subroutine does all the
necessary initialization to start integrating a.x = xo.
It then enters the derivative routine, which is supplied
by the user, to obtain Y'(xo} and returns control to the
main program. This entry must be used to restart the
integration at any intermediate paint x ^ XI such as
a point of discontinuity, a paint at which the user
wishes to change the interval size h or the parameter
K (which is defined below}. In these cases xo is replaced
by XI.
The CALL statement, with normal conventions for integer and




T	 is any array of 12N + 3 ce11s i^ Adams-Moulton
opti^xi is used or 4N + 3 ce11s a.f' Runge-Kutta
option is used
N	 is the number of differential equations
K	 is a code where
K = 0 for Adams -Moulton variable step--size
made	 _
K = 1 for Rouge-Kutta mode
K = 2 for Adams-Moulton fixed step-size mode
EU	 is the upper bound of E{n + 1) for truncatation
error testing done in. the variable step-size mode
{EU .GT. 0)
P	 is used to compute the lower bound of E(n + 1)
and, if used, should be P .GT. 0; if P = 4
the routine sets P = 100.0
A	 is a constant used to control interval size
reduction and should be A .GT. 0; if A ^ o
the routine sets A = 1.0
HMAX is the ma^xi.mum value of h beyond which the
routine should not increase h {if HMAX = 0
the routine assumes-there is no upper limit
on h)
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HN^ZN is the m=nimum value of h below which the
routine should nc^^ decrease h (if HMTN = 0
the routine assumes there is na lower limit
on h}
BETA is the number used to increase or decrease
the interval size and must be 0.0 .LE. BETA
.LE. 1.0 (if BETA = d.0 then the routine sets
BETA = ^.5)
DERV is the name of an subroutine (supplied by
the user} that evaluates the derivatives
and stores them in T(^ + N) through T(4 + 2N
- 1); the name of this subroutine must also
appear on an EXTERNAL card.	 This subroutine
has na arguments.
$nnnn is an optional argument which is a statement
number in the user's program, preceded by $,
to which control is transferred when an error
occurs in the derivative subroutine. 	 (See
ERROR Return below)
If K W 1 or K = 2 then the quantities EU, P, A, HMAX, HM^N,
`	 and BETA may be specified arbitrarily.
The array contains the following information:
T (2) _ ^, the independent variable
j	 T(3} - h, the value of the interval size
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tT(4}, T(,), ..., T(4 +N-1} contain the N values of the Y vector
T ( 4+N} , ... , T (4=2N-^.)	 contain the N values of the Y' vector
which are su,^plied by the derivative
subroutine (i . e . , D3ERIV }
Prior to the Set^Up entry the user must set T(2} ^ xo, T(3} = h,
and T(4} thro^,zgh T(^+N-i} to the N values of the initial Y vector
The array T should appear in cammoil since it is necessarily
refered to in both the main program and the subroutine that
evaluates the derivatives. The integration. subroutine stores
N, sca^.ed at 3^, in T (1} .
19. TNTM
Description
This program is used to integrate one step (i.e., from x(^}
to x(j+1)}. When control is returned to the main program the
solutions Y wi11 be located in T(4} through T(4+N-1} and
x(j+l} will be in T(2}. The derivatives Y' will appear in
T (4+N} through T (4+2N-1} ,
Usage CALL Statement for this entry is:
GALL TNTM
No arguments are required for this statement.
Error Return (optional)
A labeled COMMON statement CCMMCN/ERTNT/TER should be included
i.n the derivative routine. Tf an error is detected by the user
I,36
in this subroutine, IER should be set to 2. ALINTS will return
control to the statement number specified in the calling statemQ:cit.
Zf this error return is executed, a new set-up entry must be made
before any further integration may take place.
The error return is optional and may be left unused if




The subroutine measure time interval's (in milliseconds}
of up to seven hours. Eight seperate timers may be used per
task, and timing may be done either in task time (CPU time allotted
to the task) or real tame (elapsed wall-clock time}.
Usage
The program is initialize by the statement
CALL SETTZM (NUMBER, TTYPE)
where NUMBER, and integer, is the timer (from 0 to 7) ZTYPE,
and integer, is the tamer type (zero for CPU time, nonzero for
real time)
To measure elapsed time since specified timer was initial-
ized use the integer function:
rTZME=zNTVAL(NUMBER, ZTYPE)
where TTIME is the elapsed time in milliseconds
NUMBER is the timer number (from 0 to 7)
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTER PROGRAM LTSTSNGS
This appendix gives a listing in Fortran of the parameter
a.dent3.fieat3.on programs, The three library routines that were
discussed ^.n appendix A are not l3.sted here since their appli-
cation will depend an the users parameter 3.dentif^.cation problem































NU1rhfU2rNU r L,AU,LAUT r1,4M, ME1,^,I I_A 1 5,LILS IS,^.AMX ► LAMY
CDMMONIMAINI! T(1^3)rllLiQ,10} ► G(1Or101rEIk0}rS^tld3rSlXr#IYr^3IZr















CUM M UN/REYSF! i^^, R3, N4 r i^t5, R6 r R'7, t^B
i
REAR FRO6KAM C gNTRQ!• LUDIC
14 REAR(5,110) IFLDq,iHINGErIkgTr2NEwrISIMI•rIFLD 3^rIHEC
FOK IFLr^i^= 0 FIzED 51P ^^ g h^E ►vT INPUTS AS READ i^ FAY rvtll ANR NUS
FOR IFLD^1=fit FDRCED 5J P ANGLE5 A+^(^ rt[}HENTS--LOCK£U GYriU DOE
FqR IFLDD='f F[]FtCE.D 5/P MQMENTS ONLY
IHEGCd LDCh(E p
 STEADY^STATE GYR q
 CASE-USE p
 ++iTH IFLOCr=i
IREG=I L,DGKEO TRANSI^N'i GYR p
 CASE USED TOGETHEi^ ► ITN iF^.DQ=1
IHI^1GE= C iV0 HINGE OF#^SET IN SIt^ULeTIpN
IHIFIG^= i HINGE. t3FFSET INCLt^f3EU IN 5IMULATIUN
IHDT= d SiML^LATIDN Ah^ p
 IDEr^TIFIGATIDr^ IN R p TATI^G CUgRDINATE5
IF2pTx 1 SIMU^.ATIQN AND IDEr^TIFICATT g rd Inr STATZd^ARY COUf^DINATkS
INEw= D 27 PAi^AMETER NEwP 51;BROUTINE
ISIHL=O PRDGRA^± RUN I^. IDE.^^TIFIGATI p N 1^}GDE
ISIML=1 PROGRAM RUN Iii SIMULATION MUpE
1h7Ew= 1 ^3 PAkkidETEtt hjE.v+P SUBROUTINE
INEw=^1 U5ED TOGETHER WITH IFLUGl=1 F g F^CE p
 5/P ANGLES WITH S/P
MDt^ENT5 HEAP FRAM INPl1T DATA GAI^DS
IFLUW^•1 ItvFLOw vAI.UE READ pROht INPUT p ATA CARDS STEAaY TERM AND
FIHST HAFtMgNIC




RE.A p C5^^,Od} SwEEP^gPM,^3HINGE, $LOCKrDF.LTA3,F3E.TAK,P1
:.^,
^;,^, r,	 z .^.	 n.	 _	 .^r^er-w^.,	 -	 .a....n..,.....^u._....^ u.,	 ^,._._.,.....,_....J...........4.._.,^.^,_..^.... 	 -...^..._^__...,......._......^_._. ^.._,_^^,.^ 	--..,....y..1,.	 -	 °^^—	 ,,,v.-mw.r'.^"^"'-'^y 	
-	 --	
_'
R^A p {5x140} 7^ISTrPi^ECON ► C'^,AIfiV,ArRRiiprALPHArALpHAS
.	 READt5r1453 L TLA1SrLiLB1SrE3IGA1Sr[^I[^S15rCf^,LAMrLA^^X,l,AMy
C
C	 INITIAL CDt^DiTiDNS Qty BLADE
REAf7(5r140] BET^Ai,RCETA^,rB^^"A2rKS^TA^,t3ETA3rKSETA3,COLECT
G
G	 READ GYRU CD+vSTAroTS
READ(5r140} GYIPrGYID,GF'SIi}rGYRaLrGYftF'MrGC
R EA p (5r100) FKZETArFCQANRrt;SDAMPrR^ipF
C
C	 INITIAL CUN g ITiC^NS DN GYRO
R^A p ( 5ri4'0) p^.L1'1rRp^LT1rDELT^rRpFLT^rNUirNU2
READ(5r1Q5} PW I,RPHIrT' HEWrR'^HETrRMF3xASrPMBIAS.^2A8IASr^At^IAS
C
C	 INITIAL GONDITIDNS FOk I ►^TEGRATIC}N R{^UTINE
READ ( 5 ► 144) I^ELF' SIrR^VS ,f^kVOrF2^ilFrTftlJ^vC
C
G	 SGAL^ FACT4R8 FUR p LQ1TING f^RC3^kAM
REAUt5r144) ( SCAk.EtI) , I=lr1^l)
144 FORMAT{fE14,5}
w	 1fl5 FORMAT (SF1C,5)
i1Q FukMA^'(7I^)
C
C	 wRTTE I+^PUT QUANTITIES
wRITE(bri34)




i3 2 FDRHATt55xrZ1r4Pk p GRA^ CUNTHDL LDGIC}
wRiTE(br134) IFLgG},IHINGErIR[7TrINEwriSIML,IFi.DwrIREG
13a FDKMAT(u5?(r7H XFl.OQ=I^r3xr^iH IHit^tGF.=I2rSx,bN IkDT--I2r3XrhH INEw=I^
1r7H ISIML=Icr7H IfLUw=l2rbr^ IHEC=I2//)
G
wKITE(6r144)





^ALPEiA, AL.P^ -EAS,^„IL.AIS,I.IE^B15rRI(iA1Si9I^+HiSrGD,LAM,LAMk ► L,AMY
154 F04^^+AT(^9xr5H EiIX=Fbs^r 5H ^3IY=!^b,'^ ► 5N E1IZ=Fb.^r 8H fiADIUS=F4r1.
1	 7H CHC7H p:Fu.2r i^H BLADE LDSS=F3.2'//19X,
27M SWE.Ef'=Fbse?r 5tt FZPM=Fb^1r
	
16H NiNGE PDSI^'iUt^=F4.^,
3	 bH L g CK=F6s3r 6^ DELI' A 3 =F `^s^r 8t^ K fiETA=El^rbr u ^+ ^'1=
4Fb.^l/2 uX, 7h T w I5T=Fb * fir 9H R^7EGOME,=Fbs 3r SFi CT-F7.4r




.rte.,..,.. ._..	 ,.,a,:^^., -
	 ,^t,^^
	 ,..mom... ,_._......_..,_.._....^__.^_.. u^v, ^i.r._ ^ _._.....
	 ^ .._.. 'ti	 ^^:i$^^^	 ^	 ...	 -	 r ^	 , rw	 ..	 ^ _- ..	 - ..^_.-	 ._...	 ...-..
68H ALPHA5^Fb,3// 5x,1ZH LITTLE. A15aF6^3r 1^H LITTt,k t31SaF6,3,
79h BIt; A1S =F6 i 3r	 9H BIG $1S=F6,3ruh GU=F'S.3,5N LAM=F$.Sr
$6W LAMX=F$.br b!^ LADY-F$,@//)
wRx7EE4,^^41
1b0 FgRMAT{ `S^}Xr^4i^FiLAgE INITIAl^ t:oN6iTIOr^S)
wFt7TE(6,1TQ) ^3ETAI,HEtET91tdETA^rRBETA^r^SETA3,Ftk^ETA3,GULECT
1?Cl F' g RMATC^xr7H H£TA1 =F7 ,3, 1^H BETAY f{ATE=F'7 ,2r 7H f^ETAZ=F7,3,
11^H $ETAS ROTE=F)„^, `^H HETA3=^7,3r 1^H KETA3 RATE=F7,Z,
^1^H CQ^.LEGTIVE=F5,111)
rtRITE{6, 1$4}
1$4 F p R M ATC`^$ x rl`aHGY R U PA[^AMETEHS)
^+RITE(6,19Q) GYIP,GYIQ,GPSIIJ,GYRdL,^YKPM ,Cc',FKZETA,FC:DAMW,C$DAMP,
1P5IQF
194 FURFIAT{15x,4M IP=Fb.3, uN IR=Fb,3, 12K GYka ANGLE=F5.1r
113 H GYRE? DAMP L:.Fb,2r
	
lbh GYWO RPM=F7,1, 25M r+LChAVIGA^. A1avANTAGE
^ C2=F5,31/10%,	 27^iFEAThE.HitiG NLSTRAINT KLETA= Fb,z,;^(7H FLaThLHING
3GAMPINL: GZE.TA=Fb,^,27H SwASHPLATE UAMPIHG G5 p AMPaF^6 n ?, 7H PSIOF^Fb
,^,^/r)
;'	 ,^ WRITE{Ear^00) ^
^^	 ^	 240 FQFtMAT{53x,^6rrINITIAL	 GEINE)ITIQN5	 C1r^	 GYRQ} ^ t
^ w#^ITECb,^14^	 ^3ELTirR p ELIIr p ELT^rRGELT^'r^► U1,^^J2
1	 210 F gRMAT(2^x,8H GELTAI-FT,3r
	
13H UELTAI	 RATE=F$^2r SF^	 pELTA^=F'7,5,
^'
t
4 113H	 p EI.TA2	 RATE=F^y .^.yH	 NU1=Fb.^.	 5H NUS=Fb.2l/}
WRITE{b,^15}	 PHI,kPhIrTN^TrRTHET,I^M^iIASrPME3lAS,kAE^iASrF'A^i1AS ^..
";	 .215 FURMATC	 ^x,SH	 PMI=F7.3,aH	 RPHI=F$.2r6K	 THET=F'1,3r ^1H HTHET=FS,^,
^,^`;a
^; }	 8H	 RMBiAS=FB,P,	 $H	 PMf3IAS=FB,^,	 SH	 RASIAS=Ft,,3, SH PABIaSahbt3//}
C:
wRITECbr^2p}
X24 FURMAT{3^X,6$HINITIAL GON p iTIGN5	 F(7F^	 STARTING	 AN p ST^1PPI w u	 THE.	 INT
'`^ IEGRATiflty	 ROUTINE}
wklT£{b,230)	 pELPSI,REVS,REyD,REVF,TRUh^G
^"	 234 FDRMAT(;i2XrSH	 UELf^SI=FS,^e	 7H	 ^2EV5^F'a,^,
	
7H	 REVO^FS,^,
}	 7^s	 FtE,Vh=FS.^,	 7M	 TRUNC-EIQ.+^ //)
^:
^Ik ITE Cbr^40)
^^Q FOKNAT.{49X,34HSCAl,E	 FAGTORS	 F(3H	 F'L^7TT3.^G	 PRt]GHAr^)
^rRITEC6,^ui}
^c41 F p FtF1ATC^ g xrSTH.SGAi.EC1)	 SGALE[^'}	 SGALEC3) SGAI,EC^)






















p R^CQ^:,AkECa^If2A p I Ary



















ROELT^=HUEl.T^ 1 RAQ I AN









G CUNVEKT	 AI^t	 vE^OCITY	 Tfl FT/SEG
AYt^V wi.b8761*AIRY
MU=AI HV *COS ^A 1.PNA3/ (c]MEGA^6PAp]
G Gp^uvEHT	 5TEH	 STZE^	 IN	 D^G^	 AivU	 Nl^M6EF2	 OF	 FtEV,
G Ff3R	 1J5^,	 1N	 ,INTEGRATIAti	 RU^ITINE




C SF T	 81.A1^E kADIUS	 5U13	 ZERO	 Ti!	 N1NGE UFFSET
OF THE I^UTUR Tt^ SELr
s=




,._. - _-'._ua.^-.......^.n_.. 	....ice ^ ,_.-_.. ...- ^_ ^	 .^^..w.^..	 ^^r	 —	 ^	 _ _	 aa.^.^r
.-	
♦ . .,
^._	 i ' .n ^. y. - - ...... _	 .. -. -.._	 ^^^._.0	 .-...-_ .^^^.u_^-^^_^_._.....-u._^a	 ._	 G
^:
BRApO=BHINGE 3•







^; G LA^1TxLAtnBDA/Ml^ ^
f, _ IF (MU	 .EG.	 4y0)	 Ga	 TC^ zGSG ^
G IF	 THE	 TNFk.O^	 TS	 Sr^EGiFIEr)	 F^f2oM	 TNt^t1T	 UaTA CANDS IFLQw MUST #E	 1 ^___.
'` ^ IF(I P I.U W 	aE q .	 1)	 G q 	T q	2bBFi:
ALFG=ALPHA$w#IGt^1S
`,: L al!'^=A^.FC	 ^yS+tCT/M U+^*G
^` 250 nIU=0,5 *GT/fMUkS {^RT^1^LAtJ1`**^17
^^ 'ERA=.A#5G1.QwLaU/LAUT7
^' TF^EKF^	 ,^T n 	 ^441J
	
GU	 tU	 X64
'^	 ^ii l.AU1'^i.AU	 ^
G[)	 T^	 X50
A^;; #64 LAMsLAIl^MU
^^ ^ G{l Ta X68
`' ^ ^b5 {,Ati^0, 4 ^ b
C ^
C WRITE Ga^.GULATER PARAMETEF^S
6 ^',^b ^RIT^(b,^74}
^F




280 Ff3PMAT^4^x^	 7H OMEGA=F7.3,	 8H	 GYSPEO= Fia,^, ^1H	 MU=^bN3,
^.&H	 LAME143A=PBy6!)
^`. wRI7E^^6,^85)	 DELTATrTIMESrTIMEp,TIMEF
2a5 PQRMA7431xr#H aELTAT=E14,u, 	 7H	 TIMES=E10y4^ 7H	 tIMEU=F.18 n ^,
`f 1	 7K' TIME.F=^Ei4.^)
k G
c INITYak.izE	 TAE A	 aN p eu MATRicES
qq	 344-I=1r14
n^1	 X44, ;T-1x14
^^ X04 ac^,,^^ =4.0
aa' duo	 ^=^ ^ 14
Sun #l!{I^ =non"
_ c
























7 (^ 3^ ¢F^BETA3
ICpUNT =i
C




























IF (IE^INGE .EE3, 4) i^U 7Q 3b4
HINGDF=ti n 5*6RApfl*OMEGAS/{E3RAU-GRAD[])
G U T'E1 3 7 4
3b0 HINGCIF'-Q*4
3T4 A(i^^) = i.4
AE2ri)=-GYNEw1-GYNEWU+^GYNEw5
^	




-- ^	 -	 ^^^1^^_^tJ^'	 _ ..	 -	 -^ar














A ter la )=+ ^^,ri^YNEw9
At3^^) =*i,a
At4r i)= n ()MEGA*SWASME?
p tur2) = GYNEV^^
At 4, 3)=,6YNEw1•GYNEw4•G YWEw'^







At^4r ia )= +, Ci66 fi * GYNEw4
a {Sr6) ^ i n 4
C
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^.^=^LaSS**^/2 r 0-k3aAt}0**^ / i^. *^iFtAOw *^ 3
83=E^I.l^s3 **3/3, Q-9kAaUw ,r3/ i 3. ,tdRAD+r^r3 )
8^=^1.a$s**^/^1.0-HRAUa**^/i4,*H^Ap* *u}
e5^a^,QSS * wslS.QwsKauow*^/i5.* ^RAU**59
^^-o,z^^oo-^^Aaa+^*u /ca,Q *s^Aa^wu}
[38.=0,50Q4 - Elr^AD[1 * ^a^/ i2, D * BRAp**2}
C
G	 CAi.GU4AT^ B r s FUR Rk v^^s E Flaw ftEGIUt^ {a^.^z+v^o AS its)





.	 -	 .a....e	 -	 d_._..,:...d_s^..e^..^.^....^.,.d.e._.^,i,.n:_.a.4^r.. _..^^.L.^..^w.^.^_-....tea..














^^	 ^ ^ E3^,Q^$**rj^*i4^ir*^j' ^ Imo?,




CQMMQ Nlf'RM/	 Ya UM1t74;^DUMii.ib),PC36)rUUM^(88g08)
GOMM(}N /CaMi/ LQ,Ni,gUMARYii^O}
G
COMMON/MAz ►^!/ Tt1^3)rAC10y14),GC14 ► la],Eiib},t^Ut10}:HIX,BIY,MIZ,
1	 f^RAU,EikAQ0,8CHURf3,ti^,OSS,Sw£EP,PEHRPMyHhtiNGE,
^	 {? MEGA, B(, p CK ^ I}El.TA3, CiE7AK ^ tW IST. PkEC g N, ALPHA,







caMMaN/s^,NTIV/s^ GH ^ s, CT,IHI ^^^
CpMMQN/ (]UTNEW/YMR(^OQ ► 4),IROT,INEw^ISIML,	 ^
CaMMON/INFLOW/PS IfIP, LAM}(r LAMY ^'iFLLiw
^	 COMM(TN/REVSF/ R2rR3,R4iR5iFtb^R'^,RB 	 i .
^ C
IFiISIML ,E p , !} RETURN	 ^^r
IFiN1.Et^^U}	 REiuR^a











































C	 iF INEf^TiAr BE1` AK AND I. g CK NIJMBEF^ AKE TU 8f CALGIILATEO AS
G	 FUNCTIONS OF HXr^GE PGSIT gN INEw=1












GY£wI=GYIP +1, S*^Ix *G^2
BIXYZG=(BIX^BIY^BIZ}tGYEf^I
BIZYG = 	 (l3I1-f^IY}1GYEGiI
SIZXG = 	 (#3IZ-^iiX7/GYEGI
BIXYZE}-(BIX+BIYwBIZ} /8IY
BIZti	 =BIZ/BIY




GYNfWS= tleS*L:^,2*FKZ^,'(A)%GYEtJI ^ .
GY ►^^.w6=(i,5*C^^*FCQAMP} /GYfWI
GYNkW7=G^C2*aWfEP*BIXYZG^rDMEGA 	 -
GYNfw8 = E;2*SWEEP * BIZYG *QMfGA2
GYNEW9=C2*BIXYZG*QMfGA ^











^AIA^--,'"'.-'	 --	 '-^..eif.K•-	 -	 t	
,:^, 1^
	










B p R^C = BGQUP3 *PRECON	 i^..-^
HGi}NST = BIY*SWE.EP*G2/GY^QI
IFt1t^ING^ .^Q. 4) Gfl ^'0 3b0
HINGOF»fi1^5rrEiRAU4 * OM^GA^ /( E3RAU^8RA p 0)	 j
GQ ^U 3:70
3E+0 HINGOF^0^0




































	uw.n^sw^^. 4f	 ''^	 ).yU	 W' '+ _	 ".v
--^. .,^^
^1'	
_^ds.^.l	 b }	 j.	 yc
:.	 ^.	




^ ^dA(8r4}=+ , BbbT * EiGD^lP^
A(8r6}x+0 # 0 ^








A 1 09=•BC (}lEP3»kiCUUP^^KIN (si^r
A1Q^0=»a^t^uPS
F^LOGK3=(f^CEiq^U^Cp *AIKkNU*t3RAD **u)/^3Ix
A.I^OC1=Eil. g CK3 *six *O^^^A^^^, 0
Ax'^UC^= ^„25*bI^it]G*KI.AMBk(^'1**^•1.)/LSI.UCK*B^.uS5**'^ )
B^S^k.ElS5 **3/3,0»^3PARt^**3f {^,*E3Ftai}**3)








































DIMENSION	 AIRD1 ( 3)rAIRt7^ ( 3)rAIRO3 ( 3)rAIRf74 ( 3)rAjR p 5 ( 3)rAIROA+(3)r ^"
1	 ASE10)rAIE^47(S)rAIR48(3}
G(lhtMON/STATE/	 NDrNSrKSKrKnTrNSTPrISTAT,rINIT(1^)rSCALF.(1^)r
1	 %INIT (^u)rYC{240r12 ) rYM(2Qpr12lrYw ( 2440a
G
GQMMpM/MAIM
 /	 T(1^3}rA ( 14ri4}rC(14r14 ) r^(10}ri^U{10} , SI%r8IYr3IYr ____
1	 6RADr6RADO r OCHORUrE1LOS5rSwEEFrPE^tRPMrSFiINGLr
2	 U^t^GArBLOCKrDEL,TASrBE.TAKr TwIST,Pfif.CgNr ALf^HAr
3	 ,•^^'	 ALPh^ASr^, II.A1SrAIRV,AIRRH4 ► GYZPrGYIDrGPSI4rGYRgLr
4	 GYSP^:DrG^rCOLE.CTrNIJ1rNU2^,TIMEF'riGl]UNTrP5Ir
5	 IFLUQrJGpUNT
' CQMMQN /l1F.RIV1/BPR^CrAIROCrAIRUGi r B2 ► S3rB4r85rBFrrgTrE^^i , A^5,A2T,AZ9y




GD MM{}N /INFLtJw/RSIUF,L^:Mx,I.ArtYr IFLgw









DATA	 ONLY	 QR	 FI%EO	 S/P
G MpMsE,NtS







^5	 IF(INE:^	 * EQ.	 X 17	 G q	 Tt}	 27
^^
^








G CALCULATE	 TIME	 YAkYZN[^	 ?ERNS FDR	 A	 ANU ^3U tdATHIX
^ o L UL U = 3
c
Do	 u4	 Y=1,3
ARG	 ^	 F^SI	 ^	 BLTUF3L*FLt}AT{1-1)








	 ,; -.,.,	 .	 ,	 _	
.,
gra a 5INfAWU)
CHECK FfJR REVERSE FLUB± ^tEGI p N IiE.TwEENi ^^5 A +aD :515 gE.GtaEES
IF(SN^L,Tr++E}r7) Gn TU ^6
AIR g 1(i) = ( U^ + MU*^i3*fSN+SWEEP*CS))/UMEGA
AIR g 2fI)=6 u, + Mu*(^,*f33*f5ta+SWEEP*f;S} + MU*E3^*SN*{SN+^.*SwE:EP*CS))
AIRU3(I)=5wEEP*tiu + Mu*{S3 *(C5+SwE,EP*5 N ) + Mfl*B^*C5*{StatSwEEp*CS))
AIRUU f I)=S5 + +^U* (^, *i^u* (SN+SwEEP*GS ) + NiU *i33*S^v* fSr^+^, *Sw^:EP*f:5) )
AIkD5{I) = #^3 + MU*t^2*(SN+SWEEP*C5)
AIR[l^(I)=S(s + MU*f^,*H7*(SN#SwEE.P*GS) + -Mll*E38*SN*{SN+^**SWEEP*GS):
G
G	 TERMS FpF^ NUN p NIFUR M INFLQw AFtE f:ALCULATEU EiY AIR p 7 ANU AIRUB
AIR g 7fI)- Su *GS+^u*H3*(f:S*SN+SWEEP*G5*CS?
AIR g SfI)= Bu* S^v+MU*t3^ *{Sra*$+v+5wEEP*p5*SN)
UC) FD u0
38 AIR g 1CI) = f R4 + ML1+R3*(SN^SwLLP*GS))/[IMEGA
AIF^UcCI)-R^! * ±^U* f^,*R3*fSta +S WEEP*CS) + Mp*R^*SN*{SN+^.*Sw^EF'*G5))
AIR03(I)^SWEEP*K4 + ^U*(R.S*(G5+SWE,^.^'*SN) * +^U*R2*CS*(SN+Sv^EEp*C5))
AxkOu(I)^F^S + MU*(2^*Ru *{S^r +SWEEP*CS) + ^U*R3*SN*(SN+^.*SwEE.E'*CS))
AIRf15(I) = ^t3 + ^^U*H^*[SN+SwE,EP*GS)






TERMS FDR ra g NUNIFORro INFLUw ARE GALGUf.ATEU !iY AI#^07 ANU AIRnB
AIR p 7CI)^ R4*CS +MIS*R^ *fGS*SN+SWEEP*CS*CS)
AIRf)S(Il= Wv*SN+htU*R3*f5N*SN+SWEEP*pS*SN)
carar lNu^.







A c4,9y=A49^,8667'*DU ►^ M Y*AIWE^6 (3)




A{8 ► 3 )^+r6bb7*C2*aiaoC*AiRn^{^)+Af33
A{8r7) = ^AIRpC*{AiRU3f2) a AIRU^fZ)*TNDLT) + AB7
A {6 ► A)= ^•AIRE) C*AlRfai ( ^)+ABB
A(IQrl)z^r5*Cc^*AIRgG *Aland{3^^A101
Af10r3 ) ^N.fibbT * G2^AIR [l[;*AIRU2 ( 3)+Alp3
A_;1Q i 9):. ^AIRnC*fAIRQ3{3)	 ^ AIRU^{3)*TNDLi'^ + AIOg
^...	 .._^^.....^.^...,..d..^.o_:.^...^,.a.,....._b....^..^.,^ ,^._...._...o..._ ..,. 	 ......
^	 .,^	 ^	 ^ ^
	





C	 CONSTRUCT '^^^ Ax MATRIX
90 pal 1aD I=1x10	 ^^^
ascl}=o,a	 ^
uo ioa ,1 =1r to
laa Ascz } = A3(I) #A c I.^1 } *rcJ +^)
G	 CONSTRt^CT THE HU c^ATklx	 '.^^
G	 ^^'^^
pSIG a PSI # GPSIQ	 '^
CSF'SI ^ GUSf p SIGI	 ^i
SNRSI = SIrvi^SSG)
SUf^) - ( NU1*bNi'SI ^ Ni12*GSF^5I}/GYFGI






















..	,,S'. H..I	v.	^ _	..	.. - r_	_ ^.	^_	'"+S}.'_^.	_	f ..	^-•^,F 1.^^	}	}
="	^	
























s^1NaIaapaa aWlsvio?I Ql SvIS AatiNOT1GLS i^^^:N[17






'iwISI'M^NI' 1pal' (h'40Z) aw,1fM^Nll1p/Nf1WWa3



























FtUE^.'f 1 {ZC[i^l^vy}=i [5) *kADIAN
kl]El.T2 [ dCOi^NT } =T (7) *HAUI AN'
Sf^M^?f' {IGOtJN^^ 1]="111
€30 ^S ry=1^NS
Ek(,J1)={YG{ICOl1tuT^ FJ } GYM{ICOUryT ,N}}* wEi6HT {N}


















CpM^iON / STATE / NU,N5 , K5KrKpTri^^TPriSTATrINIT(1^)rSCALE[1^'}r
1	 XIh[ IT(Zu) , YCt^00r12) , YM(^OOrI^'},Yw(^40a)
G
G(}MMON / PRZN/
	 PSI1tz00) ► 8PMRP ( 200 ► ^ ) rSETl( ^20a),gETZt2003 , 9ET3(20a)
1	 rRDEE,T1(^Oa) ► f^E3^.LT2(^pa)
G
wRITEt8r601)
601 F[] RhiAT t 1H1 r 1^K r ^ C^IMPUTED OUTPUT VALUES ^ ► 23X ► ^ MEASURED VAE_UES o ►
123x ► ^GUMPUTEn VALUES/}
w^ITE ( b^7007
700 F(]KMAT( u X ► PSI	 ME}ETAX	 MSETAY	 R p 1, L A PITGH A MBETAX Mf3ETAY
1	 RpLL A PITCF^ A SPMF^	 SPMP AETAi	 6ETA^ t^ETA3 R (^ELTi RR^:^.T
^2^}
100 d0 ^ J=1,NE3
1003 d0 3 I=1,M5
Z(i) = YG(J,I)*SCALE(I)
3 ZztI) = YM(J ► i ) ^SCALE(I)
^ wf^ITE{6r6aZ} PSIi ( ^T)r(Z{I )rI=1 ► NS)rEZZ(! ) rI=1,MS}r5PMFt^f,I,1)r
~`	 iSpMRP{Jrc^),E3E^T1tJ) ► SET2(J},BET3{J),RDELTi(J),RUELT2(J)
ca	 6Q^ F[]HMAT{iX ► F7,2r2F9,1rzFB.3,^F9.1,^^'8,3 ► ^F7.1r3F7.3r2i'7.23
RETURN
ENp
--	 "'^1- ,`r, 	 .^-;ti,-.,	 ^...._ ^	 t ^.,^	 ties-;	 -., a	 -..;::	 .^: .:.	 ^	 ,.^.	 _	 ,.r_	 ^-	 ^^.,	 ^ a^..	 _	 1.."-. ,	 :.a	 ... . . ......
SIJBRUUTI^IE IOENTI
Ol7USL^. f'RECYSIt]N tITELrSUNITnAUNXTrENI^rGrpRArUrGPLrfiSCrREa , HUwrG5T
1 r GPRr SI;M ► A+^Pr R'ET
p IMEN5IUN NVAFt(6)
C
CO+^MON / CQM1 / M3rN1 , V ► CUHR,RELEt^R,ERMrSUNIT [ 12}rTIYEL(lA)r
1	 AuNir(35}
CUB+h^ON / STATE / Npr NSrKSKrKUTrNSTPrISTATxINIT ( 1z}rSCALE(1$)r
1	 XINIf( Z^)rYCt^QOr12)rY^!(^'OOr12),Yw(^u40)	 .
CUNM q ^t / PRM/	 Mai (37}r^NS ( 37)rSENSIY ( 36)rA{3E^jrAMIN ( 363rAMAx(3b)1	 ri7A(3b)rE+^(2440)rDEI^(2^44r36}
CUMM g N / wGr+T / wEiG^T[1^}	 -
CUMt^UN / IDENT / ^$WTCNrITPLrIPL .UTI^IPLOT^rISKIPrITMAx , FHf2rMCURrICUR
CC►MMUN / NYRT / p(3Es) , DdA(3b ) rG(36,3b)
C[}M Mg N / P LOT / $ YMg^li)	 .
CUMMgN / PAR5U5 / INT(a } rRE(U) , PCT(36a,HALT
G
CO^t^ON/t^AjNl /
 T(1233rg1 ( X30} rpNEGArp^ ( ^4}rIC^IUraTrPrIU2(^)
C
ElATA E,NDr G^'L r FiSC ^ FtES / ^ ******** ^ ^ ^ *GU F'LUT ^ , ^ **RESCt}R ^ ^ ^ **RESAMP ^ / r
iR p w / ^*REAOwGr^^ / rGST /}# GO STOK E /, GPFt/^*G q PKIN^ / rSIM / i*SI^tiULAT^^
^	 2rA^ MPrRE7 / ^*^OUTPUT^ { s*RETUF^N ^/,TEN1^1^/
°	 LGGICAL *1 NA{.T
C
C	 STORE INITiA^. C g NUITIONS IN MATRIX xINIT^J}
ISTAT=T(1)
144u q Q ^+ J^1rISTAT
u xlNirca} ^ Tca^3}
C
104 FURMA; : a4A$}
1^3 ^[}RMAT ( 1 //r^l(^ 14 A$)
KR Li N ^: p
C
C	 INITIAL SETTING OF XVARIATIQN F' pR EAC^4 lJF THE 36 RAriAhsETERS
DU 997 I=1r3^
997 PGT ( I3 a 0„61
C
C	 INITIALIZING pF WEIGHTS FOR ALi. 1^ NE. 4SUkEMENTS
D(7 99fI Isiriz
99th ^EIGHT(I} ^ 1.
G
C	 SET MI N I M J M £RRUR AT WHICH ALGORITHM WILL STOP ITERATING
£R M r 4.4001
C
C	 5ET MIniiMUM VALUE AT at^IGH PARAraETRS WILL HE G0N5IE^E.RE0 IRHEL.EVANT
^	 , un	 ^^ua.^n..f^..:y :.^^^^
	 ,.
G	 START Ck^DCK TD KEEP THAGK OF C p MPUTAI"IE^M TIt^E
l g fl q CA^.L S£rTI^1{O,a?
V=q.
K4tliN ^ KRUN ^ 1
C
G	 CA^,L INQUT TO R^ , Ap ANU WRITE MUDEL PAFtAMET^. l2S ANU ^'EASElREU pATA
.CALL IML1^{T f 1 }
IFtiITEL { 1),EO,RET)	 kErURN
c
C	 GA^, GULATE AUTOCURREk, ATION WHEN HEADPLCIT CIPTION 15 4l5ED
IF{V,EG1 , ^1,?
	








IF {+^1.Ea„4}	 GU TE7 ^1^
	 '
G
G	 CALCULATE kELATIuE ERRQR, C[]RHEI,AT$ g M AND AUTQC4^Rl^ELAtI(lN
a	 CALL ERR0F^fN1rN:sr^i , VrCE]HR,RELEf^R?
	 .
`^ C
C	 CALL I^iOUT TQ OUTPUT F'! 7^ AL i^ESULTS p F IDENTIFIGATIUN
CAS,{. INOUT'(^)
G
G	 READ THE C1PT'TON GARpS
2i^ REAR ( 5,100} TITEL,
213 WRITE(#,, 143} TITE.L
IF{TITEL ( 1}rEW,G '^ R}	 CALL PRINTI
	




C	 ST-ORE DATA Oda aTSK
READ{5570) IpSEt,ID1rTRUN
570 FURMAT ( 4XrI2,^XFI2rI^}
WRITE{lar7gl )^IpSET
701 F pRMAT( / ^ THE pATA wIL^. 6E 9TURE p ON UNITl,IZ)
CALL CRUNC^1 { ID1 r IRUM1( r 1 8040 r If}SEt?
C
	
y 3 IF{TITEL { 1) n EQ.GPL)	 GO t0 10
IF{TI7EL{1) , NE,EtiQ) G(7 T4 ^1^
CU TQ 99




NVAR {1} w hlvAR {1) + 1a
^-.—
.,,	 v	 ^-	 -, ....	 ^ .. . ^.	 -	 ^	 -;;	 ^r
_^.c,.F
	
_ _.. w	 :: #t^,y	-?.^	 -^-'..
	
.^:^	 .Y ^+ - r=	 t	 -.l -n ,aw, ,.	








C	 PL{aT ANYONE pF THE FoLLU^ING p PTI0^1Si C pMPUTED ANU NEA5UHEQ VALUES
C	 RESIpUAL. A^IPLITUI7E OF THE OUTPUTS Qk 'fFiE RESIDUAL AUTO^GC)^tkELaTION
G	 FUNGTIUN q F T ►iE iIUTPUT5
1401 DO 1 I=1rbr2
IFCNVAt^(I).Et3.4)	 Gtl t p 1
L = NVAF^CI)
K = NVAR(i + 1)
IFCTITEf.{1}.NE.^ES}
	
GO T q 2402
1003 QU 3 J=1rND
YG{JrK) = YGCJrLI - Y^(JrL)
3 YM{JrK) = 0,
GU T q 202
2002 IF{TITEI.C1).NE.F28Ca 	 GU TQ 241
1842 DQ 2 J=1rND	 '
J 1 = J + CG-1)*NDS
YCCJrK) = YW(J1)
2 Yr^(Jrlt) = 0.
^	 GEl TO 202
``'	 241 IF(TITEL{1?.NE.A+^f'? 	 GU TO 213
202 I5K = 1
IFCISKI.NE.0)	 ISK = ISKi






^#9 TIME. s INTVAl.[0,6)11000.
Wt^ITE(brb00) KFiUNrrIME
600 F[}RHAT(//^ ***END QF iUENTIFIGATID^! RUN NU!^8£R^iI2r^ . TOTAL CC1Mf'U










D(lUt3LE PREGISIU^ TIXEL. Si.lrvlTrA(,!NITrE^^pr u rDDArPrG^1DE.RETrRP(,sFtE;..VAit
1 rRUw
OI^`E ti SI^IN CQOEfS?rSKIp(5)
G
CQ^N(7N/BT^TE/ ^p,^vSrK5K^Kq'i„NST^'rISrAT.INIT(1C].SCALE(1^3r
1	 xINI'f t^4} rYGt200r12)rYMt200.12arYwC2400)
Co ►^t4aN/F'RM/	 ^NC377rMN5(.i7}r5EN5IYt36)rA(3b)rA^fIN(3E^),Ar1^AX(3b)r
1	 UA(36Jr1=.Rt2400)rUEHt2A^JOr36)
CClMM gN1Cf}^S/	 N3fN1r VrCURF2rRELERR rER^^,SUNjT(^,2),TITEL(103r
1	 AUN IT(3 +h}
GU^ MU!v/IoE!v7/ KSt+^TC:N, ITPL. I WLUTI.IF'LOT2r ISKIPr ITMAXrTh^Ftrt^GCRr IGOR




C p ^^sCdw/WRITE/ wk (36} r ^+'^ C36)
G p M^4 g ti/wGHT1 wEIGMTCl2)










1GQDE/'*SIMULAT^,^*RE R UN	 ^.^*NEwDATA^r^*GUNrINl1'r^*SENSItI'/,
1 RETrRPL/^*RET^IKN f ,^*I^EA p PLU^/,RELYAR/+*RELVAFt ^/rRQur/'*wEIC;^T5^/
G
LOGICAL *J. SKjP^HALT
IS1'AT=7 t 1 }
	C	 JJ«2 AFT'E^t IDENTIFIGATI^N ^tAS ElEE.,N COMpLETEp





9401 StcIP(I) = .FALSE.
9002 READ{5,100? rIT^L
WRITE{6,699} tITE:L
iF(TIrEL(13.E(3.GC1 pEC4l )	 i^ETURN
IFCTIrEL(1}rEFJ,f^ET)	 FtErUR^
IF{TItEL(1}.NE, Np L)	 Go TD 940
SKIP(5) = ,TRUE,
SKIP^2) = •TRUE.
SKI p (33 n ,TRUEN
,.c.-	 ;i: Ft
	
-,-	 -	 r. rN	 ,y^:.:n.__.w.....^, .. 	 _ __	 ._.._	 i. ao-. _...:.aw.isr,..: ^.F^«
	
...^^..i ^..^_-`_ra.	 '.—:::.,-.<a.L-+-L.:^...ar-..:-u:^3tw^r,LFO.












GO Y q 900
9a0^ p 0 9003 I-1rS




IFtSKIP(5})	 SKIP(1) _ ,TRUE,
IF(SKIPt2)}	 Gq TQ 1
IFESlcIP(3})	 G(} T[} 151
1 I^EA g L5rla1) NirNDr N5rK5KrNSTPrKSTOPrL.ISTrI^ITrI5TARTr
1 SY ►^BrK5WiCHr ITPLr 1,PLUTIr IF'L^JT^r ISKZPr ITh1AX,wGFr TH}^,MGDKr ICgR
f01 FURMAT{7I5r12I1rI3/^A1r1XrbI5.5Xr2F10.5r10Xr^I5?
C N1 I5 THE: 4vUN8ER (}F F'AHA M ETERS T p EiE ^;STIMATE^i
N^ = N1 + 1
MN(N^) = 1
G Np IS THE NUM^E^i q F POINTS OF T^iE TI M E wIST[}kY wt^IG,K ARE, t^SEp
G NS I5 TF^E ^1UM3ER 0^'	 VAIiIABl.ES wHIGF± WERE. MEASIJREU
C KSK IS THE SKIPPING, FAGT^3R
C MNS MILL pET^.RMI^E wRIGM PARAMETG.R5 WILL ^iE ESTI M ATE p {NDT EST IF 0)
^, C t^INS(N2) IS THE ZM p Fx pF THE PARah^^TER STA^tTI ►^G TPE pEPENDENCE ANALYSIS (GAEL)
^	 Np0 = NE)
^ REA p tarl0^') t3EvSrHN5(N^)







G REAP THE V4^.UE (}F TAE PARAMETERS t e )r ANta TEILTR E+IMTTS {AMID rAMAX)
iaa3 p t7 3 Ii- ir3ir6
zz=l1+^
R E A DtS ► S0^'} tAEI}rI=I1,T2}rGNp
xF(c N p .!vE, c TINl1E)	 E30 T q S o
^ ^o^T^^v+^^
30 IFta^,LT,ivi)	 C^0 TEa Fa0
REA p (5r530} EAMIN(I),I=1rI2)
REA p E5rS3a) EAMAX(I}rI=1rI^}





934 If (AMAx(I),EE^,o,)	 dMAx{I) ^ i.E 5a







.e..__^	 ^	 ^"	 ,tom°	 t	 ^ ^	
--; N
	 ^ '^i*. `	 1	 , -d;ria
_	 :...	
..	
:..	 .,x	 _	 i _. i:^.







DO 6 NS2 = 1 r11
iFCSGALE{N52+1}rED.O.] G9 TD 550^a
b CANTINUE
^^4A p EµD{7r508] (AUNTY{i}rZ^1 rN1)
5Q$ FURMATC10A8}
C
	C	 READ T^!E DATA GA^tDS ,fT^+E ^iaST i]ATA CAr^G INDXCATES QN wH1CH UNIT T^£ pATA
	
G	 I5 !`D ^3E REA p „ I T MUST C(] NTAI NSr ST4F^TING IN GGLUMN 1	 DSE TNN , wHEHE tvN
	
C	 IS AN INTEGEr^ pEFIhING THE p ATA SET,COS IS DATA CAHD5,47 MIGHT FNDIGATE^ A
	
C	 gISK), IF THIS GAf^U DUE5 ►^ p T APPEAR,THE DEFAULT IS 05 )










	G	 PDR FQRGED S/P A^uGLE.S IFLDG=1	 STDkE S/}' f^DL,L aNGL^: I+^ Yt^K{i,l)
	
G	 +^^iD S/ P PIT4:H ANGLE IiV YMR{ir2] IN QKDEk NUT T q iNTE^FERF: WITH
	
c	 Y+^ IN ^^^ n lll`PUT su 6R[? uT I^^^
`"	 IF{IFLDW .Ef+i, 1) GO T q 79y
^a ra B24
	
799 IF{IREC ,E. CJ, 1) GD TO 812	 `'
}S1^K.0
QD 810 ^=1,ND
p S Y- OMEGA*DT *F'L,DA T {KKK } *KSK
KKK^K1SK^t1














p D B1^ I=1rNp
Yr^R(Iri}= YM {Ir3}*SGALEf3]/57.29576	 ---






.,	 W..^__.e....^.e.... _.^	 'L:	 a^.a..,ue..^..s_..^_,.t..^».e_Y.^..W.. ^....^^^, 	 ^	 t^~	 .ww
ao a15 I= ifNaao










YMR (NE1, ^)=YMR (tuD-1 ► ^)
YMRCNDr4 } = YMR{Na-1,4}
aza IfC1ROT ,EQ, 1) G p ro 82^
G q T(1 a3a
















YM (JRQT r ^) - C YM3*SPS I O+Y^^U*CPS r 0 } /SC: AL,E. I3 )
azs YaaC^RpTr43=C-^Y^f3*GPSIU^rY^14*SF^SZO)/SCALELu?
a3D IF(MISFIT t GT.a) ST p ^' 2
IF{S^iPC^})	 GO TO 42
IF cSkIP{^))	 ^;a Ta ^
iFCSISIPC3))	 GO TO 5100
C N3 I8 THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA POINr5









.i..	 _._..-::.	 .','.......f ,+: 	 -...	 3	 '.-^-:,,	 .._:.	 <r^ .s .._..	 -^.^^.-'	 .. ia F	^d	 ^-^...	
_	
_^..^. _.. 	 _ ^_^._	 -	 .mom.._
i	 7Xrl^rr UUTF'UTS s //	 f i ri4r r ME'ASUf^Eb VALUES PER
IaUTPUT	 (frlAr^ MEASUf^EMENTS),	 r,Z^rt t^AS THE SKIPPING FACTq
1R USE p 	F1/4	 TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN MEAgURE.MENTStrFS.^,r
1SEC^^rbXrlbr f STE pS OF INTEGF^ATIQN TN EACH INTERVAL.r/?
wRITEfb,T07) pPS I
747 F pRMAT( r 	ANGLE TNCt^EMENT BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS = ,F1a,^r^ pi:Gr /1]
wRITEf6r6Q7) (XZNTT(I}rI^1rI8TAT)
607 FORD1ATf^ INITIAL C(}NDITIQNS^/1xri^'1^'E11,3)
NSA=NS2+1
wRI^fE(br60 8 } fSGALEfI7rSUNITfI3rSLHrI=1rNS^)
6qb FflPMATf/^ SCALIivG FACT(}RS F pR pATA UNITS r / r 1DTU^^rbfiPE11s3rA8rix
1,A1) 7
4U WF^ITEfbrb40) ( IrRPrwAfI} rI=SrNI)
^VRITE(6,1ua) (AfI) ► I=1rN1)	 '
5100 RlA p iSr 1QU7 TITEL.
IF (TITELtl),NE,REL.YAR) Gf) TO 5050
R EAD{5,5517	 (HGT(I},I=1,N17
551 TGRMAT(bE10,3)
q C^ 5555 I =1,M1
5555 IF(PCTfI),Ea,fl,)	 PGTtI) = fl,01
Gil T q 51U0
rn	 505U IF(TITELCI),NE.R p ^f7 Gt] T4 50
^
	
	 REAp(5r5^fl} (w(wlGi"iT {I)rI=1,N5)rE:RMrpM1N
550 FORN3ATf8Ei[^,3)
Gq Tfl 51U4
5Q IF(SKI p (5))	 Gq Ti] 6b^S0
ZFfSKI R fl7}	 GD TO u2
wRITEfbrz4fl) fA rtlN(I}rI=1rNl)
wRITE(br3 1^fl7 (A !^AX fi), I=1 rN1}
W RI TE. f 6, SU7 } IT M Ax r 7Mi^
bk0 FORMAT(/ r PAK4"f(rT(=K5 NAMES/f17(,12f3xrlc'r41iJ.XrAU)/))
140 F g RMATf/ r INITIAL VALUES OF THE PAkAMETERS T /(^ ^,i P 1^E11,3/) )
244 FURraATf^ L.AwER tii3UNDS r /( 1 X, 1P1^^1I,3/) )
344 F[}k3i^A'F(^ UPPER k3E7UNDS r /(iXriP1zE11,3/) )
8Q7 FE?RMAT [ / r THE I p ENTIF ICATI g N p kUCEi^URE wILL. U5E A MAxIMUhs pF r r
1I3^ r I7Ei3ATIt1N5 AND A SEFARATIt1+^ THRE5Ht,L. p EWUAL 1'n^rEa,^)
bb50 ^rRITEfbrb507 f ►^E1GHT(I)rI^1,N5}
650 FnaMATf/ r ***T^[= FULLU ►^TNG WEIGHTS ARE U5ELZ***r/6Xrb(1^'E11.3,1Ox})
wRITE(brb51) E^iM,l7r;IN
b5i Ff^RMAT( i
 EHHMIN = r ,li'E10,3r r 	 r	 i}MIN = rrE10,3)
i^RITEtbrbbU7	 f^'CT(I},I=1rN1}
l^60 FU^MAT(/ r INITIAL ia ARAMETE^t INGREMENTS FOt^ GRA g IENT EVALt}ATIOra^/
i(ix,1P1^ki1,3))







Gq T a c^2
^^ IF'{SKIP(^+))	 Gq Ta 6L1
IFCSKIY(5))	 Gp T q 162





t48 FUR^AT( t 1 t r14x, tF i tV A L RE81ll,TS (y F 7HIS XDENTiFIGATiUNt/11XiSb(t^t)/
3 t FIT TEST **	 COST = t ,E12.4,14X i t GORNELATII}^ =t,FS.'a/yX,
3 t RELATIVE ERRLIR ^trFB,u/f
4 t ESTIMATED VAl.4lES c7F THE PARA^VETER5 t /b1X, t l1EF'E^DE.t^GY INDEX t /AX,
A t NAMEtr5X,tEST,VALUEt^3Xr
S t ERi^aR f3UUN p S	 UNI"fSt,Sx,^SE taSITIVITY t r3xr t FINAL	 INITIAE.f/




694 FpRt^AT (// ^ *** *S^]B, INOUT MESSAGE., ... Otv^v t , I3, + VA^,UES WERE FaUNp
1 IN THE DATA CAKUS F(]F{ THE t ,I^, t PAKAMETEHS t // t Tt^E HE.XT GAKP GOt^T




IF {I.NE.IGanE y	 G(} T q 63
1 b2 KT	 1
GALL UYN(NirKTrO)
J1 W 0
1466 qq 66 I=1,NS
ar; 66 J-a,^a
J1 = J1 t 1
ER(Ji y = 4.
IF(SKI^'{5}}	 c^a TO 69
CALL CkUNC^(NTAPE,n+ttUrar1a40ar.IgSETI
^RITEtb,bba? y ^vTAPErtv^iUNr IU5ET
_662 FpRHAT (/ t 5I t•^ULATE:D RItN t , 21?;' G p.`^P1.ETEE3 AND STaRE q qty UNIT ^ r I2)
b5 TITEL(14l = GugE(1)
RE^UFtIa
b^ N^ = 4
1467 DCi b7 I =1 r ^S
SCALE{I y a 1.
as b7 Jc1,t^l)







i :,	 $:	 {a.JY
	
.rc ^ X	1	 w,--
. r	 $	 -r^	 Y	 ^' 1::"	 tls	 '-'.-r is	 r,'.r.^e,	 yf	 ''^	 -	 ^	 N	 }	 -	 -:.:	 ^	 ^ ^+}}}}	 +,
E#^(N3) w YM(,l,I)





663 F(]f}MAT E r w^tgNG G00£ ^ r r yA4^ ^ r ^ , 06ET UNO^FIN^f^. ^11 N NO T STORED : )
TIT^k^( iD = RET
RETURN
69 ^lE1YE1 A- ^ N1
N3UYOA ^ N^
E:A1.L pYL1A










Ga^^O+^/STATE/ t,^ b,NSrKSx,KUT^ ►^STF'rZST.AT,I«IY(12),S(:AL^f1c^)r
1	 xItJIT(2u},YG(^'Q4r1^),YM(^40r1^)rYwf2^44)
GUMM()N/M AIN Z/ Tfl^3},D1t^34}ruMEGA^Dc^f17}^NU1r^aU2rTIMEF•IGUUNT,
1	 ^SI,IFLOQrJGQUNT







RE5E7 THE I+^ITI A^. C[^^vulTla^S
1.401 p 0 1 J- 1rI3TAF
1 i(J+s} = xINIT(J)
I Gf]U^vT = 1
IF(IFL p Q) 415,8
4 +^u i=YM(IGOUrvT,7) *s L'ALE(7}
Nut=YµfxCUU^T,t^J*SCALEfS)
G n TO ^
c
0	
^ r(u}-YMR (ICD UNTri}
T(5)=YMP(ICGUNT,3)
































G	 F(}RG^^7 S/P MU"1EN7S ONi.Y
y 0 ^U1=YM(ICOUN7,7)*5CA ►^^(7}















p I N ENSION KI^EAl1(14),IDG^tAn^(1^)
C
^^MMQIV/STATE/^1^?, N S, KSK, K€^ T r N ST P, I5TaT, T+VIT (12) rSCAI.E (12}, XINIT {2^ }STATE	 _.
1.YC(2a4,12)rYM(2QQ,12}rYwC2 p QQ}	 STAVE
C
pATA USET,^tt1N,DATA,CNTINU^END /^QSET^,^^tUN ^,^UATA^,^****^r^ENO ^/
1.UGIGAI^ *1 ^TAR7
START = ^*FA^.SE.




^. ^+x = r^MA x
1,A5T = tv^tAx
NF2^F :. 4	 ,^^'
RE4D (5, 540, EF^^t=l) C40E r NVAR r NGAR p r KF^F.AD	 ^
X04 Ft^RMAT{A4Ri2l1xrx2rlXrI^IS}
IF (GO p E^NE,OSET}	 GO TO T	 ^^'^,	 ^
IDSkT = NvAf2
G O T (3 14	 `^^^
^	 241 1.^1X = Mi^4{LMx,LAST)	 j	 _
It}EN4] ^ 1
1 IF(LIST,EQ, 4	 )	 GU TU 14
wkITE(6r101} NvAF2,^^GAR p ,KREADrL^x	 ^
101 FORMA'^tiX.22,'*'rl2r'*^.iv(15r2X),3Xriy)
14 READ{I p5ETi11QrERR^64) C4DE,NVAR,NGAWDrKRErO
1x4 FQkt^1A1'EAU, I2, lX, I2, 1X, 14I5)
IF {GO q ^,^t^,ENEi )
	
Gq TO SO
IF{GOD^,En,RU+^ )	 GO fiO 34
rF{, N p T n START)	 GU TO R4
IFiGODE,E p .CNTiNU}	 GO TO 20




NCHAN = NGNAN ^ 1
IOGMAN(NCWAN^ = NVAW




NREF = 4	 `^
IST1 W iSTAs^T-{(ISTART^1}r1^3*14
KINIT z INIT{NVAR},rKREAp{I5T13
Za IF{IDENI} n EQ„1?
	




YF(NGakDrNE,NREF)	 t^4 Tu ^}4
1.402 U q
 2 J=1.lu
IF{J+{ +^#^EF-1}^1^rLTrI5TART)	 GU TU 2
SFLICHEA.D{J) •^.l^rK.^^TO p rQHsLASY„GE.N p )	 G[f TO 241
x = K + 1
IF(K rLTr KSK)	 GU TU 2
,AST c LAST ^ 1




30 wi7ITE [br 1311)	 15T,nlyAl^,n1CARp






e10 MISFIT = 1
145 FORMAT(// + ***EkRQk IN p ATA CARDS []FtDER, GAHD NUMBEK + ,I3, + MISSING
1 I N 1+ARIAdLE + r I2 ► + DATA 5ET ^ // ^ *ENp qF 7t^E FiI^N **^t )
^	 bl HEAD{5r1b1) DUDE
^	 161 FQR^IAT (A^l)
IF {GODE, N E.^.N p ) GO Ti] 61
RETURN
44 MISFIT a 2
REAa(5,5E^4) tY ►v{1),I=1.Z0)	 i
560 FQRr^AT(Z4AA}
^+RITE[b,bt^0) CUUE,{Yw(I},I:1,z0}
bb0 FUE^MAT ( ^ EuRU y EULIS CGUE ^ + ^, Au, + ^ + ^ /+ n+ExT EARl^ GUN1'AINS ^ ► 20A^)
RETURN
Np = MIrvO f ^+1^, i,Mx )
K€sTS = KDT^KSK
wRITE.(6,600} KDTS,KSK,MD,NGHAN ► {IDC rA^v[I},I=irNCNpN;
600 FpRMAT(^ X AxI5 INCNEMENT xDT- 1 ,I6, + 5KIF'= + rl.i,IBr + POINT5 PEK GHA
1NNEL ^ / + THE ^ r 13 ► + F p LI.C1^ ING CHANNELS 'N^.RE kEA^I : ^ . 1 ^ t I2, ° ► +) )
RETURN
7 IDSET = 5
wHITE[6,b07}
607 F pRMAT( + **SUS,REA p IN MESSAGE. UNDEFINED pATA 5ET, ^ IS ASSUMED+}
IF {CODk.rNr,RU N )	 GQ TU 64




SUk^RAUTINE PAkAt^tN15rlv35 ► M1,Dt^INSrERRt^IN}
D(}Ui3^.E F'HECISIE]M DrpDArGrGO
DIME.N5I(}N (1UT(123
GUMMflry/f'AtiSIJEi /N 1 r N3 r KG r KT, KMQRE, V, V 1 r VS, q +^ I N r PC T{ 36 } r ^+A4'C
CUM.M(]N/ p RM/MN(37)pMNS(37}rSENSIY (36 },A(36}rAh"IN(36}rAMAXt36) 	 F'khs
Ir g A(3b)r^R(2 u 007r g EH(2uDDr3b}	 PkM
GCIMMUN/STaT^,INprtvSrKSKrKDTrNSTP,ISTaT,I^zT(k2}rSGALE{12}rKI^IT(2^1)STATE
1rYC(24Dr12}rYt^(200r12)rl'^{200)	 STA?E,






pATA k^LKrUSG/ ^ 	 F r i*G
^ p GIGAI, *1 HALT
{^MIM = gMINS
N1 = N15
1100 DO 100 1=1rMS
OUT(I} = 1.E^bD
214D p !} 100 J=1r^1Q
^/	 rAIH^t/^*I ^/rUNUSED/ f NU ^/









G g 0^v'T ESTIMATE SAME GIVEN PAkAMETERS ( FOi^ wHIG^^ MN5 = 03
1DOE^ p U E3 I^1 ► N1
8 Mtv(I} = MNS(T}
VS ^ 1.EEs0
KG = 0




201 J x 0
RELERk ^ D.
V ^ 0.
100? p 0 ^' I=1rNS
VC ^ 0,
1D20 oa as K=1rND
,I = .1 t 1














.r .,^.^. .. _	
::.y	 - w4^^-. rF.....
	 +^.^. .aa.w> . r........v. ^.-^. ^.x.J.. w.r - i+'-., i....
20 y = v ^ EKEJ)^*^
2 ^ELE^k = REL.£RR + V2 /DUTfI)
X33 = J
2b4 ^3 = J
V1 = V
V s V/.)
DV = V - VS
I^ cKzT.^.Ea.KSwTCH)	 ^o ru ^
iFCG V,G T^l.£ - Qc' *VS) 	 C,p TU b
KC = 0
GU T p 5
b CAL.I. ApJL15T
IF{KC,GT,f}:	 Gp TU 2A1
	5 I^{KIT,L.T.IT P L)	 {:eLl, PLU1'Itv(IH1.oT1 ► IWL.OT2rISrcIf^)
14 WRITE{€^,11uJ KIT,Mt1UE,Kh^p,REL.ERR,V,fAfI),I =i,N1)
	
11 4 F{}RMAT(/^ ITERATI[1^'rI3r^. 	 MUUE wAs'rI2.',	 KN[)= 'rl2r5bX,
1^kEL,.ERkE)H =^,1F'Eg,2,r 	 CO^rT = g ,ElQ.3/1X,3K{^- 1 )r^P	 A	 H	 A	 M
2 £. T	 E	 R	 ^	 v	 A	 L.	 u	 E	 S'r43t'- ► }12x,} 1 1.5 z5	 2 1
34 26	 3 15 27	 '^ 16 Z^	 5 17 2 y	 b 1^ 30	 7 19 31	 8 ^'
^0 32	 ^ 21 33	 10 22 34	 11 23 35	 1Z 2u 3b^ /f1x,12F,11,3/) }
^	 IFCKG,EDr-1)	 GO TU 214
'^	 IFtKIT.GE.ITMax)	 GU TQ 51
IF.(MQC)E,EQ.1}	 GO TO 21^
I F { REt.rRR.LT,^ kkl^ j N,oR.K^U,E[a,3)	 Gc^ To S1
	
21k IF (YS,GT.V,OR,^=I7,f.l^,K$wTC}^)	 VS a Y
h1ALT = , TF^UE,
CALL, UYi7AIF {HAL,T)	 GU TQ 9D
KH = KFt + 1
M=Q
IF fK{; ^ iCU^t - KIT.£^1.4}	 IG4R = YCUFi ^ 1
IFfKIT+1.EU,IGUR)	 rtaMGGFt
CALL. GUH(^1rN3,TWRrM)
2011 M1 = 0
K{vp = 3
1011 DD li 1^1r^1
wRtll = OSC
I^{G{I ► I?,£^:^.0.)	 wR(I) = AIRR
IFtMN^t,I).Ea.0)	 wR tl) = UNU5E1]
IFC M N(I).EQ.0)	 GU TU 11.
wR f i } = BL,K
M 1 = M1 f 1
nAfz^ = - D^AcI)
UA{I) = ANrAxl(f4«INfI)-AtI)) r DAtI))







MOSS I^iLE M^7DE1. ERHUR
YVa
q A[I) W AMIn^I([A^1Ax(I) -A(t})r0'^(I))
i` :AE^S(UA(t}].GT.Or ppp S*A^i5{ A [I)) } Kau = Q
11 GUNTIi^UE








SEP = SG+RT SPIV (i2) l
wkITE(brb04) MN5(N2),i1,wA{I1),I2,r+A[IZ}.,	 5EF^, T I^1E
60 p FURMAT[^ 5T KFiT 1 r^3r ^r 	 FIRST^,ISr^ (^sA +^ r ).
1r5xr^aE^' s ^rF.1^7.2r24X,^?I M F. =^rF8,2r} SEGO)




65 p F {1RMAT (/! 1 AL1. THE RAU pMETE hi S A[^E I ►^uELEVANT,
1. IUE ►^^'IFIGOTION PRUCES5 GA^GELI.EU^ )
RETURN
5! IF(hI1.^;E.IC^u)	 UO TO 152
1 p 52 DCl 52 ^=1rN1
^^ t^N { N) = MNS{N}
eA^^. Gory («1,N3rTRR,McQR}
152 viu0.
1053 q 0 53 J =1r^3
wRITE[^rb01} ( wA(I)rPGT(I)rI=Ir^1}	 -
601 FORMAT{//^ FAR AI-tETEH ItvGREMENTS (UA/A) FuR GRA^7IE.^^T EvAL,Ua7tUh^//
1C1Xr6{2x,AUr^^^r1PE^,1)))
1 p 5u q [1 Su I=1,^1
	
IF (MNS(I}.E(^,0}	 GQ TO 5u
SE^SiV{I) = AksS(A(1)¢S^GL(U(i)31St^R"f [V1) )
sa toNT I^+u^
N35 ^ ^3
'^ 1 = 4
1455 I70 ^5 I-1,R1






....,., ^..._.... -.... _	 _ .;,.








I^CKC^Ea.a}	 Gp ra 7
KG = KG t ^
IE(KC,GT,3}	 Gp T[3 ^
I^(KC,CT}i}	 Gp TO 1003
ib wRITE(^^116) (dA(N },Na1^N1}
i16 F' pRMATf^ PAkAMETERS:INGt^EMENTS^/(1X,1Pic^Eli,3 )}





1434 00 34 ^-1^N3
^	 34 YB s Yf3 t ERfJ}* *2
^	 VG = Yg/N3
EP$ = 4^5
'	 IF(VEi,LT.V5}	 Gp T p 1431
EPS = Cv ^ ^„kVii * 3, *vS} /f^,*Y1}
i431 Da 31 X=1rN1
IFiNNfI},Ec^.4}	 [+0 TO Si
A^EtaO = A f I l
4(i} = AMAX1IAfI},AMIN(1)3
AtI} = AMlivl(A[I},4HAx(I}}




10^ F'f^RMAT(+ ***STEP CQRREGTIUN* CD5T wAS+r1PE1a.3,+,
- 1CFJST =+ ► Ei4,3r+.	 STEP IS H UI.TIPLI^:U 1iY +rEi0.33
iF(V8 •,LT+YS}	 RETURN
K^ = 1
CALL ' DYN (N 1 a KT r xMp[}E }
R^ruR^+




















	 s4	 1 '.	 4	 +,'t	 `[5	 4:-+	 1	 .e' 4l	 M1*	 t...
	






CUMMpN / PAt^SU6 / N1 ► ti3,KC ► KT ► KMQO^ ► Y,v1,VS ► pMIN , P^Ti3b) ► FIA^.T
CQM1^Q (v/STAT^^' N Q,tiSr^i5KrKDT , NSTh' ► i5?AT ► INITtl^) rSCA^,^tl^),XINiTC^y3^"TATE
1 ► YC C2U0 ► 12),Yh1(^04 ► 12)rY^?C^^OQ?	 STATE:-
COMMON / PRM/MN{37) r MraS[37) , SENSIYf3b) ► A[S6)rAMIN(36) ► AMAX[3b)	 F'RM
1rGA ( ^b} ► Ehf^^44 ? rl7Ek{^1100 ► 36) 	 PRh1
1.CIGICA^ *1 MALT ► RERUN	 i
YWMAX ':, 0,
141 ^}Q ^1 J'=1rN3
YWMAX	 AMgXI ( Ywr^AXrAI^StYr^[.F)]]
R€RUN	 ,PALS€,
100b p Q b N ^ 1,!u1	 I
IFt^iFRUivrAh^ g R N^NE , IFtEF2E1^)	 Gi4 TO 6
C REST MA!
MNfN} = MN5 (N}





	 IFtA[N) . ^.u^,4.Q7	 STEP = DA[ N }*PCTCN)	 _
C FIRST RRD' R P R C}CE [1URE TU UBT+^E N THE UERIVATIYES
A(r^) = AM EMQ + STEP





1041 pp 1 Jxi rN 3
p ERJN = Ek [,f ) ^ ERS (J )
e6 p EK = eBSCDERJ ►v)
CIERMAX a ar4AX1 CpERMAX ► e$DER}
IF { eB p ER.L. E, UhS I +^ *AHS f Y ^ (^)) ]	 GD Tq 1






ZFCIHR , E0,0}	 WGT(N) a 3.*PGTCN)
jF[MN(N),NE,^^}	 HALT=,FALSE,
& CONTIr^UE	 -
r :u r	 a^.; .	 _	 :: ^	 _
f	 ^
IF'(rAI.T)	 RETUR^t
L^U 23 J=1 r N3
^3 ERCJ) = EkSCJI
R^F+7l3N ^ s t^U^s
1Q2z DC? ^^ i=1 rNl
iFCMN(I),E0,9^	 GU T^? ^2
PGT(I) = PC:T(I)*fi. + Q.q/SkNSIv(I))/10.
P{+^ (I) c ^MAXICI . QE.^ObrPCT(I))
^ IF(SENSIVCi].LE,1,3	 G(} TU ^2
"" I^^.kUnr	 I
PCT1 = PCTiIREPU ►v)*1G0,
wKiTE {br64lf)	 IRFE^IlNrPGTi
bU0 FORMAT(	 iNGKEMENT IN PA^tAMETER # 'rl^r^ REUUCEU Ti]^rF9,^r' X^)
G[) TU ipQb





cp QUBI.E p EiECISION AO,pi] Ar G^,CrGRAgrSrSAVErBMAX,SMIti^r!}E7
p IMF. NSION 5EPAR ( 1S)'SET ( 3a,18}rC^E. AR(3b } rGLEAHH{3b } rXN{3c^)
G
COMM[}N/BASIS / IBA$IS{3b)rplY { ^b),G{3^r36)	 !
GDMNft}N/ NVKT/AU{36)rpIJA(36)rG(SF,36)
CpMMUN/WRITE/wk(36),s^A(36)
COMMONfGRi^/MN(37)r iriNS( ^7)rSENSIV [36)rA{36 )rAMIN(36)rAMAX(3b)
1r p A {fib}rEK{24Q0), gER(2400r36)	 PEiM
`	 pATA ^'EC^rCU FiMA /3H^ ^r1Hr/
LOGIGAI. *1 l;^,E.AK,CLFA"^3rSETrIFtrINV
IF (N1 E0.0)	 GO TO 6999
CALL. SETTIM{2r0)
MO p E	 MnUEl
NExT = 1
*SEGTI(}^y
 1* r twwwr^ rrrrrr CUMYUTATiUN OF THE, GRA M MA^^Ixwwr^rwrrrsrrrrrrrrrr^rrr
~
	
	 5MAx = O.l}0
q n Gov i=1,N1
AU{I) = O r g O	 '
I€(MN{I)„EQ*0}	 GI} TO 2500
150x p U 50^ K =1rN3
503 A p (i} = A p {I) + pBLE{UEk{K,I})**^'
iE(AU{I }.I,T^1 n U r 70)	 M ►^tI) = d
AU {I) = DSORT{AUEI}}
2504 p 0 500 J =1rN1
Boa c{Ira} = a,:^a
1501 q o 5o i ^ =1.^r1
IF (i"^N(X)o^I^}.0)	 GU TO 501
1502 p 0 502 J=1 r I
IF {I * EC^.J)	 Go TO 502
IP{MN[J}?tW.©)	 GO TU 502
150 p 0 504 tt=1,N3
50u G{IrJ) = G(I,J7 + gBLE{gERCK,I)}*pE3L^.(pEk(KrJ})
GLI,.]) = C{IrJ?/{Ap[I)*AD(J})
w(JrI) = (:(IeJ)
G	 p EFINE THE FIkST f3ASIG WA^2AMF.TEk
^^{3MAX,GT. p AI^S(G{IrJ}) } GO T{} 502
S^a AX = I]AE^5(G(I^J))




1510 O[^ 510 K^lr^^^




....,	 .-. i_	 'NrY
	
Gtr t-,...	 ^	 -:,_	 -: n:
	
^_	 i^ nFAw9wnri rue.drw
	 — ^^.-.






N^ ^ N1 * 1
IF (^tNStN^).NE.4)
	 ^^ %T 	MtV$t^1^)
G *SECT; O+v L'^r riwrrw ^rrrrrwrrrl NZTinI. ISATION wrwrwrrwwwrrwrrrwrrrrw rrfrrrrrrrarrrrrr




IF( I NV}	 MUgE = wUgE1r10




IF {+^1.GT.15)	 GQ Tu 547
545 wHI'FE{6rb5Q5)
654ri FUFtMAT(	 1Hl.l0x, ► i^ARA^ETERS CURRE,^ ATIDN r^ATRIx+)
154b C?O 50b I=1,N1
5 p b wRiTE{^+,65Cb) wA(Iir(C(irU)rU=IrI)
6506 FORMAT{/iXrf^4r^x,15FB.u)
547 IF{MUUE.LT,u)	 GU 7tf 1508
w HITEtbr6;113 wA{NEx T)
601 FORMAT( r i	 SASIG
	 ^r3 g X.o CF^ITlGALt/r
	
F'ARAM^;TEf?rrSxr^SEF^A^tATION^
le 15xr ^F'ARAPti ETER' r5xr rSEF'ARATIt]N^/4XrA4/)
Ca..rrINITIe1I5E
ova	
M 1 ^ Q
^''	 1508 p U 548 I=1rH1
M1 a ^1 ^MNti)
1549 DO 509 J=1r^1
IFtJ,^E.18)	 3E rc IrJ) = ,FALSE,






aa A{ I} = a.ao
508 M N { NZ} = F^Iiv4tMN( [v2} rMN{ I)3
IF { M 1.EU.4?	 [;O TU 6999
DET = i.D0




Cs ^SEGT It3 N '^ * wrrrrrr rA{^ALYSIS CF THE VECTOk $^Tr...rrrrrrrrr rrsrwwrrrwrrrrswrwrr

















-^a^'--.....	 .__..,_	 zrssa:.a.^rK;.,ire..,,.:...nao,......,—.-.-^_..^ -----
^^^^	 ^`	 ^ #i	 K --i	 ^..	 i




KG = KG + 1
ISASI5tKG7 = htE%T
IF(KG.G^..N1)	 Ga 7 a 20
C Cf7MPUTE TAE NEw ARRAY E1F REMNANT VEGTaE^5
1D02 Ofl ^ J =1r ►v1
IF (CLEAR (,)))	 GC TC1 2
C	 TRANSFf} RM INRUT VEC 7' (7R DDA
DDA{3) = i}DA(J)	 p0A ( N^.xT) * G (JrNEXt)
IF(.NOT . INY)	 Ga 1'0 1003
1203 Da 203 I=1,N1
203 G ( J,i) = C(Jrr)	 G[NEXTrI) * G (JrNEXT7
1003 oa 3 X=1,J
I^ CGLEAREI) }	 Gt7 TO 3




C: FIND THE GE^'ENDENTr	 THE UF^TI M AL	 A'h<p	 THE	 G^ITICAL	 VECTORS
200+	 ^REt^1N	 w	 0 -
", SMAx	 O, p O '
°^ $MIN s	 1:UO
100 + 	DU	 4	 I = 1rra1 --
IF(GLEAti ( I)) !:U	 TU	 U
IREMN	 =	 IREMN	 +	 1
SAVE	 =	 G(IrI7
I#' (5AVE.GT.SMiN) GEl	 TG	 ^
C STURE	 'SHE CRITICAL
$ M I N ^ SAVE ¢--
Il7t}T	 W	 I
5	 IF CSAVE.L.E,S'^Ax} GO	 Ti]	 4 ^5




IF(iRE M rveE^i . 0) GU	 Tt1	 20 a
G CHECK	 THE D^YENUL+vT
IF(SMIN.LE. n 5) GQ	 TU	 t} ^^ ,
C COM^'llTE	 THE	 VALUE	 OF	 T^+E UETEkMI^vANT
^'IVCNExT}	 =	 SMAX
DrT = DET*SMAx is
C NORMALISE RUw	 Q^vR GUI,UMry NEXT	 F^EFI^Ht	 THE NEB	 LYGLE ;;
SAvE.	 =	 usaHTG5^+Ax)














600 F p fiMAT{kX^AU, SX,1f^E9^? ,1E3X,A4, '8X,E4,^)
14 p 7 DO 7 I^i,Ni
I r {INV)
	
C[!uExT,i) = C(MEXt,I) /SMAX






C +^BECTION 13 ir. a. w^ ..+ss ..s ANA[,YSIS p F THE UEPENUENC£ WITH Iry THE $ UB +BASI5r"^+--• +rr
$ NSET ^ NSET + i
^^^	 DDA[IauT) =D,^aD
MN( IDUT} = a
^G^^'EAR(I(]UT] = .TRUE,
^^^`^^^ aRE,EQ,0}	 GQ TO ^ao +^
^5^''f`(IO^JTrMSET} = ,TRUE,
C FIND THE GOriP gNENTS qF IaUT (]N THE BASIS
ip09 QED 9 I-1,KG
KSACK w KG+i-I
K c ISASI5 {K9ACK)
^	 IFLI,Eq,i)	 Ga TO 9
iain Do 10 ,1-2,I
KBAGKi ^ K^i rz^,]
Ki x IBASIS(KBAGKI}
	 "
IO G(K,IQUT) = G{Krll]UT)	 C+(KrKi?*G[K1iIpUT)
9 CONTINUE
1011 DO 11 I^irtiU
K ^ ISA5I5(I7
CHAD = SHIN f (G[K,ICiI^T}**^)*PIV(K)
IF{DAE^S(GE2A17} P ^E,S)	 GD TU 11
C M EH[IRI5E THE DEPENDENT VECTUF2 IN THE. l.OGIGAL ARFtAy ^^SET^^
SET(K,NSEt) = .TRUE,
G SE -^ THE. MAGIC +vU M E3Eu TO 1 FUR DEPEN^?ENCE QF THE NEXT #3ASIS VECTOR WITH IJUT
M nr (ac } c 1
1I caNTINU^
G HEMaF^;SE FHE 5E^'ARAT IQN UA Tt^E DERENDENT VEC1'aR Iry ThiE ARRAY ^ ^ SERAK 1 I
$EPAf^{NSET; ^ USiJkTtUMAXi(D,OOrS M IN} ]
Go Ta 2Q04
G *5ECTION 5^r ^-^^+rSOLVE THF, E g UATIuN G*DDA = D^*^R	 { I^vV^.RT G EVENTUAl.L.Y}+^•^
^tl IF(K&,EQ,1}	 Gt] tip li^i
11^Q DO 1^D I=^,KG
KBACK = KG+i^I
K = II3A$I5[1SUAGK}






r . ^^^666"'	 .
^	 -	 ......^^.^..,
	 _- _^.,.....^...^	 ._....^.^..__._..	 _^'.^	 asp_ _	 _	 y ^^,_^a	 .^ ,^.
KC3AGK1 s KG-TtJ
K1	 3EiA53S{K5AGK1}
IFi,NC)T,Ir^V)	 Gil Td 1^9
1^2Q 44 Cz4 L1 = 1,KG	 .
L = IfiA5IS(L1}
22A G{K,L) = C{Kra.}	 G{K,K1}*GEKSrL)
120 DDA(K) ^ UDACK} ^ GfK,Ki}*tiDA(K1)
1121 QU 121-I w irKG	 "
K :. xI^A5IS{I)
121 D p A(K) = i?DA(K}/AD{K)
G *SECTI p N ^* rwwrwwwr ,www r w,.;.^.FIN q 7FtE STRUGTURE (3F THE SET--wrraaswrwwwrwrwwww
IF iHQDE. rE0.4}	 ,^r0 TC^ 9999
IF(NSET. E^Ir fl )	 G'0 T(1 2y
I^'CMa gE.^.T.5)	 GQ T q 24
G WRITE THE pEPENpE^uT &E:TS
wRITEC6,^,21}
621 FURr^AT{/11X, r RE#rEN p Et^T 5ET5 4F PAkAMETEHa + / 1Xr^SE.PARATIGN+/)
1422 QO 22 J= irNSET
1023 p t] 23 I=1rN1
IF(MNCI}.EU.O r ANp .SET[I,J) )	 IQUT = I
^,	 23 GLE^RiI) ^ SET(IrJ)
N	 CALL Tf^AUUC(CLEAI;,N1,Nw) 	 .
wRITE(b,b2c^} SEPAk(J}r (wk(I},CUMMA,I^1,Nw)
fit' F'UKMAT{	 1Xr£. q .2/{14x,24{ q ^J,Ai }/))
IF (NCIQE.LTrb)	 G(3 TCl 22
K c 4
1Q12 b0 12 T-1rN1
IF'C M ►v(I).E0.47	 Gq TO 12
IFC.NOT.S^,T(I,^J} )	 GC7 TU 12
IC ^ K ^ 1
GL^r K )	 = wG(I,it3UT}*Ap(IflUT}/AUtI)
rr^t{K} ^ wA(3}
12 G(lN ^r IN4,fE
to wRITECb,bi^) w+^ilUllT)rFEI},(wR(I},pEOrG{Ij:}rI=1rK)




^d^ FOi+ZMAT C ^ 1 ***THERE A^iE ^ , I3r ^ F' A^A+^E TE;tiS IN T^+FS WHC113LE M .
1THE SEPAHATI g N T^tF^ESHULU wAS^,E4.2 / f MAG3G NUMBER }r3bI2/}
IF(MCI p Er(,Tr^)	 GD TU S2
G****^r**vr********^t*,^**** UNIEJN [)F THE UEPf^NU^.NT SET5 *****, ^***t*******,r**^******
112 5 D O 12 ^ I =1 r N 1	
^_____
12S GLEAR(I) = .FAi„SE.
eau:` - ^	 ^ i <^ ^ 1	 U }	 e^;,	 0. -	 ^<	 .:V .	 ..i >	 '..^ ^;	 .^	 ' ._--i ^i	 i^'-	 a	 -.	 - ...t:- <'
	
..	 `






.:.. .. ^. :.	='.	-.'1: -..	_: '^.^..	Y	.-. e.. _,^
	




0' 3N" (I) SNW'{)Ntl' 0 `C!3' { I ] rvw ^ t I } titl^`IS
TN'TmI 9£ p^ 9£OT
t{/i tn'htl)n^'x2`^^ ^)I,
	




tt/E Tn'an)rr^'xZ'e* ^)I^	sa31'^wnavd iN^AN3d3aNi	^ ^//)itlWaa^ h£9
iMN'T^Ifv'ww(^p'CI)H!r+} ttr£4'9)^1Ia^
eS^	{MN'TN'^I'93^p)p^1pbH.1 ^^na
^`'' ^-	Cb'^N'iI]5Nw)'aNn'{I)aI = LI)9db^"17 f£
^{^	2'a3'{I)NW ^ {I}HV^'1^
^^^'^	TN' I=I ££ C+d £SOT
c^^]	
Saal3wdr^xa n^Snn^n nN{f a^dda^ia '1NtlA3'l^dliI 'iN3(]^v^d3oNi d0 3wvN 3+^1 ^iia^+a
^^^`'^	^^tNll^vp^ 6^
,^^^•	t {ft tn'na]hz^xg'^* i)/^ ^A ^n•1tlA ^fl^ii 3W1 NMON}i SI ^I ^ ^)ltlwki{3^ Gz9
^	{r^^i'T^I'dwwd^'{II^M} i62^f^1^1IdM
t^N'TN'^an^'1^}pflat►H1 '1"ftlp
t t/{ Tn'hn}r^z'x9'^^ ^)/^	H0^ c}^Nid190 SI ^n'1nn final tl # ^/^* at
/^'b^'i= NOIib2fnd3S*^^	^'^'I'^^t^SWnN 1^S 1N^pN'^d^p^*^ ^//)itlWagd T^9 (
MN'T=i'vWWC]p'LI}H^+]'tr]^nd35'f Ci£^'9)^1IHM
(r'i]13S'GNV't0'{)^'tI)Nw} = tI)Wan:^^p 0£
{{''T]1^5'aNtl'it'Ft^'tI)!vW) = tI}Hti^`f7
TN't=I of qo 04'{lT
.	a^asNft-f 6? 00 ^^Ot




y ^ry'y y 11
	^ n ^v I
y
 t ^^^v] a^St 9 ^
	
i	'7+iHi' ^ th)^Jn S^J
CL^}atld^s'tr)Kad^S)TNIwn = t^1^5N)kltid^S
{3I^i)1^5"t^C)'tr'I]i^s = {p,^^Sra'I}^^s A^ t^r'tMr as r^o e^ot








1^5^1'I'wN A^ OQ 9^OT
T + 71^SN = pI^SN
sue' C11 E3^
	
Etr3Hn^'1^]^I 135NlT^r 5^ pd S^C1T
0 = ^13SN
w
.^37 FpFtMA7(^ *+/^ *	 hilT t5Ti^sATEi^ t /C t *^ ► 2x,^uCAw,k1 )J)7
CALL TkADUGCCLEAi^E^.,IJ1,hlw)
^kZfE(b ► b3B) (wRCI)rGQMrdA^I=1rNw)
b3$ FOf7MATC^ *^/^ *	 NITT UStU^ /C t * t r^X ► 24(A^7rA1 )/))
TI M E = I^TVALC^,D)/1444,
W^ITE(6,6De) ^ET,TIME.
64^s FU1?MAT(///^ UET^^ ► D2^.1`^ ► ^	 TIMf. ^^,F y n 3, ^ SLC f 7
9989 RETUk^
6999 wkITE(b,999)




i ..	 ^r,g.. ,	 w.{.r	 ^^m	 ,:;;:^
	
-	














DATA ^[.A^iK^ EMPTY/ ^	 ^ ^ t PJ[7NE r /
^,flGICAI. *1 FUUNQ
^c^a
1a0^' DQ 1 I^^.eNl









wR { 1) = Eh^PTY
R^.'FURN
£rup
rswnw3r+ywulwv.w.»	 ^	 ..	 -N-,.	 ^	 4	 _' V+]	 -_^.	 _'Y' _, ..,^. ,...r,-....	 -- ...	 -.;.., ai e;^y.	 . MS..^.^. __..._.._	 ...^	 _. ^..	 ^^......_._.. .__	 .. ^_.	 ..__.. .. ___
	





StJBROLlTINE ERitQR {Nk r N3r M1 r Vr G4KKr RELERi^I




lr.YG[244r12)rY M (2Q q ► 12)rY'^!(240 q )	 STATE
GC1M#^ pN/E^F^M/MNt37).MNS(^73r5EN5IV{3b7rAf36)rA h^;N(36}r At^ Ax(^b}	 PR^1
krDA( ^6)r EF^{24 p 4)rDER(2u0Ar36}	 PRh4
-	
COMMON/I:DEh^T/ KSw?CHrI7P^. ► IPLQTI,IPLQT2,TSKI1^r I7MAXrTHRrMCp^trICOR
COMMON/N11RT/ p (3b} r p DA{3b), PRf^ q {36r 3b)
C
IF(N^^,.Et1*Q}
	 Gq TU 2U40
^OOX p 0 1 I=1rN1
MNNDL{7(I j = MN(^)
k MN(I) = MniS(I)
GALL GtiR {NkrN3rTHRrkQ)
DQ 2 I = 1rNk
2 MN(I) = M NHOLD(I}	 ..
a	 +7 = 4	 iw	 ERMAI( = p^	
1Vk = Q^
D0 S I = 1rNS
V = pr
OUT = 0^
DQ 9 It = i r ND
Ef2MAX '= A^1AX k (ERMAK r EH (^1)* *2?^
RELE R H x REI.EH R ^ V/Uk^T








C AUTDCUF^HEL:ATI p N OF THE RE5Ipl1Ak.S
20QQ V2 - D„
k422 00 22 I=1rN5	 ____
L	 (I-k } irND ^ 1
1Q20 a0 20 K=ir^l^
Vi= Q„
L1 = 1*ND ^ K. + k






	 t^ - -	 y
..	 y	 ........	 .... . ,	 -r ., .	 ... , ,	 _ .
^n
a
zl vl = V1 + EH(dl*ER{JPKM1)
KPL^i = K^1.^1
^Q Yw(KPL^1) = V1/[L1^L+1)
^P V^ = V2 + Yw (I.)
V2 = V2/NS
IF(M1 n ^.^.A)	 RETUF2N
G ESTIMATION UF' PARA^ETEfiS VA^tIANGE
1Q15 DU 15 N	 1^N1
'^i^
	
p A(N) = o.
DDA(N) x 4.



















CgMMCJN/STA.TE/ND ► NSrl4SKr1{DTr4v5T^'r ISTAT, INIT f l^) r5CA^.EfIZ} ► XINIT E24}STATE
1rYC(24Dr12)rYMf2DDr12)rY w f2440}	 STATE
C
DATA iiuMrggTArCNTINUrE^vO ► ST g RO r RUN ^r^OATA+ ► +****+ri^Np ^,^^STtl+/
C	 i^^iS^,
KpTS^KpT*KS'!c'
^RITEf6ri01) NTAPE ► NRUNrKDTS
1D1 FOR^1A7(1H1,{ NTA p E^^Z2r+ tVRUN^rI2rbX,^1IDT=^rIS//)
RE,A p
 (5^ 502} CE3DE, I5TOR
502 Fi}RMATfA^irbX,12T1)
WRITE ( brlla) ISTOFt
11D FURMAT(1xr + VARIA6LE5 STUREll ARE I gENTIFIE p BY A 1 IN CD[,I^^NS it T
10 22 AFTER TAE CphtMANf^ ^STDRAGG+//1Xr^*STURAGE " + 12I1!
IFfC p DE,N^ n BYOB)	 GU T q b0
C TRITE T^^ FTRST CARD QN ^fNIT IGSEt
71 wRli'E(IDSET,74i} ^TAREir^RUN,KE^TS
7 p 1 FQRMATf^RUN +rI2r+S+riZr6XrI5,b4X}
KVV = 1
n 14Di p D 1 I=1,12
I^fISTORc^},^a.D}	 ^^ To ^
YCMAxfI} = a.
laa^ oD ^ a=1,ND
^' YCMAXfI} = AMAX1(YG^AXfI)rASSfYC(J,I}})
IFfYGMAxEI3.{;T.9949.4ft n YG^Axti).LT.lOD n )	 KOVERf1} s 1
KVV = MtiVV*(1	 KOVER(T})
1 CUyTINUE




*.***04}TF'UT DATA HAU TO SE KE5CA^.ED SEFnRF STORING+/
1+ TO OeaTAIN ENGR n 	 VAI.u^.S M uLTI^'LY STORED VA4,UES 8Y	 + //	 }
144: pp 4 1 =. l r 12
IFfT5T p f^fl),^KOVER(I}^rYGMAx(I) .EGI. D}	 GC1 Tp ^
Y GMAXfI.J ^ YGMA?c{il/8gD4.
14.03 q Q. :i J ^. 1,NQ
3 YCfJ ► I} ^ -YCfJ,I)fYG^+Ax(I}
YCMA^fI^^YCr^Axfl} *SCA.LE(I)
wFtIT^(brba4)	 YC+^Ax fI9,I
644 FDFI^AT(:iX,.iPE1D.3r + FL1R G^+ANNE^.t ► I3}
+^ C.ONTTr^UE
3D J1^ - ND.
RlOQS OQ 5 I=1,1z
YM(J1,I) = K57UP
YC{J1,I) = KSTCTt^
G----r---"'---wRITt TAE [BATA CAHpS---------^
10U6D q b I = 1r 1^




7 NCAR1] a ^1CA^tD +^ 1






1w^GR g tK) = YC(x^J,I)
17 CTaNT I^ UE
C ++RITE THE p ATA CARDS U^ Ur,rIT IDSE7
wkITE(It?5E.T,7418) CQ[3ErI ► ^iGARl3,IwkC[tU
7pB ^UR^iA.T( ►l4,t2r1x,12,1x ► 1^z5)
J = J ^^ a
IF{JI.LT.J) UU Tt^ lb
CURS. = GN1 iNUN	
^a T^ r
lb wHITE(b,aib) I
616 F gRMA7{ r 	VeRIANLt^, I2,' I5 STOF^ED^)
b CU[vTINUE	 {
9 ^tRITE(b,1Q g ) E[vU
1p9 FpRMAT(1XiAu]







C	 SET CAI.CULATE q VALUES i^h+ICN ^A q TQ BE KtSGAL^R F}ACK TO THt1Ft
c	 D4IGI^AL. vAi,u^s Foy P^oT q N^ ['kIiVT ^^UG^AMs
DU ^0 I=1,1^
IF(I5TQk(I] *Kou^.k(I) *YC M Ax(I) .tUl, 0) GU Tt] 20





660 FORMAT(/ r ***Np STORAGE PAHA^?ETERS. A L.L VAF2IABLES ST(3Rt^r)
D0 6i I =i,1^
bl I5T(7R(I) = 1
GU TU 71
^ t7'1 rl ^E s= (^' } d 5^
.	9L + 2Wx/t{2I'IJWA^'^^) ^ 10^d5^
92 + ZWx/C	tTI^I)q+^^'S^} = 1Cl"ld7i
tI}ewas ^ tlq'id^liq'1d ^d'1d7f ^ ^ Y } d7!
9C^ + Iwx/(t•TI'I}wA^'S2) = 1p"kr151
9 Cll q^l t0`^^`II}dI
.Ed^^Et-I}	t dIHS^t'gr^'Y = I L C^CI.LOOT
t (r,JWx't£)wx3txtlwtl= ^wx
{ f^}WX'Ci}wx7rxvwtl- tWX
{ti'i)IUT'^ ^/.a w I 3.^fX9t^i/fJ^tndwCEq i'Ytl'^ 'Q^d^1Stl3w e'Yb''xd'zI2
' ^'^'1AbIMbi11	'O^1ndWC33 i ^ Ttl' i 'a^r^nSV^w i ^tt►'xn'^T' i^'19tllti'^A/ I
A'f06W1^5 ^ // i 53l^tylSlH '^wll t^^J.ndwpq ONtl q^tlrtSd^w i `xQF' ^:,t} 1.^wdt7d ^O t
{t^Jgw,^SfL£]^W,tS^2I^{2)^iw^5^(TyAwAS^TI `d0I^9)^IIdM ^
(t2^,S^v)S^3v'ttr}wx)txvWtl= ttr}wx h
( { L^I'LIwA}s^a't£lwx}txtlwtl- t£)wx
dISiS^+'QN''t=i fl Od t^p0i^
5 [)i OA {0't^^'2I) :^I 5002' ([1S3d)SAtl'(2)wxltix^wtl- t^}wx £
{II'I3gA = iS^tl
( t ZII'Ilwh)S8tl'(T)wx}IxtlWV- {Elwx
dl5tSk'q^t^T^I £ Oq £OOI
50p^ A^ o^ t0'o^'TI}dI
0 = L1')d^+
n'T-C 2 qq 2041
1(1Q = C9L)10'^d
1q0 W I^Z}10'ld
Ta{'I = I Z i3q TUOY'
'400I/xS^i^1Q^I ^ f. C1











PLC ?^^ T'(KPL.aT) ^ SYMHE3J




148 F{3^iMAT( t to101al,ux,F10,^J
101	 DO 1Q J = 1r^
lA p 1.aT^KPE^LK) ^ t3l.ANK
P(,a7 (7b) ^ I30T
^^.aT (^^^ = ooT
T cq^TlN u^
11 ^^IT^(b,111) I1 ► XMC1)rX^(2),I^ ► x^(3) ► XML^)
ill FORMAT( t 3^AxIMA t	 VARiAti1.^^ ► i2 ► !	 M ^ A S s ^ ► 1''E1ae3r t e Gt]N1f'=t,E10 ► 3
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